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ABSTRACT 
The Developmen t and Validation of an Assessment Instrument to 
Measure Envir onmental Education Competencies for Level III 
of t he Elementary Teacher Training Program 
at Utah State University 
by 
Francine Fukui, Master of Science 
Utah State University , 1979 
Major Professor : Dr. Donalr R. Daugs 
Department : Elementary Education 
Purpose and Procedures 
The purpose of this study \vas to construc t and validate an assess -
ment instrumen t which could effectively measure the impact of impl ement-
ing an environmental education componen t to the Level III program of the 
elementary teacher training pr ogram at Uta h State University. It \vas 
the hope of this researcher that the test would also be administered to 
Level III students upon completion in subsequent quarters to indicate 
individual competence in environmental educat i on. 
Care was taken in the construction of the instrument to assure con-
tent validity of concepts considered important by local, university , and 
state environmental education reviewers. A preliminary form of the in-
strument constructed in the study was administered to a pilot group. An 
item analys is was performed to determine the level of difficulty as well 
as the ability of the distractors to distract. The final form of the 
test consisted of 36 multiple-choice items . The final form was 
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administered ttvice to a second group of Level III students. Data from 
these t\..'0 administrations were used to establish the internal reliability 
of the instrument by using the Marshall-Haertel reliability formula . 
The reliability of stability between administrations was established by 
using the test-retest formula. 
Results 
Using the Marshall-Haertel reliability fDrmula, the reliability 
coefficient of the instrument for the first t es ting was . 81. The var -
iance of this admin istration was 10.96, resulting in a standard devia-
tion of 3.31. The second t esting had a reliability coefficient of . 78 . 
This second administration had a variance and standard deviation of 
11.42 and 3.38 respectively. In examining the test results of the first 
and second administrations, the mean raw scores show a positive impact 
in learning gains occurring bettveen the two testings . Using the test-
retest reliability formula, the Pearson- product-moment correlation tJas 
. 8191. 
A content validi ty was es t ablished through a review of the items by 
cri tical revietvers tvho had background in environmental education . Each 
revie\..•er was given a copy of the objectives of the environmen tal educa-
tion compo nent and a copy of the item pool. Based on individual judg-
ment, each r evie\ve r matched test items to the objective in which they 
fel t it ••as testing. The final test form consis ted only of those items 
receiving a 100% agreement in the item pool review . 
(166 pages) 
vi 
Background of the Study 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The e lementary education teache r training progr am at Utah State Uni-
versity is designed around levels of competencies . The name given to 
this program is SODIA . This acronym is derived from the initia l letter 
of the descriptive t<ords (Self, Others, Disciplines , Implementation, and 
Associate teaching) , which r epresent the emphasis that is pl aced at each 
level of the program . 
Level I is designed to deve lop competencies as SELF-- a person with 
possible personal qualities . Level II develops s kills related to deal-
ing with OTHERS , particul arly with students , with the focus of develop-
ing skills for helping t he student become a bette r l earner . In Level III , 
students develop knot<l edge , understanding , and teaching skills in the 
subject areas or DISCIPLINES which make up the school ' s curr iculum . 
Level III experiences a r e followed by s tudent t eaching or Level IV. 
Level IV allows the student to IMPLEMENT all the skills he/she has ac-
quired thus far in his/her stud y . Foll owing Leve l IV , is Level V, 
ASSOCIATE TEACH I NG . This l eve l is optional . This permits studen t s to 
be intern teachers under t he direction of a regular t eacher . 
At the methods l evel, Level III , emphasis is on the five disci -
plines-- language a rts, mathematics , science , reading , and social studies . 
At the present time, there are no stated objectives for Level III that 
are directl y rel ated to environmenta l educa tion. Environmenta l 
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education is an evolving educational endeavor. At present the trend in 
environmental education is away from traditional nature stud y , ecology , 
and co nservation. As this trend progresses , conten t is becoming in-
creas ingly less familiar to those who t each and those tvho are preparing 
to t eac h science. Because of this current trend, plans for an experi-
menta l environmental education component to be inserted in the disci-
pline component of the Level III t eacher t raining program have been 
initiated . The proposed environmental education component will estab-
lish a phi losophy , objective framework, activities , and evaluation plan 
for a team taught approach to environmen tal education , language arts , 
science , a nd social studies fo r Level III preservice teacher training . 
This component is intended to strengthen the stud ent's background knowl-
edge in science and emphasize environmental educa tion competencies. 
Before the environmental educa tion component can be evaluated, 
ob j ec tives must be determined f or environmental educa tion in the Level 
III component of the teache r training program . The objectives were es-
tablished through a combined effor t by university , state, and local en-
vironmenta l education revie,vers . Once the objectives have been deter -
mined, an assessment instrument can be developed to measure those objec-
tives . The assessment instrument will measure the effect of enviro n-
mental education instruction on Leve l III students . This s tudy will 
deal with the development of the environmental education assessment in-
strument des i gned to measure the objectives of the Level III environmen-
t a l ed ucation component. 
J 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of thi s proj ec t is to develop an assessment instrument 
that will measure the cognitive domain of environmental e ducat i on for 
Leve l Ill of the Elementa ry Teacher Training Program at Utah State Uni-
versity. The intended use of thi s instrument will be to measure the 
competencies in environmental education of Level III students upon com-
pletion of the Level Ill component . 
I n or der t o def ine the stated purpose , t he follm>ing objectives 
have been stated: 
1 . To develop an assessment instrument to measure the cognit ive 
domain of environmental ed uca tion fo r Level Ill of the Elementary 
Teacher Training Program at Utah State University . 
2. To determine the instrument ' s r e liability and validity . 
Definition of Terms 
Competnecy- Based Teacher Edu cation (CBTE). A movement in teacher 
education where emp hasi s i s placed on defining the teaching objectives 
or competencies individuals need to learn t o do to be "competent 11 
teachers (Reilly, Barclay , & Culbertson, 1977). 
Condition. One of the three main parts of an objective. It t e ll s : 
(a) what the student has to work wi th, (b) the environmental circum-
stances unde r which the performance must be demonstrated , (c) what the 
student mus t wo rk on, (d) his s t a rting points, and (e) any limitat ions 
( Swezey & Pearlstein , 1975) . 
Convert main intent. A mai n inten t of an objective that is not 
direc tly observable. It r equires an indicator. A covert main i nt ent 
i ndicates the unobse rvable per formance which the objective is about , 
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while its indicator tells how to measure whether the individual can per-
form it (Swezey & Pearlstein, 1975). 
Criterion-Referenced Test (CTT). A test that measures what an 
individual can do or knows compared to an external criterion or perfor-
mance s tandard stating what is neces sary to successfully perform a task 
(Klein, 1973). 
Environmenta l education. A process that es tablishes an understand-
ing that man and other ecosystems are an inseparable part of the environ-
ment. It develops decision-making skills to solve environmental prob-
lems, and develops attitudes which will foster positive action relative 
to the environment (U. S . Office of Education , 1974) . 
Indicator. The action verb of the objective's performance state-
ment through which the ability to perform the main intent is inferred 
(Swezey & Pearlstein , 1975). 
Marshall-Haer tel Index of Reliability. A split-half coefficient 
measure for reliability for CRT that results in the coefficient beta. 
This coefficient spl i ts the scores into masters and nonmasters (Marshall, 
1976). 
Overt main intent . A main intent of an objective that i s observ-
able and measureable (Swezey & Pearlstein, 1975) . 
Performance. One of the three main parts of an objective . It in-
cludes an action verb that states precisely what must be done . The 
verb may be the performance itself or an indicator of the performance 
(Swezey & Pearlstein , 1975). 
Reliability . Synonymous with consistency . The level of consis-
tency of the results of the measuring device (Borg & Gall, 1971). 
Standard . The third main part of an objective which specifies the 
cr iteria by which the performance is evaluated (S1,rezey & Pearlstein , 
1975) . 
Validity- -(Con t ent ) . One of the four types of validity . Content 
va lidity is the deg r ee t o which the test items represent t he content 
that the test is des i gned to measure (Borg & Gall, 1971). 
5 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEH OF LITERATURE 
6 
Background in the areas of competency-based teacher education , en-
vironmental education, and test construction \·las considered necessary to 
give direction to this researcher. The results of this survey of liter-
ature \Jill be presented here as follows : (a) studies conducted on com-
petency-based teacher education, (b) environmental education , and (c) a 
discussion on test construction . 
Competency- Based Teacher Education 
Because of the increased emphasis being placed on accountability , 
competency- based education is becoming more prevalent. Competency-
based teacher education (CBTE) or performance-based approaches to teacher 
education specify objectives in explicit form and holds prospective 
teachers accountable for meeting them. Prospective teacher competen-
cies and measures for evaluating them are specified and made known in 
advance of instruction. 
The degrees of competence in future teachers may be developed and 
assessed through different types of criteria, such as knowledge, per-
formance, and consequences. Reilly, et al. (1977) indicated that a 
competency-based program would probably include: (a) individualized 
instruction--some choice of what is relevant, (b) instruction modules- -
sets of activities , (c) time as a variable-- rates of progress determined 
by students ' progress, (d) field-centered instruction--performance in 
real settings , with more and earlier field \Vork , and (e) emphasis on 
exit rather than en trance criteria--adMission less rigid, but demon-
stration of competence necessary for certifica t ion. 
Edwards (1976) stated that there has been a phenome nal increase in 
the number of teacher preparation institutions which have adopted compe-
t e nc y- based t eacher educa t ion (CBTE) i n the pas t five or six yea r s . Be-
cause of this widespread movement , a carefu l examina tion on the positive 
and negative aspects of CBTE was conducted . Afte r a study of a CBTE 
science program , Ed,•ards concluded that before CBTE can be a viable 
alternative for t raining professional t eachers , a number of problems 
will have to be at tended t o . 
Enos (1975) revealed that even though the evalua tion of competency-
based teacher education programs is st ill in the embryonic state , CBTE 
training programs can constitu t e a significan t improvemen t over t rad i-
tional programs of t eacher educatio n. His study to compare th e cos t 
effectiveness of a competency- based teacher educat ion program with a 
non-competency- based teacher education program generated information to 
support competency- based t eacher educa t ion. 
Gertrude Moskowi t z (1976) indicated that much more r esearch on 
teacher effec tiveness and t eacher behavior is necessar y t o be able to 
substantiate CBTE programs . Although competency-based programs are in-
t ended to enhance t eaching and l ea r ning , much more time will be needed to 
fulfill thei r manifold promises . Appropriate research and measuring 
instruments wi l l have to be deve l oped to he lp assess whe the r CBTE is 
on the right tract . Moskowitz stated : 
If CBTE is to be effective and not merely another fad, 
we will have to eradicate the instant laundry lists of 
"compe tencies" now circulating. t.Je must understand that 
it will take some years to truly uncover these compe-
tencies and to conduct experime nts to determine what it 
is that such programs should be based on. (1976, p. 23) 
Reilly , et al. (1977) stated that there are four di fferent levels 
in professional development at which competencies may be assessed. 
Level 1 refers t o assessments of the training experience 
the professional has had, courses, internships , etc. 
Level 2 refers to assessments of the professional ' s be-
havior "hile he/she is attempting to fulfill his/her pro-
fessional role . 
Level 3 refers to assessments of the behaviors of pupils 
und er guidance of the professional . 
Level 4 refers to the assessments of the desired outcomes 
of the pupils . (p . 70) 
Each higher level is in fl uenced by those pr eceding it. The effects of 
training experiences on pupil behaviors are subjec t to the immediate 
effects of Level 2 and Level 3. Therefore , the effects of training ex-
periences are subject to attenuation and are difficult to establish. 
The problem of measurement in competency- based teacher education 
programs is critical and is supported by the following two positions: 
The overriding problem "ith CBTE before which the others 
pale to insignificance is that of the adequacy of measure-
ment instruments and procedures. (Elam, 1971, p. 21) 
I assume that even small progress made in assessing teacher 
competencies will be of great improvement over our present 
evaluations . (McDonald, 1974, p . 21) 
As the above two positions stress, all efforts "hich are put into 
devising valid, reliable assessment and evaluation systems are steps 
leading to effec tive teacher training programs . 
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Environmental Education 
Protection of the environment has become a case that reaches every-
one ' s life 'vhether they are aware of it or not , and as usual \vith causes , 
calls upon schools to eq uip the oncoming citizens to prevent disaster. 
Teacher training institutions are now making an attempt to satisfy this 
added responsibility . A study conducted by John H. Trent (1973) shm;s 
that there \.Jas a significant increase in the number of colleges offer-
ing courses in methods of teaching environmental education . 
Since the earlies t efforts to get envir onmen tal education 11 off the 
ground" environmenta l education has been defined in a vari ety of \Vays . 
In the past four to five years some definitions and unity have evolved . 
The follol'ing majo r objectives seem to be widely agreed upon . 
1. To obtain a clean understanding t hat man has an inseparable 
relationship with his environment. 
2 . To obtain a broad understanding of the in t errelationships 
among ecosystems and natural resources. 
3. To devel op an understanding of man ' s envi r onmenta l problems 
and the decision- making skills to solve them . 
4 . To develop attitudes which wil l foste r positive action relative 
to the environment . (Sale, 1974 , p . 8) 
Deternining desired outcomes of environmental education is a neces-
sary firs t step . The next logica l step is the es t abli shment of the 
natu r e of program likel y to achieve the ob j ectives of environmenta l edu-
cation . A source of insight to this problem can be found in the guide-
lines prepared by the Office of Environmental Education in the U. S . 
Office of Educa tion . 
Thus the environmental education process is multifaceted , 
multi - discip linary and issue or pr ob l em oriented. Other-
wise worthwhile but specialized and na rrm; ly de f ined edu-
cational approaches, s uc h as areas o f conservation , and 
resource use, environmental science , na ture study , etc., wh ich 
normally tend to exclude consideration of mutually r einforcing 
social , physical, cultural , and policy implications of these 
concerns do not ad equately meet the scope of this purpose o f 
the ac t. (1974 , Part II) 
Creager , Davis , and Hawkins (1975) supported the U. S. Off ice of 
Education in saying that environmental ed uca tion s hould be an inter-
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disciplinar y program. This program consis t e d of a three-point position : 
(a) Integrated design-- this consists of the understandi ng of a natural 
integrated des ign encompassing a ll of the components of the human 
being--environment relationship . (b) Int erre lationship of environ-
mental educa tion--effort needs to be directed at both problems them-
selves and to motivating students to commit themselves to coping with 
environmenta l questions and i ss ues . ( c ) Interdisciplinary s olutions--
represents tives of disciplines , exper t s in the ir mvn fields , need to 
be capable of communicating and \vorking with exper t s in other fi e ld s --
visualize th e whole as clearly as they see the par ts. 
Linsky (1971) indicated that American education provid es a perfect 
oppo rtunity to develop progr ams aimed at inculca ting an environmental 
ethic . Programs seeking to foster attitudes should begin in kinder-
gart en and continue through the gradua t e level. In support of Linsky , 
Nelson stated that: 
Educa tion is the most effec tive means available to us of 
chang ing values and attitudes to create a new environmenta l 
citizenship, in which man \.Jill come to understand his r ol e 
and responsibil ity as a cus t odian of life on this earth . 
(1970 , pp . 2- 3) 
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Once an environmental education program is established, a n essen-
tial step tmvards achieving the goals of environmental education is to 
produce teachers who are willing to teach env ironmenta l ed uca tion in 
their classrooms . Klein and Kosecoff (1973) generated a crucial ques-
tion: 
If element ary and middle school teachers do not have pos itive 
attitudes tmvards teaching , then it \Vould seem that very 
li ttle instruction in this subject would take place in their 
classrooms. The students would, therefore, have little oppor-
tunity to achieve the major goals of environmental education , 
i.e., acquisi tion of both positive e nvironmental attitudes and 
knowledge . (p. 79) 
Klein and Kosecoff (1973) des i gned a study that found that t eachers 
possess positive a ttitudes tm;ard teaching subjec ts in which they have 
received training. He conduc t e d a study to ascertain the effective-
ness of 30 hours of environmental educa tion instruction on elemen t ary 
and middle schoo l teachers ' at titud es towards teaching this subj ec t to 
their classrooms. Fifty-one elemen t ary and middle school inservice 
teacher s were randomly assigned to t\vo graduate level science me thods 
classes . Both g rou ps received the same instruction during t he firs t 10 
days . The experimenta l group , hmvever, received ins true tion in environ-
menta l educa tion. Following this treatment , both groups were adminis -
tered an atti tude instrument designed by Kl e in to measure their at ti-
tudes toward teaching environmental education . The content validity of 
this t est was judged by five professors of science education and two 
professors of social science . The r el i ability was established using 
the test-retest method . Pearson- product- moment correlation coeffic i en t 
was calculated as . 88 . Data from both groups indicated tha t they both 
had positive at titudes toward teaching environmen tal education . 
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Hm .. ,ever, the mean score on the individual statement , 11 I plan on teaching 
environmental education to my students" was significantly higher for 
the experimental group . The experimental group had a mean of 4 . 82 (with 
5.00 being the highest , correlating ,,•ith St r ongly Agree) and the control 
group had a mean of 1.85. Also a significan t difference was fou nd on 
the statement score " I plan on spending a good deal of time teaching 
environmental education to my students ." The experimental group had a 
mean of 4.25 and the control group ' s mean was . 81 . 
Both groups felt that environmental education has a valid place in 
the K-8 curriculum , but possibly their inadequate background in environ-
mental education caused the control group to disagree on statements in-
volving a personal commitment to teach environmental educa tion in their 
classrooms . The above statement is supported by the r esult s of a study 
conducted by ~lirka (1973) whic h used 244 elemen tary teachers. The 
teachers listed their r easons for t eaching or not teaching environmental 
ed ucation . Those teachers who did not teach environmental education 
listed the lack of knowledge in the discipline and th.e lack of knowledge 
of environmental education instructional activities as the major reason 
for not teaching e nvironmental education . These same teachers , however, 
believed environmental education experience would be valuable to child-
ren . 
Studies carried out by the National Education Association Research 
Division (1970) , Gillenwater (1969), and Donaldson (1972) illustrated 
the magnitude of concern for increasing research effort centering on 
environmental educa tion interests and attitudes . They provide evidence 
of scholarly suppo rt for conducting such research and acknowledge the 
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role that instrument development must play in the research and evalua-
tion effort associated with areas depended on input from both cognitive 
and af fe ctive domains . Through the development of instruments derived 
from simultaneous consideration of conceptual frame\..rork and a data base, 
the status of environmental education movements can be assessed and the 
influence of variables on growth and changes can be studied . With this 
information available , judgments can be made as to the effects of var-
ious educational programs on changing those movements in favor of a 
quality environment (National Education Association Research Division, 
1970) . 
Fleetwood and Hounshell (1976) directed a study to develop a valid 
and reliable instrument capable of assessing the degree to which high 
schools involved in environmental education programs have assimilated 
specific envirorunental concepts and attitudes. The instruments de-
veloped \.Jere the Environmental Science Test and Environmental Attitude 
Inventory. Content validity was based on the results of a judge panel 
of measurement and environmental education exper t s . The use of the 
Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 resulted in a reliabili t y coefficient of 
.83. Results of the study indicated that instruments can be developed to 
measure both cogni tive and affective outcomes of instruction in environ-
mental education . 
Hounshell and Liggett (1976) implemented a four-phased program of 
environmental education . The thrust of all activi t y '"as to bring about 
cognitive and affective change in their teachers and the students of the 
teachers through an in-service program . Their s tudy revealed that stu-
dent learning was influenced by "t reatment " of their teachers through 
in-service programs . 
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Test Construction 
Beca use of the abundance of literature dealing "ith test develop-
ment , the Landeen Descriptor Matrix (1976) was used as a guide to in-
forma tion on criterion-referenced test development . Landeen's study 
focused upon developing a r eference source that would meet the infer-
mation and decision-making needs of educators in the selection, develop-
ment , a nd utilization of criterion-referenced measurement systems . The 
Descriptor Natrix \Vas selected as the medium for presenting the da t a 
collected in the study. 
Most test construction in the past focused upon a relatively few 
kinds of assessment instruments-- such as college entrance examina t ions . 
Comparatively little help has been given to the classroom teacher to 
diagnose individual student n eeds or assess outcomes of particular in-
struct i on programs (Klein & Kosecoff, 1973). No" , however, there is 
grmving desire to individualize programs and assess validly the outcomes 
of instructional programs and to hold t eachers and the administrators 
responsible for actual gains in student performance . . These trends have 
increased the demand on test developers for appropria te tools to facili-
tate the measurement process. It is within this cont ext of increased 
need for and reliance on valid t es t results that the movement toward 
criterion-referenced tests has been given new impetus. 
Popham and Husek (1969) distinguished between criterion-referenced 
measures and other forms of measurement in their definition. 
Criterion-referenced measures . . . are used to ascertain 
an individual 's status with r espec t to some criterion ; 
i . e ., performance standard . It is because the individual 
is compared with some established criterion rather than 
other individuals, that these measures are criterion-
r eferenced . . We \vant to know \vhat the individual can 
do , not how he stands in comparison with others. (p. 9) 
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These measures are not new to education . Wha t is ne\V i s the range 
of importanc e of the decision areas for which they are being employed or 
emphasized . The decisions tha t are made and the f ocus of criterion-
referenced testing include : 
1 . Planning d e cisions. These are decisions relat i ng to the organ-
ization of a n instructional program . 
2. Resea r ch category . These are decisions based on additiona l 
investigations of the ins truc t ion program. 
3 . Certif ication decis ions. These are deci s ions that validate 
the quality and competency of a pr ogr am (Klein & Kosecof f , 1973, p . 2) . 
Pressures for educa t ional progress p lace a high priority on measure-
ment and evaluation of stud ent learning a nd educat ional proc edu res . In 
the developmen t of a criterion- referenced t es t, Swezey and Pearls t ein 
(1975) outline several basic s t eps . The procedure of each , however, may 
be varied . The steps are: 
Defining test content and ob j ectives . These are the purposes for 
which criterion-refer enced t ests a r e devel oped. Clearly defined educa-
tional objectives are essential to the fo undation of criterion-re ferenced 
tests. Using objectives raises the prob l em of the extent of each objec-
tive ' s coverage--how broadly or narrowly the objective is stated . The 
statemen t s may be further delineated by defining conditions under "hich 
the measurements are to be made and the standards of performance to be 
reached in order fo r the objective to be achieved . 
Kl ein a nd Kosecoff (1973) s tat e tha t there are four procedures 
that may be used to develop objec tives . They are: (a) Expert 
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judgments--this is the mos t common approach . A small group of experts 
within the area to be assessed meet and on the basis of their knmvledge 
and experience in the field, jointly decide which objectives are the 
mos t important to measure. (b) Consensus judgmen ts--this is where 
various groups, such as community representatives, curriculum experts , 
teachers, and school administrators, decide which objectives they con-
sider most important . (c) Curriculum analysis--in curriculum analysis 
a team of curricul um experts analyze a given set of curriculum materials , 
such as t extbooks , in order to identify and, tvhere necessary, infer the 
objectives that are the focus of these materials. (d) Analysis of the 
area to be tested-- an in-depth analysis is made of an area in order to 
identify a ll contents and behaviors that are included in that area . 
Defining the adequate of an objective. Objectives may be considered 
inappropriate for one or more of the following reasons: (a) One or more 
of an objective ' s three parts are missing . An objective has three main 
parts-- the performance , what the objective r equires people to knm.; and 
do ; the condition, the situation under which people ' s . performance will 
be evaluated ; and standard, the level of performance \.;hich indicates 
satisfactory achievement of the objective . (b) The indicator is impro-
per . An improper indicator is when the action verb indicates a behavior 
that you did not intend . Main intents are either covert or overt . An 
overt main intent is one which is observable and measureable . They do 
not require indicators . Covert main intents require indicators since 
the eprformance they require is not directly observable . A good indica-
tor is simple , direct , and a task that students can be expected to 
achieve. (c) An objective is not unitary . That is, it covers more 
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than one separate task. (d) Th e ma i n intent is unclear . The perform-
ance statement s hould call clearly for the pe rformanc e:. whic h d emonstrates 
the objective . ( e ) Performance, condition , or standard are no t speci-
fied in precise, operationa l terms. Each s t a tement should be ea s ily 
translatable in to action. 
Developing a t est plan . Factors that should be consider ed in 
developing a test plan includ e : practical constraints , s uch as time, 
manpower , item fo rmat, which includes writt en items, performance items, 
etc.; and number of items, the number of it ems 'vh ich adequately covers 
each objective . Gronlund (1976) s tates t hat in order for objectives to 
f unction most effec tively in evaluations , an effort must be made to re-
late th e evaluat i on procedures to the specific learning outcomes encom-
passed by each objective . This can be fac ili ta ted by : ( a ) A general 
eva luation plan. This consists of a list of all gene r al i nstructional 
objec tives and speci f ic learning outcomes wi th an indica tion of the t ype 
of evaluation technique t o be used f or each int ended outcome . (b) A 
table of specifica tions. This is a tlvo- way chart that relates the 
objective to the s ubjec t-matter content . (c) A selection of evaluation 
techniques t hat measure each learning outcome closely--matching test 
behavior to intended outcomes . 
Cons tructing the item poo l . Following the test plan, ins tructiona l 
statements are transformed in to items . Because of the vast number of 
test i tems that might be constructed for any given objective, this ste p 
becomes one of the most difficult in the tota l developmental process. 
There a r e item generating r ul es \vhich provide the item \VTiter with a set 
of requi r ements. Baker (19 74) and Bormuth (1971) have both developed 
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such rules . The number of items to construct for each objective is in-
fluenced by factors such as the amount of testing time availab le and the 
cost of making an interpretation error--assuming a student has met the 
criteria of an objective ~;hen in reality he/she has not. 
After the items have been prepared for the it em pool, the adequacy 
of each item must be assessed . Factors to be considered in this assess-
men t include : (a) item matches objective , (b) item relatively easy to 
adminis ter, (c) item contains no ambiguities, and (d) item main tains a 
high fidelity level. 
Selecting fina l t est items . After the item pool has been developed , 
a selection process must be done to reduce the number of items for the 
final test form. There are three selection methods t hat are commonly 
used. They a r e : (a) Panel of experts--a group of measurement and 
curriculum "experts" decide \\'hich items should be used, based on their 
knowledge a nd experience of the field. (b) Systematic sampling-- this 
is a variation of a classical test construction technique. A matrix of 
contents and behavior for each objective is developed. Items are then 
systematically sampled within this matrix . (c) Systematic item gener-
at ion--this is the most sophisticated procedur e. \-lhen this procedure is 
used the assumption has been made that all relevant contents, behaviors , 
s timulus, and response charact er istics and related factors can be 
defined for a given domain of objectives . After relevant factors have 
been defined, bas ic item forms are constructed . Variations to these 
basic forms can be used to increase the size of the item pool . 
In the selection process, a question arises as to hmv many items 
are necessary. A survey of cu rrent measures revealed that the usual 
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practice is to use about three to five items per objective. This prac-
tice appea rs to stem more from feasibility constraint than any sound 
foundatio n of psychometric theory or technology (Klein & Kosecoff , 1973, 
p . 6). 
After a final selection is made it is axiomatic that measures are 
field tested prior to basing decisions upon them (Green, 1970) . An item 
analysis will provide useful information . It provides data on the 
effectiveness of each item . According to Klein and Kosecoff (1973), 
there are four kinds of analysis methods . They are: (a) Comparison 
group . The test is given to t\vO groups who are known to possess differ-
ent degrees of skill with respec t to the objective measured. Next , 
those items that discriminate bes t betw·een the groups in the desired 
direction are identified . (b) Single group--post-test only . The 
test is given to one group after a fixed period of instruction . Since 
the students are sorne,vhat heterogeneous in their ability, a point biserial 
correlation can be empl oyed to iden tify fa ulty items. (c) Single 
group--pre- and post- test . The t es t is given to the same group twice- -
once before instruction and again after instruction. Items that dis-
criminate bet\veen the two test sessions are identified . (d) Single 
group-- repeated measure. Each student periodically takes the complete 
t es t until he/she is able to achieve mastery . A record is kept of the 
number of times the student passes and fails each item. An analysis 
is made to determine ~<hether the item generally exhibits the des i red 
pattern of failure then success . 
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Item dif ficulty is one of the measures in running an item analysis . 
The desired level of item difficulty for a criterion-referenced mastery 
test is not based on the ability of the items to discriminate bet\veen 
hi gh and lmv achievers , as it is for norm-referenced tests. Instead , 
the difficulty of each test item is determined by the specific learning 
outcome it is designed to measure . The standard formula for determining 
item difficulty for norm-referenced testing can be applied to criterion-
referenced test items, but the r esults are not typically used to 
manipulate item difficulty. 
Item discriminating pO\.Jer is another measure in performing an item 
analysis for norm-referenced tests . However, the ability of test items 
to discriminate bet,,reen high and low achievers is not a crucial factor 
in evaluating the effectiveness of CRT items. Some of the best items 
might have very lmv , or zero , indices of discrimination. Since the pur-
pose of a CRT is to describe what students can do , rather than to dis -
criminate among them, the traditional indices of discriminating pmver 
are of little value for judging the quality of the t est items . 
A crucial question in evaluating CRT is "To what extent did the test 
items measure the effects of instruction? " (Gronlund, 1976 , p . 272) . To 
answer this question the same test must be given before instruction (pre-
test) and after instruction (posttest) and the results compared . An 
item- by- item comparison can be made by means of an item-response chart . 
By listing the number of the test items across the top and the students' 
names down the side , then recording correct or incorrect responses for 
each pupil on the pretest and post test, an ana l ys is of the effect iveness 
of each item can be performed. Effective items yield indices bet,veen 
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0 and 1 . 00 . The higher the positive value , the more sensitive the item 
is to instructional effects. Items tvith zero and negative values do 
not reflect the intended effects of instruction . 
The effectiveness of distractors also is an important function of a 
CRT . Ideally , a student should coose one of the incorrect alternatives 
if he or she has not achieved the objective the item measures. A check 
is necessary to cor r elate the frequency \vith which each distractor is 
se l ec t ed by those failing an item . If some items contain distractors 
that are not selected at all, or only r a rely, a need for revision is in-
dicated. 
Administering and scoring the test. The same care which has gone 
into the preparation of the test should be carried out in the adminis-
tration and scoring . These concerns include: (a) providing optimum 
conditions for obtaining the students ' responses, and (b) selecting con-
venient and accurate procedures for scoring the results. 
Establishing validity . Test validity is typically divided into four 
categories; namely , content validity, concurrent validity , predictive 
validity, and construct validity. Conte nt validity co~pares content of 
test to objectives . Concurrent validity compares result s on test to re-
sults on another measure of the objec tives. Predictive validity com-
pares results on test to results measured at a later period. Construct 
va lidity is the s tudy of rival hypotheses t o determine the degree to 
which an instrument measures hypothetical constructs (Born & Gall, 1971). 
Test developers may provide evidence of the validity of their 
test. Davis (1974) stated that there are two validity questions . They 
were : (a ) Hhat can be inferred about what is being measured by the 
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test? The measuring instrument is an operational definition of a speci-
fied domain of skill or knmvledge, or of a trait , or interest to the 
t es t developer or user. The answer to this question determines how 
faithfully the scor es represent the domai n. (b) 1-lhat can be inferred 
abo ut other behaviors? This is the usefulness of the measurement as an 
indicator of some other variable as a predictor of behavior (Davis, 
1974). Gronlund (1976), however, indicates that the most important 
question in the construction of an evalua tion instrument is : To \Vhat 
extent t-.Till the results serve the particular uses for which they are in-
tended? The essence of the validity of a t es t, according to Gronlund , 
lies in this question . 
Content validity can be determined by the curricular or expert 
oplnion approach. Hith this approach subject -matter experts examine con-
tent for which it is designed. Another method of establishing content 
validity is through a systematic test development. A third method is 
to conduct an item analysis . By computing the int ernal consistency 
users are ab l e to see whether an item on a given object i ve correlates 
more highly with other items for this objective than it does on other 
objectives. There are two types of conten t validity . Face validity is 
one type. This refers to the evaluators appraisal of how well the test 
measures the content . Another type of content validity is sampling 
validi ty. This is the degree to which the t est serves as an adequate 
sample of the entire universe of content that one wishes to measure . 
Construct validity is the extent to which a t est can be shown to 
measure hypothetical constructs. Constructs refer to a psychological 
quality that is assumed to exist in order to explain some aspect of 
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be havior . Construct validation depend s on logical infe r e nces drawn f rom 
a variety of data. The following procedures are some methods that might 
be used in obtaining evidence for construct validity . 
1. Analysis of the mental process required by the test items . 
Analyzing the mental process involves exami ning the test items to dete r-
mine \Vhat factors they appear to measure and/or by administering the 
test to individuals and having them 11 think aloud .. as they answer. 
2 . Compa rison of the scores of knmm groups . A prediction of dif -
ferences for a particular test can be checked against groups that are 
known to differ and the results used as partial spport for construction 
valida tion. These may be age groups , boys and gir ls , trained and un-
tra ined, adjus ted and maladjusted, etc. 
3. Comparison of scores before and after some particular trea tment. 
Tes t scores can be expected to change as certain types of experimental 
treatment a re introduced . 
4 . Correlation 'iVi th other t es ts . Scores of any particul ar test 
can be expec ted to correla te substantially with the scores of other 
tes ts that presumably measure the same thing (Remmers, Gage , & Rummel, 
1965 ). 
Both concurrent and predictive validity rely on the empirical ap-
proach , which uses an outside criterion for comparison . The distinction 
between concurrent and predictive validity is dependent upon whethe r the 
criterion measure is administered at the same time as therutside criter-
i on measurement (concurrent) or later, usually after a period of several 
months or more (predictive) . 
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\\~hen using validity in relation t o testing there are three cautions 
to be kept in mind . They are : (a) Validity pertains to the t est and 
not to the instrument itself. Specifically , it pertains to the inte r-
pretation of the results . (b) Validity is a matter of deg r ee and no t 
an all- or-none si tuation. (c) Va lidity is al\;ays specific to some par-
ticula r use and not to generality (Gronlund, 1976). 
Ther e are a number of factors that tend to influence the validity 
of test res ults . Some inf luences can be fo~nd in the t est instrument 
itself , some in the relation of teaching to t es ting, some in the adminis -
tration and scoring of the tests, some in the atypical responses of stu-
dents to the t es t situa tion, and still others in the nature of the 
groups t ested . A major a im in the construction of evaluation instru-
ments is to control those factors . 
Establis hing test reliability. Test reliability r efers to the ex-
tent t o which a t es t yields consiste nt scores. In classical test theor y , 
the two primary views of r e liability theory a r e : (a) the determination 
of test r e liability t hr ough the analysis of scores of groups of indi-
viduals to iden t ify the proportion of variation attributable to dif fe r-
ences of a particular characteristic of an object or (b) j_ndividual to 
determine the magnitude of er ror associa ted with a t est instrument . 
Gronlund (1976) i ndicat es that next to validity , reliability is the mos t 
important cha r ac teristic of evalua tion results. Reliability provides the 
consistency which makes validity possible and indicates how much confi-
dence can be placed in the results . 
Because of the differences between a CRT and the norm- referenced 
tests , however , the classical and generally accepted mathematical model 
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and assumptions that underlie the definitions of traditional measurement 
error and norm- referenced t est reliability are not applicabl e to CRT 
reliability . It is not consistent with CRT when the rel iability of a 
test has to do with the consistency of decis ion-making--whe ne ve r this 
ques tion is answered dichotomous l y (maste r y/nonmastery). According to 
~larshall (1976), a CRT reliability coeff i cien t should have the follm;ing 
characteristics: 
It should be associated wi th the notion of consistency 
or ac curacy of dicho t omous classificat i on ; hence the 
more the scores depar t from the cutoff point , t he higher 
the CRT reliability index s hould be , sin ce such depar-
ture most clearly represents a separation between the 
master y and nonrnastery categor i es . 
It should be , at l eas t in some respects , variance- free , 
so t hat it wil l not vanish when tota l score variance 
approaches 0. 
It should avoid any reliance on classical measurement 
error concepts, since they are not necessarily r e le-
vant to a tes t whose purpose is to make a dichotomous 
decision . 
It should be a function of the criterion level, since 
the c rit erion l evel is an in t egral part of the CRT . 
It should if possible have a familiar range of values, 
most pr obab l y (0, 1) for ease of interpretation . (pp. 23-21,) 
A single- administration coefficient that ref lects this notion is 
the mean of all poss ible split-ha l f coefficients of agreement, where the 
coefficient of ag r eement is the proportion of consistent categorizations , 
or the index labeled coeff i cient beta . I t was derived from Marshall 
and Haerte l (Harshall, 1976). 
Even though an evaluation instrument may be highly reliable , t here 
are a nunber of facto r s which induce varia tion in t es t s cor es ; such as 
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systematic or orderly changes and unsystematic changes . Systematic 
changes include learning , grmvth , which raise scores ; or fatigue , aging 
which reduces scores . Unsys t ematic changes include attention, emotional 
factors , t es t environmental conditions which can have ei ther posi tive or 
negative effec t s . 
Cattell (1964) suggested that test consistency i s a better term than 
r e liability . There are distinct forms of consis t ency . They include 
reliability , homogeneity , and t r ansferability . Ca ttell defines t est 
consistency as : '-,. <f-o l). 
7.- tThe extent to which a test continues to measu r e t he same 
psycho logica l concept despite such changes that inevit-
ably and normally occu r in a test , its administr ation , and 
to the populat ions to which it is administe red . (1964, p. ll) 
The procedures used in devel oping a n assessment ins trume nt to mea-
sure environme ntal ed ucat i on competencies are important . However , 
equally important as the construction is the con tent of t he test. 
According to Reill y et a l. (1977) the most r e levant aspect of measuring 
competencies a re with respect to pupil outcomes . It is in t erms of 
pupil behavior or outcomes that t eaching becomes meaningful . Thus , the 
measurement and validation problem becomes one of defining the point at 
t.;rhich competencies are to be meas ured a nd r e l ated to pupil outcomes . 
The development of appropriate competencies is exceeding l y diffi -
cult unless the tasks for Hhich competencies are to be developed are 
known. The r efore , the community should determine the objectives for 
its school s in such a way that the tasks and compe tencies necessary to 
achieve the objec t ives can be developed. Having the community develop 
objectives for environmental education, and basing the test to mee t 
the.se objectives v.rill allow for the instrument to be b r oad eno ug h to 
cover the en tire r ealm of env i ronme ntal education a nd not just geared 
to meet one particular c l ass of objectives . 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
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There is not a single correct way to construc t a CRT. The proced -
ures used to reach the objectives of th is study were based on the out-
line o f test construction s t eps with a f ew minor revisions outlined by 
Swezey and Pea rlstein (1975) . They were as follows: 
Determine Objectives and Content Acea 
The i nputs to the CRT deve l opment process are called obj ectives. 
CRTs a re developed f rom objectives t hat tell what must be done to s uc-
cessfully comple te or perform certain tasks . The determination of the 
objectives should be establis hed through a community effort based on 
their desires of pupil outcomes (Reilly , et al ., 1977). The steps 
taken in this study to determine th e objec tives and content area of the 
t est were : (a ) Review lite ra ture concerning current environmental 
education movemP.nts. (b) Receive a tentative outline of objectives 
and course content developed by Dr. Donald Daugs, Professor of the 
science methods course in Level Ill at Utah State University. (c) Dis-
cuss with Ed Dalton, Energy and Man ' s Environment: A Course of Study , 
Coordinator , to get input on obj ec tives and course content for envir on-
mental education. (d) Discuss wi th Dr. Richard Petersen, Utah State 
Board of Ed uca tion Science Speciali s t, to get input on objectives and 
course con tent for environmental educa tion . 
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Assess the Adeouacy of each Obj ective 
Objectives, to be suitable for use in developing test items , must 
contain explicit statement of performance , conditions , and standards . 
Objec tives can , however , hRve all three parts and still be i nadequate . 
There are six major checks that are necessary in assessing the objec-
tive ' s adequacy. These six checks were used i.n th i s study. They were : 
1 . Check fo r three main parts of an objective--performance , con-
dition , and standard . 
2. Check to make sure objective is unitary--covers only one task . 
3 . Check fo r clarity of main intent . Level II students are given 
a copy of the objectives . They are to check the performance statement 
of the objective ensuring that the performance statement calls for that 
performance which demonstrates the objective. Any objective the s tu-
dents question h1ill be taken back to the originator s and revised or 
eliminated. 
4 . De t ermine if main intent is overt or cove r t . 
5 . If main intent i s covert , check indicator . Indicator should be 
simple , direct, and par t of student ' s normal reper t oir e . 
6. If main intent is overt , check three main parts - -performance, 
condition , and standard. They should be stated i n precise , operation 
terms. The student should be able to understand what is expected of 
them . 
Develop a Test Plan 
A test plan provides a systemctic procedure i n the actual test con-
srruction process . In this step factors are considered which \-Jill en -
able the construction of test items based upon objec t ives . This 
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documents the characteristics of the items necessary for the instrument. 
The steps used in developing a test p lan were : 
1 . Examine objectives to see if they a re actual ly adminis trable 
by examining practical constraints . 
2. Dete rmine i f practical constraints are severe enough to pro-
hibit testing all objectives as s t ated . If practical constraints pre-
vent testing of al l objectives, a selection or modification of ohj ectives 
PlUSt be made . 
3. Plan irem format and level of fidelity. Item t ype should be 
the type that best approximates the behavior specif i ed by the objective . 
4 . Determine if items should be sampled fo r objectives . Item 
sampling is necessary when there are l a rge numbers of items that could 
be created for an objective . 
5 . Determine the number of items the test should include . The 
number of items used i s dependent upon the complexity of the objective. 
variety of conditions under which the objective mus t be t es ted , and the 
objective ' s s t andard of acceptable performance . 
Construc t the Item Pool 
This is the process of creating a group of items from which fi nal 
tes t items are selected. The key charac t er istic of t hese items is t ha t 
they are developed to measure the degree of attainment of an objective . 
Instructions are considered part of the item pool and should provide 
clear d i rections to students giving them the procedure that is expected 
of them . The pr ocedures used in developing the item pool for this study 
\o.Tere: 
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1. l.J'rite the test items. \\'hen writing test items, the objective ' s 
performance should be noted, follO\.ving the test plan specifications. 
Performance in each written item should match the performance stated in 
the objective. Conditions and standards should be the same in both test 
item and the objective. Approximat e ly seven items will be written for 
each objective since the final form of the test wi ll have approximately 
three to four items per objective. 
2 . Develop instructions . Specific jnstructions are necessary if 
the item requires: (a) special equipment , facility , conditions , or 
s tandards which the test administrator must implement , or (b) special 
instructions must be presented to students before the task can be at-
tempted . Special instructions are part of the items to which they are 
appended . 
3. Assess the adequacy of items . Performance , standards , and con-
ditions in both the item and the objective should match. The overt 
main intent or indicators should be the same in the objective and the 
item . Check to make sure the items are clear and unambiguous, reason-
ab ly easy to administer, and at the appropriate level of fidelity . 
4 . Develop general test instructions . General test instructions 
apply to the entire test. They should be clear , unambiguo us , and brief 
as possible . General instructions include the following information : 
(a) purpose of test , (b) time limits , (c) description of t est conditions, 
(d) description of test standards , ( e) description of test items , and 
(f) general test regulations . 
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Se lect Fina l Test Items 
The items selected for the final ve r sion of the instrume nt depend 
primarily upon hmv effectively each item measures each obj ctive . Item-
ge nerating r ules , c onten t validity, and clearness should be considered . 
The selection of f inal items for thi s project f ollm;ed this proced ure : 
Revje, . .r of item poo l . A team of env ironme ntal critica l reviewers, 
Dr . Donald Daugs , Vernon Summer s (loca l high school science teacher) , 
and Dr . Richard Peter son (Utah State Board of Education Science 
Spec ialist) ; t es t developer, Dr. Izar !'-1a r tinez; and students, Level II 
students of the Elementary Teacher Training Program at Utah State Uni -
versity , examine the items . Eva luations will be made according to their 
personal judgr.ten t s in t heir particular field of expertise . The test 
developer wil l be able to identify problems which violate establi s hed 
testing principles . Students will provide input as to the clarity of 
each item. To ensure content vali.dity, subject matte r experts ma t ch the 
item to the list of objectives . An 80% agreement as to the effective-
ness of the item will be set as the criter ion items will have to meet 
to be considered fo r the fina l test form . 
Pilot the Evaluation Instrument 
The test f orm should be piloted on the same type of population as 
those for whom the test i s intended . Through actual administrations of 
the test , new pr oblems such as ambiguities on test items and tes t in-
structions may be r esolved . The pr ocedures used in this step were : 
1. Have Leve l III studen ts sign the " Informed Consent Agreement 
Form. 11 No names or addresses will be identif i e d wi t h s ubjects in pro-
cessing or analyzing the da t a . 
2 . Standardize envi r onmental, personal, instruction , and tester 
variables . 
3 . Administer test to available Level III students (Spring 
Quarter) . 
4 . Score test . 
5. Record test r esults . 
6. Run an item analysis on individunl test items . 
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7 . Eliminate defec tive test items or revise necessary items indi-
cated by information collected from item analysis . 
8 . Compi l e revised test items a nd r eadminister test to LPvel III 
students (Summer Quarter) t"ice during the quarter. 
Assess Tes t Reliabil i ty and Validity 
Content val i.dit.y is important primarily i n achievement testing cmd 
various tests of skills and proficiency (Borg & Gall, 1971) . It is als o 
an important cons ideration when testing the effec t of train i ng methorls 
on achievement . Reliability is an extremely important characteristic 
of t es t s . This is the l evel of consis t ency of the measuring ,device . 
The procedures used in this s t ep to assess reliabili t y and validity were: 
1 . De termine test reliabi lity . Reliability coefficient deter-
minP.d according to t he Marshall-H aertP.l rel iability formula . A reli-
ability coefficient of . 80 will be set as the criter ia to be an effec-
tive assessment instrument (Borg & Gall , 1971) . 
2. Content validity previously established . Established in 
revie" of item pool subheading . 
3 . Perform an item analysis on both administrations . 
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4 . Establish test stability by performing a t est-retest reliabjl i ty 
check resulting in a Pearson- prod uct-moment correlation . 
Proced ut"es Flm..r Charts 
The diagrams belO\v and fo llowing are fl01v char ts that s how the 
basic outline of the procedures used in this study . The numbering on the 
charts correspond to the numbe ring of th e description of th e procedures 
in the succeeding pages . 
Determine Assess the Developing 
Objectives 
r---+ 
Adequacy of ~ Test Plan Objectives 
1. 0 2 . 0 ] . 0 
J 
t 
Construct Select the Pilot the 
the Item ~ Final Test ~ Test Pool Items 
4 . 0 5. 0 6. 0 
l 
--¥ 
Assess Suitable 
Reliability ~ Assessment and Validity Instrument 
7. 0 8 . 0 
1 . 0 Determine Objectives and Content Area 
Review of Literatur 
Ed Dalton 
Energy and Man ' s 
Environment 
Dr . Richard Peterse 
State Board of Educ .~--------~ 
Science Specialist 
Specifi c 
Objectives 
and 
Content 
Area 
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2 . 0 Asess the Adequacy of an Objective 
Does Object-
~ ive Contain the Three 
4 Hai n Parts? 
Break Down 
Objective 
in to Several 
Unitary 
Objectives , 
Does Object-
~ i ve Cover One Task Only? 
No 
Modify if Possible 
then Send Revision 
Through Channels for 
Approval 
or 
~ 
Document Diff iculty and 
Send Objective Back 
Through Channels for 
Clarifications/ 
Revisions . 
In Either Case , Take 
Approval , Hodified 
Haterial and Continue 
Adequacy Check . 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings from the 
step-by- step process of cons truct i ng and validating the Test of En-
vironmental Education Competencies , an instrument designed to assess the 
impac t of implementing an environmental e ducation component to the 
Leve l III componen t of the Elementary Teacher Training Program at Utah 
State University . 
Determination of Objectives and 
Content Area 
A tentative outline of objectives and course content was developed 
by Dr. Donald R. Daugs , Professor of the science methods course in 
Level III of the Elementary Teacher Training Program a t Utah State Uni-
versity . This outline \Vas used as a basis for discussion with Dr . 
Richard Pe tersen, Utah State Board of Education Science Specialist . 
He reviewed the objec tives and description of course content with the 
researcher verbally . He gave a general agreement with the objectives 
as stated . He indicated that because of the broadness objectives 4, 5, 
and 8 entai l ed (Appendix B), these objectives should be narrowed dm;n 
by specifying curricular activities that the students would be engaged 
in. However, lvhen this input ~;as taken back to Dr. Daugs, it tvas 
indicated that the reason for not specifically stating particular ac-
tivities is that it would leave the content area open enough to imple-
ment recent environmental education activities that may come onto the 
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market . Dr. Petersen fe lt the objectives covered all important aspects 
of environmental educat i on and felt that any addi tional objectives would 
only overlap into one of the previous l y s tated objec tives . 
Beca use of ~onflicting schedules , a written evaluation of t he ob -
jectives was performed by Ed Dalton, Energy and Man ' s Envir onment co-
ordina tor . His written r ep l y indicated an agreement Hi th the ou tlj.ned 
objectives and content area . Hi s only concern dealt specifically with 
the addition of ener gy- related ac tivities to the objectives . However , 
in discussing this input with Dr . Daugs , i. t was decided that energy-
r e lated ac tivit ies wo uld be included in object i ves 4, 5, and 8 . 
Assessment of t he Adeq uac y of 
each Obi ec tive 
The objectives deve loped by Dr. Daugs were then take n a nd assessed 
fo r thei r adequacy by the resea r cher. In chec king for the three main 
parts , most objec tives were fo und to be l acking the condition and 
standard parts . Conditions '"er e the n added to the objective . Stan-
dards were not included because they would be se t later when determin-
ing the criteria that masters or nonmasters must mee t i n th e compe t e n-
cies in environmental education. Each objective was found t o be uni-
tary in task . The revised objectives a re lis ted in Appendix B. 
A list of the revised objectives was dis tributed to 10 Spring 
Quarter Level II students of the El ementa r y Teacher Tra i ning Program 
at Utah State Un iversity . They were given t he instructions to r ead 
each objective and ,,<ri t e down what they though t the objective was ex-
pecting the student to do . These s tudents had just successfully com-
pl e t ed a s tud y on behavioral objectives , thus it could be assumed that 
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they und e rstood the vocabulary of "objective ' s three main parts , " "main 
inte nt ,'' "indicator , " "overt and covert." Additional instructions i n-
dicated that if the performance was cover t, to check the i nd icator to 
make sur e it \Vas a reasonable tas k to ask s tudents to do . The students 
~;ere also told that t he content of many objectives may be uncl ear to 
them , but the check was only on the performance words of the objectives. 
Ea ch studen t was able to identify the behavior indicated by the main 
intent of the objective . 
Deve lopment of a Test Plan 
Examina tion of the objectives l ed to the researche r ' s conclusion 
that none we r e impractical to administer because of practica l con-
straint s . Nultip l e choice items wer e selec.ted as the item fo rmat and 
f i delity level. Th i s written format would make adm i nistration r ela-
tive ly easy and a broad amount of content would be covered in a limited 
amoun t of time. 
Item sampling was found necessary because o f the l a r ge numb e r of 
items that could be generated from each objec tive . Because of the 
limited tes ting time , a r.es t consisting o f 40 items \Yas considered as a 
desirable test length. This would a llow approxima t e l y fo ur to five 
items per objective , which according to Klein and Kosecoff (1973) is t he 
number most commonly used in test construction . 
Const ruction of the Item Pool 
The pool of test items , consisting of 76 items (at l eas t seven items 
for each of the nine objectives) was generated . Care was t aken to match 
performance aDd conditions of objec t ives to the items corresponding to 
that objective . 
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Since the majority of the items were multiple choice , gener al test 
instructions were developed that covered the major portion of the items . 
Because of the intended use of the test is t o administer the same t es t 
twice per quarter , an answer sheet was used to facilitate scoring . 
Questions 75 and 76 of the item pool consisted of a matching exer-
cise , so specif ic instructions were \\1ritten t o give direction to the 
student in how to complete the exercises. 
Selection of the Final Test Items 
The item poo l \vas rated by the panel of critical r evie\vers n.s indi-
cated in Table 1 of Appendix A. Only those items receiving an 80% 
agreement on being effective \.Je r e considered for the fina l test form. 
Becaus e the re \.Jere enough items receiving a 100% agreement to construct 
the test , all but one of the items used on the preliminary test form 
and final test form rece ived a 100% agreement score. Using at l eas t an 
80% agreement score \,rill j_nsu r e a high content validity for the test . 
Preliminary test item number 25 received an 80% agreement score. The 
reason fo r using item 25 is that it r equired the student to select ob-
servances , which is one of the steps in the science process, a skill 
which is stated in objective 3. The subject matter experts, however, 
all matched the item to the same objec tive , so content validity is not 
hurt by using this item. 
Piloting of the Instrument 
The preliminar y form of the test ~<as administered to the 1978 
Spring Quarter Level III s tudents of the Elementa r y Teacher Training 
Program at Utah State Univer sity . In accordance with unive r sity 
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requi.remen t s , Level IJI students were informed about the stud y . Before 
they par ticipated in the study , they s igned the " Infocmed Consent 
Agreement Form11 giving t heir acknow l edgment t o parti c i pate in this 
stud y . 
All students were given the t P.S t in the same class environment and 
time they had been scheduled fo r during the quarter. An item ana l ys is 
of this pr elimina ry form produced i nformation regarding the l evel of 
difficulty for each item, as well as the ability of the dis t racto r s to 
distract. Appendix E gives the index of difficulty for each it em and 
shows the effectiveness of each d i s trac tor. The entire t es t averaged 
a .67 level of difficulty . 
In selecting items for the final fo rm of the t est , a ll items we re 
r eviewed once again hy Dr . Izar Martinez, a critical reviewer with back-
ground in t es t development . This provi ded addit ional input to the re-
s ults of t he item analysis . Combining the information of the item 
analysis and Dr . Har tinez , the following tes t item changes \ve r e made 
which reduced the 38 test items on the pr eliminary form to 36 items on 
the fi nal t es t form . 
Changes made in wording of either the dis tractors or the tes t item 
question inc luded: 
1. The prel iminary t es t form , items 2 ( Final Tes t Form item 4) 
and 21 (Final Test Form item 18) each had one dJstr actor rev ised because 
th e results of t he item a nalysis i nd icated that no s tudents were dis -
tracted by these alternatives . 
2. Preliminary t es t fo r m i t ems 4 (Fina l Tes t Form it em 15) and 
17 (Final Test Fo rm item 16) each had the wording in a distractor changed 
because Dr . Hart inez felt the existing \VOrd s wer e ambi guous . 
Changes mad e in actual elimination or additons of test items in-
cluded : 
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1. Preliminary test item 10 was eliminated since preliminary test 
fo rm item 8 (Final Test Form item 2) question answered it . 
2. Preliminary test form item 15 (Final Test Form item 6) was 
revised to include the information in preliminary test form item 20. So 
preliminary test form item 20 'l:vas eliminated from the final test version . 
3 . Because of the questions resulting from students who piloted 
the preliminary test form , preliminary test item 25 was eliminated . 
4. Item 23 on the final form is an entirely new item that was not 
used on the preliminary test form. This item is item 76(3) on the item 
pool, which received a 100% agreement score by the panel of critical re-
viewers . The reason for selecting this item was that it measured ob -
jective 7. This objective on the preliminary test form had three items 
measuring it. With the addition of this item to the test, objective 7 
is measured by four test items . 
Thus the elimination of preliminary test form items 10, 20 , and 25 
and the addition of Final Test Form item 23, the 38 item preliminary form 
~vas reduced go include 36 multiple- choice and mA.tching items in the 
final form. 
The final form of the test was readministered to a second pilot 
group (1978 Summer Quarter Level III students) at the beginning of the 
quarter (first testing). The students then participated in envi r onmental 
instruction and the test was readministered in a second testing . 
Assessmen t of Test Reliability 
and Validity 
Reliability . Analysis of the second pilot group' s first adminis-
trat ion using the Harshall- Haerte l reliability fo rmula, yie l ded a re-
l iability coeffic ient of . 81. An 80% criterion was set as a point 
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dividing masters and nonmasters . Four students in the first administra-
tion tne t this c riteria. 
A second r eliability anal ysis on the second administration using 
the Harshall- Haerte l reliability formu l a r esu lted in a reliability co-
eff icient of . 78. The 80~~ criterion level was set as a dividing poin t 
of masters and nonmasters . Sixteen stude nts in the second adminis tration 
met this criterion leve l . 
To establish a mea s ure of s t abili ty another reliability t est was 
performed using the t es t-retest formula . This resulted in a Pearson-
product- moment corr e l ation of . 8191. 
Validity . The content validity of the ins trument 1;as es t ablished 
by the r evie\v per formed by the critical r eviewers. All i terns used on 
the final test form received a 100% agreement of item effec tiveness . 
I tern ana l ysis . An i t em analysis 'vas performed o n both adminis tra-
tions of the fina l test fo rm. The data from the first administration 
item a nalysis is in Appendi.x G. This provides a detailed breakdown of 
item difficulty l evel for individua l test it ems and the ability for each 
dis trac tor to dis tract. The f i rs t a dmi nistration aver aged a .69 diff i -
culty l evel. 
A second item analysis was per fo rmed on the second administration. 
De tailed informa tion is provided in Appendix H. The administration 
averaged a . 81 difficulty level. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUHHARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOHMENDATIONS 
Th e purpose of this chapter is to summarize t he procedures and find -
ings of the study and to present conclusions and recommendations based 
on results of the study . 
Summa r v of Procedures 
The instrument was developed , using the following steps : 
1. Tentative objectives of the environmental education component 
and content area \Vere outlined. The outline was r eviewed by t'tvo environ-
mental ed ucation experts to get th e ir input as to what shou l d be in-
clurled and expected from students of an environmental education compon-
en t for e lementary teachers . 
2. The adequacy of each objective was assessed. This consisted 
of a check that objectives contained the three main parts--performance, 
condition , and standard ; unitary in task; clarity of main intent ; and 
simplicity and dir ectness of indicators. Objectives not meeting this 
check were revised and reapproved by the originator. 
3. A test plan was developed to determine item forma t, l evel of 
fidelity, and the number of items the test should include . 
4 . A pool of tes t items , comprised of at leas t seven i t ems per 
objective, was constructed . A total of 76 items we r e written for the 
nine objectives. This pool was then submitted to a panel of critical 
reviewers. Based on t heir review , an 80% agreemen t of t otal 
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effec tive ness, was set as the criteria for items to be considered for the 
fina l test form . 
5. A pr e liminary test form \vas constructed from those items \vhich 
met the above criteria stated in Setp 4, and administered to a pilot 
group of Level III students. 
6. An item analysis was performed on the preliminary test form 
items to determine the level of difficulty and the ability of the dis -
t ractors to distract . 
7. On the basis of the item analysis and a revietv \vith a critical 
revie~ve r \Vho had background in test development, defective items were 
either el iminated or revised . 
8. The final form of the test was constructed and administered to 
a second pilot group of Level III students at the beginning of the quar -
ter. This same test was readministered again after instr uction at the 
end of the quarter . An item analysis 1-1as again perfonned on the test 
items for both administrations to determine the level of difficulty and 
the abili t y of the distractors to distract . 
9. The reliability of both administrations was determined by using 
the Marshall- Haertel reliability formula. By using the test- retest 
method , a reliabil ity measure of stability Has a l so es t ablished by 
correlating the scores of both administrations . 
Summar y of Findings 
ReHabilii:y . The reliability coefficient of ~he first administra-
tion ~<as . 81 and . 78 for the ser:ond administration . The Marshall-
Haertel reliability formula \VrtS used in the ca l culations. 
The first and second adminjstrations of the final test form r e -
s ulted in a Pearson- product - moment correlation of .8191 . This coeffi-
cient provides a n index of stability for the instrument . 
The variance of the first testing was 10 .96 with a standard devi-
ation of 3 . 31 . The variance of the second testing was 11 . 42 resulting 
in a standard deviation of 3.38 . 
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Validity . Content validity was established through a review by 
cri tical reviewers . An 80% agreement on effectiveness on ear.h item was 
se t as the criteria . The final test form consisted of test items that 
received a 100% agreement score of item effectiveness by the critical 
reviewers . 
Item analysis . An item analysis performed on the first administra-
tion showed item difficulty ranged from . 25 to .95. The entire test 
averaged a . 69 level of difficulty . The item a nalysis . performed on the 
second administration of the test resulted in item di fficulty coeffi-
cients ranging from .40 to 1 . 00 . The test averaged a difficulty level of 
.81 for the second testing. 
Conclusions 
Based on the findings of this study , the fo llowing conclusions can 
be reached : 
1. The Envir onmental Education Competency Test will give reliable 
and consistent results . A r eliability coefficien t of . 81 and . 78 for 
the two administrat i ons average to a reliability coefficient of . 80 . 
This internal consis t ency coefficient of .80 meets the criteria set in 
Chapter III , Procedures. The reliability coefficient of . 8191 also 
meets the criterion set i n Chapter III. This coefficient indicates a 
r eliability in stability between adminjstrations. 
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2 . By comparing the level of difficulty for the t\"O administra-
tions, the test does shmv positive ]earning gains occurring between the 
two administrations . The difficulty level of the f irst administration 
was . 69 and . 81 for the second administration. The increase in the 
difficulty score in the second testing shows that during the two adminis-
trations , learning grotvth caused the test to become easier . Therefore, 
it can be concluded that the test is affected by instruction. 
Recommendations 
Based on the conclusions derived from this study , the following 
reconunendations are made: 
1. The Environmental Education Competency Tes t should be considered 
an acceptable, reliable instrument . 
2 . The test is effective when used as a pre t est and pos t test . 
3. The content taught in the environmental education component 
should be examined for content validity with the stated objectives es-
tablished for the e nvir onmental education component. 
4 . Testing for the data reported herein, was done during regular 
50- minute class periods . Therefore if t he Environment a l Education 
Competency Test is used as an assessment instrument, i t is recommended 
that a time limit of 50 minutes be imposed . If the test is to be used 
without time limits on testing or wi. th a different time limit , new 
data should be collected. 
5 . Assessment ins t ruments shoul d be deve l oped t o measur e t he 
stated objec tive s of the fi ve d i sciplines currently being t a ught i n 
Level III . This additional instrumen t would provide da t a on t he fi ve 
t r adi t ional disciplines indica t i ng \vhethe r the environmental e duc a t i on 
component had positive or nega tive e ff ec ts in each individual co nt ent 
area . Such effort could be the fo cus of a future thesis . 
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Table 1 
Item Pool Rev iew Per formed by Critical Reviewers--Env ironmental Ed ucat ion Experts 
Test Deve l oper , and Students 
tern ' Daugo Petersen Stui'lmers Hart inez Level II Adequate 
1 _21~bje c ti ves Ob ·cct.i ver; Ob "ecLivcs Stu:-len ts Fercent~ ge 1 " If S 6 ' 8 1 2 ,,, 6 8 1 2 4j_ 17 8 Effective Noneffecti ve Clea r A T'\ bi!?.:UOU S Ag;re ement 
1 eo 
2 X IL I X 40 
l ' I I I 100 
,, X I 
' I X I 
I !;,o 
s I A i X I! I I 60 
6 'I / ,, I I 100 
7 I ;i X I 60 
8 I ' I I I I I 100 
9 I ! I I I I 100 
0 I i I I I I I 100 
1 I il I I I 80 
.2 / I; I 
-
I I I 100 
lJ I I I I X I 80 
4 I I ! / ! I I I \ 00 
l5_ I I ;i 
' 
I I I 100 
6 I I I I :r I 100 
17 I I I I /_ 100 
8 I I I I I 100 
19 I I I I I \00 
Table l . Continued . 
I tern II DauP"s Pelcr::;en St:nners Hart inez Level II Adequate 
Ob ·ecti vP.s Ob ·ectivcs Ob ·ectives Students Percentage 
1--· Wx .J. I+ ..2_ fi- e 9 1 2 II 6 8 1 2 4 6 • 8 Eff ect ive Noneffe ctive Clear Amb i;;.o:uous Acreenen t 20 . X A X I 20 
2 1 I I 80 
22 i I I I 100 
2) X I I I 80 
24 I I I 100 
2 '" I I I 100 
26 I I 100 
27 I I I 100 
28 _L X X X 20 
~- X I X I 40 
10 I I I 100 
11 I I I I 8 0 
J 2 I I I X I 60 
11 I I I I I I 100 
J4 I I I I I 80 
l S I I I I I 100 
] 6 I X I 40 
37 I I I I 80 
18 I I I I 100 
Table 1 . Continued . 
Item Daugs Petersen Sununers Martinez Level II Adequate 
Ob ·actives Ob "ectives Ob ·ectives Students lPercentage 
1 2 If Is 6 8 1 2 4IS 6 7 8 1 2 4 16 8 19 Effective No!leffective Clear Ambiguous AliTeement 
119 I I; I I 100 
40 I I! X I 60 
If[ I; I; I I 80 
4.z i I I; I I 80 
If} I I I I 80 
41< X I; I; X I 40 
I>S I I I I 100 
46 I I I I 80 
lf7 ! I; II X I 80 
48 I! L I X I 80 
49 I I/ ' X I 80 
I so I; I/ I I 100 
S1 I I/ I I X X 60 
S?. I; I I I 100 
...:!1..___ I; X 1/ X I 60 
S'> I! I I; I / X I 80 
c25. I; I I I; I; I I 100 
)tJ I; I I I I I 100 
[5~ I i li I I; I I I II I 100 
Table 1. Continued. 
Item II DauP:S 
Ob 'ectt ves 
1 2 4 7 8 
<;3 I! 
19 L 
60 I; 
6t I 
62 I 
61 I 
64 I 
65 I 
66 I 
67 I 
E8 I 
69 
70 
171 
172 
73 
74 
7S I 
76 
I = effec t ive item 
X = defective item 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Petersen 
Ob ·ectives 
1 2 4 7 9 
I/ 
I! 
I I 
1/ 
I/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
; ' 
Sumrr.ers Martinez Level II Adequate 
Obiectives Studen ts Percentage 
1 2 4 7 3 Effective l{oneffec tive Clear Ambiguous Ap:reemen t 
I/ I I 100 
I; X I 60 
I; I I 100 
I I I I 100 
I X I 60 
I I I 100 
I I I 100 
I I I 80 
I I I ! GO 
i I X I 60 
I; X I 60 
I I I 100 
I I I 100 
I I I 100 
I I I ! 100 
I I I 100 
I I I 100 
I I I I t OO 
I I I t OO i 
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Table 2 
The Frequency Distribution of Items Passed on the Piloting of the 
Preliminar y Fo rm of the Environmental Ed ucation Competency Test . 
This test '"as given on May 23 , 1978 to Spring Quarter 
Leve l III stud ents 
X f fx cf Percentile 2 fx2 X 
33 JJ 1 . OJ 1089 1089 
32 2 64 J . 08 1024 2048 
31 31 4 .10 961 961 
JO JO 5 . 1) 900 900 
29 29 6 .15 841 841 
28 4 112 10 .25 784 3136 
27 8 216 18 . 45 729 5832 
26 6 156 24 . 60 676 4056 
25 J 75 27 . 68 625 1875 
24 4 96 31 . 78 576 2)04 
23 4 92 35 .88 529 2116 
22 2 44 37 . 9J 484 968 
21 21 J8 . 95 441 441 
20 20 39 . 98 400 400 
19 
---.1.2 40 1.00 J61 __121 
10)8 27 ,)28 
Hean Score . 25. 95 
Tes t J8 possible 
Sample Size 40 
Standard Dev. ) .17 
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Table 3 
The Frequency Distribution of Items Passed on the Piloting of the 
Final Form of the Environmental Education Competency Tes t . 
This test \Vas given on June 22, 1978 to Summer Quarter 
Level III students 
X f fx cf Percentile 2 fx2 X 
33 2 66 2 . 08 1039 2078 
32 0 0 2 .08 1024 0 
31 0 0 2 . 08 961 0 
30 0 0 2 . 08 900 0 
29 3 87 5 . 21 841 2523 
28 0 0 5 . 21 784 0 
27 2 54 7 .29 729 1458 
26 3 78 10 .42 676 2028 
25 5 125 15 . 63 625 3125 
24 24 16 . 67 576 576 
23 23 17 .71 529 529 
22 2 44 19 . 79 484 968 
21 2 42 21 .88 441 882 
20 0 0 21 .88 400 0 
19 2 38 23 . 96 361 722 
18 __@ 24 1. 00 324 __E.~± 
599 15,213 
Hean Score . 24 . 96 
Test 36 possible 
Sample Size 24 
Standard Dev . 3. 31 
Variance . 10 .05 
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Table 4 
The Frequency Distribution of Items Passed on the Piloting of the 
Final Fo rm of the Environmental Education Competency Test 
This test was given to Summer Quarter Level III 
students on August 7 , 1978 (Second Testing) 
X f fx cf Percentile 2 fx2 X 
36 36 1 . 04 1296 1296 
3.5 3.5 2 . 08 122.5 122.5 
34 34 3 . 12 1156 11.56 
33 2 66 .5 .20 1089 2178 
32 32 6 . 24 1024 1024 
31 .5 15.5 11 .44 961 480.5 
30 3 90 14 . _56 900 2700 
29 2 58 16 . 64 841 1682 
28 3 84 19 . 76 784 23.52 
27 3 81 22 .88 729 2187 
26 0 0 22 .88 676 0 
2.5 2.5 23 . 92 625 62.5 
24 0 0 23 . 92 576 0 
23 1 23 24 . 96 529 529 
22 0 0 24 . 96 484 0 
21 0 0 24 . 96 441 0 
20 
_ZQ 25 1.00 400 _____!tQQ 
719 22 , 1.59 
!•lean Score , 32 .13 
Test 36 possible 
Sample Size , 2.5 
Standard Dev . 3. J8 
Variance . 11.42 
Table 5 
Cross Reference of Test Items from the Final Form to the 
Preliminary Form . This a lso shows what objective 
Final Test 
Item No, 
1 
2" 
3 
4* 
5 
6* 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15* 
16* 
17 
18* 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23* 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
Combined with 
Item No . 6 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
the t e st item is testing 
Preliminary Test 
Item No . 
5 
8 
18 
2 
6 
15 
1 
7 
16 
13 
3 
12 
11 
14 
4 
17 
9 
21 
24 
26 
22 
23 
19 
27 
30 
28 
29 
32 
34 
31 
33 
)6 
38 
35 
37 
20 
10 
25 
No . in 
Item Pool 
50 
33 
19 
8 
57 
14 
66 
6 
48 
18 
47 
26 
58 
16 
35 
27 
17 
45 
62 
25 
60 
61 
76(3) 
39 
69 
73 
71 
72 
76(1) 
75(4) 
75(3) 
7612) ;~ tl 75 3 
76(2 
38 
30 
23 
* Revisions or changes from preliminary te~t i tern form 
Objective 
5 
3 
3 
2 
5 
2 
6 
1 
2 
2 
4 
3 
6 
2 
4 
5 
2 
4 
7 
3 
7 
7 
7 
2 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
4 
3 
3 
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Appendix B 
List of Objectives and Course Description 
as designed bv Dr. Donald R. Daugs 
Used to Discuss with Panel 
of Experts 
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ENVIRONI'!ENTAL EDUCATIONAL ~!ETHODS 
Course content and methods are based on the belief that there is 
an urgent need for individuals to investigate r elationships that exist 
between man , all other living things , aJld the physical environment . 
Environmental experiences shol.!ld begi.P.. in or near the classroom and 
extend out as field experiences where appropriate . By being full 
participants in many activities, students may become more seriously 
aware of their surroundings , of how man influences the total environment . 
Such an approach is by necessity multi- disciplinary . Division of 
content with traditional subject areas is neither possible or desirable. 
Upon completion of the course , the student should be able to: 
1. define environmental education. 
2. ident ify a nd define basic concepts of ecology , 
J . identify and define science process skills . 
4. participate in environmental education activities that e mphas ize 
science process skills and concepts of ecology . 
5. pi:>..rticipate in envi=onmental education activities that illustrate 
the i mpact man has on the e~vironment. 
6. infer the need for an environmentally aware citizenry. 
7 . state a philosophy of environmental education that reflects the 
above objectives, 
8 . examine environmental education cu_rricula for emphasis on process , 
content , teachL11g methods and philosophy . 
9 . plan an effective environmental education learning experience 
that reflects personal philosophy . 
10 . demonstrate the a bill ty to integrate environmental edUcation 
concepts and materials with the total elementary curriculum. 
CURRICULUH GUIDELINES 
Environmental education should be designed in accordance with 
children ' s developmental stage s . The preoperational , concrete-operations , 
and formal-operations stages posited by Piaget might serve as reference 
paints. Experiences should be designed to fac ili tate the child ' s 
percep tion of his world through all his senses . 
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The curriculum design should incorporate concepts and processes 
f!"om the natural (physical) a:1d social sciences. Teaching basic 
p:'inciples of ecology is not enough ; we must help students to appreciate 
th~ir environment and to develop values that will guide posi t ive action. 
The core of the curriculum should be recognition of man ' s 
interdE:pendence t-ilth both the natural and man - r.1ade components of his 
e:1vironment . Helping students to see themselves as interdependent with , 
rather than plundering masters of, their environment is crucial. 
Environmental education should be an integral component of the 
curriculum and not sir.1pl y an appendage "tacked on" to the exist:iilg 
cu=riculurr:.. Previous efforts in this direction have been limited 
primarily to " conservation education '' or " outdoor education" , Although 
such instruction has merit , it is limited. in scope and is often treated 
as an appendage to the central curriculum. Environmental education can 
become integral to the curriculum by either completely altering the 
existing curricula::- framework or extending existing programs . It i s 
possible , for instance , to revise traditional programs of science and 
social sciences to include appropriate environmental education . 
Appropriate emphasis should be given to the study of natural , 
social , and man-made environmen ts , especially their interrelations . 
The nat'..U"al environr:ent comnrises the biotic world ; the social en vironment , 
which is the network o: rel~tions among J'len ; and the man - made environment , 
which cons ists of man ' s concrete modif ications or st:-ucturing of the phy-
sical environment . Too often we have failed to help pupils understand 
the interrelations amor.g these three a..tld have taught instead only a 
limi "t-ed conception of the natural environment. 
The process of inquiry should be a prime vehicle for involving 
pupils in environmental studies . Too much schooling today consists of 
irrelevant paper-and-pencil ~xercises dictated by teachers. We must 
engage pupils in firsthand experiences "that will Lave genuine mean ing 
fa:- the~ . a..."'ld we mus t value students ' aues tions as much as we value 
their answers . The school , school g:::-otiDds, and overall community should 
serve as an '' environ men tal labor a tor:y" in which "children l earn what 
they live" . 
Appropriate attention should be given to cognitive , affective , 
and psychomotor achievement. I I one domain is to "be er.1.phasized , it should 
be the oft-neglected affective domain. Pupils need to develop systems 
of value analysis that 'Hill guide positive action related to the 
environment. All of us need a "science of huma."'lity'' through which man 
can interpret his world , find the best way to live in it , a'1d contribute 
to betterment for all mankind . 
The program should be plan:-ted on a continuum extending from 
kinde!"L"arten tb.rough the university . Environmental studies should have 
both cc:. t i:1lli ty and sequence , wi t!"i emphasis on related principles , 
concepts , and p:"::"ocesses , rather than on apparently unrelated facts . 
Provision should be made for Ll'l - service training of both professional 
a.11d parap:-o:essional personnel . I t is especia.lly important to draw upon 
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local citizens and local , state , and reg!.onal experts 1n environmental 
problems . We must develop partnerships in de::; i gJ ing experiences for 
pupils. With the poss ible exception o:: some formal tuJiversity study 
of ecology and r elated sciences , t.rain ing programs can best be ccnduc ted , 
with a variety of human and mater ial r esources , at the local level. 
Provisions for continuous evaluative feedback should be bull t 
into the program . This feedback should include data from pupils, pa trans, 
and school personnel on now to achieve ever-greater i mprovement . 
(Sale , 1970) 
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REVISED OBJECTIVES 
1 . When given a set of educational descriptors , the student will 
be able to select those characteristics that most appropriately 
describe environmental education , 
2. 
J. 
4. 
A. Hhen presented with a variety of concepts , the student 
will be able to identify those that pertain to ecology. 
B. When presented with the basic concepts of ecology, the 
student will be able to define them . 
A. When given a list of skills , the student will be able to 
identify those skills that are part of the science process . 
B. When presented with the science process skills, the student 
will be able to define each skill . 
A. Through participation in environmental education activities , 
the student will be able to apply science process skills 
in problem solving. 
B. Through participation in environmental education activities , 
the student will be able to recognize those activities that 
are emphasizing concepts of ecology. 
C. Through participatl_on in environmental education activities , 
the student will be able to evaluate the impact man has on 
the environment as illustrated by those activities . 
5. When given a set of alternatives, the student will be able to 
select those that infer the need for an environmentally aware 
citizenry. 
6 . When given a list of different philosophical approaches to 
environmental education , the student will select the approach that 
will best exemplify the philosophy of the Department of Elementary 
Education at Utah State Univer sity. 
?. Given environmental curricula , the student will be able to identify 
its content emphasis , teaching methods , and philosophy. 
8 . Based on personal philosophy , the student will be able to develop 
an effective lesson plan dealing -~th environmental education . 
9. When given a list of multi-disciplinary environmental education 
activities , the student will be able to identify the environmental 
education concept and the separate disciplines combined into each 
activity . 
Appendix C 
Pool of Test Items and Accompanying 
Evaluation Form 
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I tem No. 
1 2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
21 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
29 
10 
ENVIRONJ1ENTAL EDUCATION TEST ITEMS 
3 
I 
Revie w Shee t 
Objectives 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
I 
I I I I 
! I 
I 
I i 
I I I I I 
I I ' 
I 
I I 
i 
r 
I 
! I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I I 
I I 
! I 
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Comments 
I 
Item No . 
1 2 
31 i 
32 
33 
J4 
35 
J6 ' 
37 I 
J8 
~-
40 
41 
~-
4J 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
ENVIROffi1ENTAL EDUCATION TEST ITEMS 
3 
! 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
! 
' i 
I 
l 
! 
Review Sheet 
Objectives 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
I 
I I 
' 
I 
I I 
! 
I 
j 
I 
! 
I 
i 
I 
I i I 
I 
Commen ts 
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I tem No . 
1 2 
61 
62 
61 I I 
64 I 
6S l 
66 
67 I 
68 I 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 i 
74 
75 I 
76 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCA TION TEST I TEMS 
3 
i 
Review Sheet 
Objective s 
4 5 6 7 18 19 1 
! i 
I I I 
! I i 
I ' I i 
i I 
I I 
! I I 
I 
i 
I i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
Commen ts 
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ITEM POOL 
t. The follo\<,"ing are esser. tial elements in environnen tal education , 
except for 
2 . 
(a) the use of an intcrdiscipli~ary approach 
{b) the understc..nd.:.ng of factors and fo::-ces that operate in ou= 
environrr.ent 
(c) 
• (d) 
The 
. 1~l 
(c) 
(d) 
the pursu it of affective goals as well as cognitive goals 
basing curric 'J.lum on a science approach 
major goals of env!.ro:1mental education is :.a 
teach man ' s ::-ela tionships to his surroundir.gs 
e mphasize outdoor resource management 
provide an opportunity to use proble!:!- solvL'1g ~kills 
develop the use of local resou=ces 
J, The following are cr.aracteristics of an effective env.!ronrr.ental 
education, except for 
(a) it must facilitate a child ' s perc~ption c: tr.e .,.,·orld 
(b) it must be activity- ce:1tered in t:he ":::-eal" wo::-ld 
(
(de) it must be a na::-row in vol ver.e::t of dis;::iplir.es 
) it must have a future orientaticn 
4 . In the past environr:en tc.l education has been srr,all part of 
elementary cu:::-ric llh:.:r, because 
5. 
(a) i t wasn 1 t designed. in accordance wi-th children 1 s de velop!:le n tal 
• (b) 
Which 
(a) 
* (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
stages 
it was n arrowly defined : treated as an appendag:; to the 
curriculu:a 
lack of gcvernnen t money to su~port en·:ironmental education 
all of the above 
statement is true about. envircnnental education? 
Environmental education is science oriented. so activities 
from other cu=riculum a:-eas snould be avoided . 
Environmental edi.!ca tlon i:lvol·1es the makin g of enlightened 
decisions about t!'le quality of life . 
Environmental education is conservation , outcoo:::- resource 
ma.TJ.agement 1 a.,d nature study . 
Environmental educatio!l is a self-conta i ned CO'..C'Se to be 
added to the prese:1t cur:-iculurn . 
6. The p::-ocess that pro~ote:; among c:. tizens the awareness and under-
sta.T"Jding of the ir su_---:-oundings 1 their :!""elat io:1ship to 1 t , and the 
concern and responsibility necessa!"y to insure their scrvival and 
to improve the quality of li.!'e. 
The above is the def:L'1i tion of 
(a) ecoloc;y 
(b) outdoor r esource ::1anagenent 
* (c) env ironmer.tal education 
(d) man 1 s i mpact on his environme":'"'.t 
* Correct A:-:s;.:ers 
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?. The p:rimary goal of teaching envi:onmental education should be to 
develop 
8. 
9. 
10. 
{a) . env:.,Yonr:ental literacy 
(b) investig:ation skills a11d processes 
(c) decision-making skills 
* (d) ar~eness of man's interdepe:1dence of the earth 
The 
(a) 
* (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
above is an illustration of a/a:n 
organism 
ecosystem 
food chain 
cormnun.i ty 
\ I f 1 
' ENERGY -
"" l {.. I \ 
~ PRODUCER ~=====:::; CONSU1-!ER ~ 
'-~ J 
The 
* (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
The 
(a) 
(b) 
* (c) 
(d) 
'..:J. DECOMPOSER v 
above is an illustration of 
an ecosystem 
&biotic components 
biotic co;nponen ts 
food chain 
CLOI"ER --;> RABBIT ----';; FOX 
above illustrates 
a niche 
producers 
a food chain 
ecological success ion 
11. A complex network of biotic and abiotic factors in. which each 
factor is affected by the o:her is called 
-~> (a) an ecosystem 
(b) an ecotone 
(c) a dist=ibution 
(d) a nic he 
* Co:-rect Ans'l-.-ers 
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12. Tenperat·rre, !'lois tcre , 
all exa:-nles of 
(a) abiotic factors 
1~l 
(d) 
biotic factors 
primary sources 
dominants 
light, ·,.;ind , a."ld soil ct-..a=acteri:;tics are 
1) . Each species has a niche in an ecosysten. What best describes 
niche? 
* (a) :f\mcticn 
(b) siJ:lilarity 
(c) denand 
(d) tran::;fonnation 
14 . Cor..plete the following food chain . 
15. 
(a) 
• (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Hhich 
(a) 
• (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
deer 
bird 
sot.:.irrel 
e~thwom 
GRASS CRICKET 
co:T".muni ty would have the gYeatest species diversity? 
desert 
tropical fo::.-est 
grassland 
alpine 
16 . The process \-:here living organisms modify their e:-:vironment , making 
it less favora't:le fo= themselves but more favorable for another 
co;._;a.:..."1 i ty is called 
(a) ene:-gy :!"low 
(b) abiotic strati!"ication 
(c) autotrophic continuum 
* (d) ecolo~;ical succession 
17. An upf:=.vorable alteration of our s~roundLTJgs , wholly or largely 
as a by- product of ma.J. 's actions is called 
18 . 
c~l expe,ditures 
• (b) pollution 
(de) consumption 
( ) aesthetic valuing 
The 
(a) 
(b) 
* (c) 
(d) 
follo;.:ing are all components of an ecosyster.: except for 
d~camposers 
energy source 
ecot.ones 
c onsumers 
19. Tne b-:-anch of life s~ience that studies the relation~hips among 
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living orga..nisr1s and between o::-£a.'1isms and their envi=onrnent is called 
{a) r:-.a..!1 ' s iwpact on his environment 
• (b) ecology 
(c) conservation 
(d) resource managemen t 
.-. Co::-rect Ans ....-ers 
20. Cmr.muni ty is to ecosystem as 
(a) soil is to ground 
(b) li;;ht is to dark 
* {c) spokes is to wheel 
(d) f i ght is to argue 
2!. 'n'l".ich 
(a) 
a: the follmd.ng state~e:tt is true of ecosystems? 
Ecosystems are stati c . 
* (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Alterin g o."'le factor in an ecosystem may destroy it . 
An ecosyste:n ' s de:-1a:1d on energy is spuratic . 
Ma."'! is ar. indepe:1dent organisr., in an ecosyst.em , 
22. Spec ialized consumers which feed on dead orga.T~isms ; returning 
basic s'i..l::stances such as mine:::-als and n<J.ter t o the soil are called 
(a) b i omes 
* (b) decomposers 
(c) a niche 
(d) abiotic factors 
pupil sets up fc'.ll" identical pieces 
' ~~ ry ~PerforatiJ~<~<J 
\ _ 1 Dishes \- -1 
1/C c . ;.;ate:- !/4 c . •ater 
\,__ _J 
1/16 c . Kater 
c-----) 
1/2 c . Hater 
Equal volumes of ~hree different soils are _placed i n each of the cups , 
A, 3 , a:1d C. Cup D is left enpty . One half cup of .... :ater is pot:red into 
each of the cups , and pe:-colates through LJto the dis~.. The follo;.~ing 
state:-;er.ts a:-e recorded . 
23 . 
Most "-ater comes th=ough A . 
Lec.s t -...-ate::::- comes :r.rough C. 
lola ter ccmes through B first . 
C continues to drip fc::::- !.he longest period . 
Soil A absorbs a.."1d holds the r.~ost water . 
The:-e is wore soil in C than in A. 
Soil o!: Type 3 has the greatest absor ben t quality. 
Dark soils have the greatest absorben c y . 
Soils vary in their r;ai.e::- holdi.'1g capac i ty. 
Which 
(a) 
(b) 
• (c) 
(d) 
stat ements 
B, D, G 
C, G, . I 
B, C, D 
B, C 
are accurate observa tions? 
"- Correct Anzwers 
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2.1-l- , Which sta tenents are inferences? 
* ~~l E, G, H, E , I 
(c) B, E, H 
(d) D, F, G, 
25. Which statement is the most r easonable inference based on the 
obse::.~vations? 
(a) E 
m ~ 
26 . The act of di=ectly seeL'1g , h~aring , tasting , snelling , or feelL11g 
is called 
(a) abstracting 
"* (b) observil'lg 
(c) classifying 
(d) testing 
27 . An inference is 
(a) a complex relatior.ship bet'neen t •,.jo variables 
(b) a.n cccu=rence in the investigation 
• (c) a guess abo•Jt an o0se:-vatio!1 that may or may not be L"T"lle 
(d) a deterr.:.inin g facto:- L'l the a."lalysis of experiments 
28 . Ask the children to identify objects in thei= classroom as living 
and non - living . 
\I hat 
* (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
science process skills 
classifying 
infer:-ing 
decisio::.-making 
hy-pothesizing 
does the above activity emphasize? 
29 . Have the children develop a list of sL11ilar!.ties and differences 
·r.ctween hwna."l bei."'lgs and other living organisms . 
The above is an activity err.phasizi.ng ;;hich skill in the science 
process? 
(a) valu ing 
(b) co:nmunica ting results 
• (c) data- collecting 
(d) inferring 
JO. Observing , de scriting , categor izing , ide:1tifying , in:erring , 
stati..'"lG hypc:hesis , testinb hypothesis, gencralyzing, and commu.'1 -
icating results are all separate operations collectively called 
(a~ convergen t thinking process 
(b; environne!:tal educa.:.ion investigation 
(c) rational technique 
,. (d) science process skills 
~ Correct Ans;;ers 
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J1 . All o: the following are op~ra tions in the science process except 
for 
(a) 
• (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
testL'1g 
prac-tic i.r1 g 
stating hy-pothesis 
communica :ing results 
J2 . To extend conclusions fro:n hypothesis testing tc other situations 
33 . 
is to 
(a) 
(b) 
* (d) 
(.) 
W!lat 
(>) 
(b) 
(c) 
* (d) 
abstract 
classify 
e;eneralyze 
infer 
is a logical science process operation to follow inferring? 
com;nun ica ting r esults 
generalyzing 
iden-tifying 
stating hypothesis 
)4 . Look at t!1is pic~ure of a pot of plan:.s tho.t is being cared for 
by a child in a."":. elem~ntary schcol class::-oo:J: . \{::·ite three 
35. 
The 
(a) 
* (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
on the basis of the picture alone . 
above i s an activity emphasizing 
conver;ent thinking 
science process skills 
ecology concepts 
inventory analysis 
&lvi:'cnme:1tal 
sk:.lls wo t:.ld 
education activ ities that use the science process 
~~l 
(c) 
• (d) 
use an e:nphasis on voca·oulary terms. 
involve eA"J'eriences con tai.t ine; elerner, ts primarily from 
science, 
t;se test r esults to insure cor:::-ect placement of students 
in L"'ldividualized prograrns • 
be act ivity centered. 
83 
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?CR EACH ACTIVITY ID2!:TIFY ~.'r.A'!' CO!~TE!{T AP.~A IT IS r:::!·:Fr:_.;srzr;G (!tens )6- 45) 
)6. Starti!!g l-:ith the ger.eralization that a pe:::.-son ' s environ:ncnt is 
''eve=:,·tf;inb t~at st:_--:roL:.nds him" , have the students devote a day 
tCI iden-:i.fyi~£ and C.escribing as rr,c;.ny different examples of the 
co:npo:1e:1ts of their environment as they can . 
(a ) eccs:.vstems 
* ('::1) science process skills 
(c) ecological niches 
(d) bio-:.ic co:nmunity 
J?. Have students attempt to explai."l 'h'h:Y people contir:n.:ally discard 
~rash or. Yoad siCes despite "No Ir..:.r.~pine; " signs . 
(a) consu:c:ption 
(b) man ar:d the ecosphere 
(c) decowposers 
* (d) man ' s ir.:pact on his environment 
)8. Have students select a type of e!lvironmen t a.'ld co:r:plete a food 
chain that is i!'Jdi::ative of that environment . Eave students 
ci:::'a"'' and label the food chain. 
(a) sc i ence process skills 
(b) species u..'rliformi t y 
* (de)) ecolo~ical niches 
( ec otones 
J9. Have the students visit a local se r."age treatment plant to determine : 
(a) the p:-ocedure used in treating sewage , (b) the nature and 
destiny of the solid J:roduct (sludge) of the treat:nent process , 
and (c) the qua::..ity and destiny of the water treated by the plant . 
(a) decomposition 
(b) biomass 
{c) euthrophication 
"*' (d) rna.;-, ' s irr.pact. on his environment 
4(1, Sc:.ve students s:.:.rvey ho:-~es in the neighborhood to determine n-ays 
:;:eople select thei= proper ty or :nc..ke it u:ore aes:hetically pleasing . 
(a) inferring 
* (b) man's impact on his environment 
(c) ecosystems 
(d) ada pta ticn 
41 . Have the students keep careful records for a week to deter nine the 
nu.r1ber of ho·c1::.-s lights are on in the school when they a:::-e not 
needed.. P.:~ter .::::ollectior. of th i s data have them suggest ;.;ays to 
a..-oid 
(a) 
' (t) 
(c) 
(d) 
"'"astinE; electric ity . 
sc i ence process skills 
e:1et'gy flo w 
abiotic factors 
consamer s 
Correct Ans ...,ers 
42 . Have stl..:c!e~-:s ide='ltify t:.e di:':er~nt Y.L"lds of wastes produced. during 
th'3 normal o:;;eratiun of the school and di~cuss the:::- fi."ldings . 
Then have the stt:.cients from tec:..r.s to in\·estigate the amounts of 
:.aste p::-odu-:::ed in each of the ca tego:-ies t.l:ey for!i.ed in their 
C.iscussion . Have the teams establish a flow pattern of these 
•,.;astes . 
(a) 
• (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
energy flo w 
problen- sol ving using the zcie:1ce process skills 
abiotic factors 
consuners 
l.;.J . Eave tear::s o:~ st.uder.ts identify the ~oup or groups of people 
res:~cnsible fa:= nest c: the litterim: in the coru-:::.t."lity and deter-
min~ : (1) if any particular ace frO;p see:::s mere re sponsible 
fa:- litte::-:r:g than a:Jy othe:=, (2) i::~ tnere are any apparent 
socioeco:i.o:nic char::.c-.;eristics o: li ttere=s , and (J) a.Tly other 
characteris'tics COrlr.tOn among li t't.erers . 
(a) generalyzing 
(b) nini-ecosystems 
(c) population growth 
* (d) · man ' s L'Tipac t on his environment 
41;. Have studen:s respond t o the following question : When people 
are in di:-:~c:ring enviio:1r.:cmts do they ir:.teract with oth<?r people 
in varying ;.c.ys? 
(a ) biotic communi ties 
(b) ecosystems 
• (c) ma.TI ' s inter::-elations!-.i ps ...,. ith hi s su=rou.1'1dLt1gs 
(d ) science process skill s 
45. Find some litter in your sc~oolyard , collect it. Empty your 
collectio:1 a..'"'ld classify it into several piles. placing similar 
o':jects ir.to the sarr.e pile . Count the objects in each pile . 
46. 
r~aka a Oar graph a: yoLU· data plo:.ting numbers of pieces of litter 
ver~us type of litter collected . What inferences can be ma.de 
f:-om your graph? Can you predict what type of litter would be 
obtained i.f soneone else l-o""Ent to visit your area? Hake a 
prediction and tOOn try i~ out . 
(a) conservation 
(b) ca ta-collecting 
(c ) ecological succession 
* (d) scie:1ce process skill s 
The 
• (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
disturbance of normal cycling is called 
pollution 
ccnSumption 
decomposing 
erosion 
-ll Correct Ansl'ers 
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47. All of the :ollo,.,.intj are 'h'aJ'S sbder.ts can influence better 
e~vironne~ -!.~1 decision-making except for 
(c.) lea:::1ing ::ore a"t:lout er.vironne:J.tal :L1 teractions themselves 
(b) help:.ng inforc -the ir parents, othe r students , an~ members 
of the COi.'"~"l'lun i ty 
(c) st:p:porting: , U·.=ough their parents , lcgisla tion des igned to 
protect the environment 
• (d) all of the above 
43 . An en v i.ro:1mentally a ware citizen will know that 
49 . 
5C. 
51. 
5< . 
{a) resourcts and energy are l imi.t ed so ne w attitudes r.mst 
be develoned . · · 
(b) the::'e are- no right and wrong answers in conser vation--onl y 
L'"ltelligent choices . 
(c) enviro:urrental decisio~s r equi=e skills and lcr'Jo...-ledge in a 
g:-ea t many areas . 
* (d) all of the above 
The reason for the need of an "environmente.lly literate" citizenry 
i s 
(a) 
(b) 
I c) 
• (d) 
man ca.'1 o:~ly live in ha=rr:ony " ith his environment if he 
unders "..ands a:1d uses it wisel y . 
a refo:-r.: is neecied in the r:ay society looks at problems 
a:-~ d rr.a.Y.es e:-~viro!l rnental decisions. 
t o insu=e cor:-e ct :::-e::>ponses to t he t hreat of enviro!lmental 
deterioration . 
all of t he above 
\~ hv shot1ld t he affec:ive dimension be emphas ized L'1 environnental 
ed~cation? 
(a) I : is o:'ten neglected L'1 teaching. 
~b) Cogni -t.ive co:"lcept s a=e t:·relevan"t to en vironmental educat ion . 
{c ) I t develops a syste;n of value analysis that will guide 
positive action to the environment . 
(d) All of the above 
W~ ich of the follo.,.,.ing would be the least important r eason for an 
envi=onr.len tally aware citizenry? 
(a) A people that 'h-ants to £Oven itself mus t educate itself. 
(b) '!'he:-e are no :-ight or w::-ong answers in conservation--only 
i:-:~tel ligent choices . 
(de) E!1viro!1rne::tal educatio:J dec i s i ons ca.1 be rr.ade by everyone . 
( ) Environme:1taJ. choices you make do r.oi affect others . 
"rl hich 
(a) 
(b) 
* (c ) 
(d ) 
attitude is indicative of an environmentally a;.,.a.re citizenry? 
The more ene::-by you use , the more er1er gy companies will 
pro9-uce , 
!ie ir.g able t o &e t you:- '' fair share" a: available energy, 
Realizing: resources a.1d energy are limited sc careful 
:iecisions must be made 
Al l of the above 
* Co:-::-ect Ans 'h-ers 
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53. To be effective in teaching the concepts of environmental educat ion, 
the teacher should 
* ~a) use a multi-disciplinary approach 
\b) use a science oriented cU-TTicultun 
(c) e:;.phasize the ecological facts 
(d) all or the above 
_54 . Which of the following philosophies to teach i ng would '10t be 
effective in teaching wan ' s interdependence on his environmen t? 
* (a) focus on being a.:-2 ir.telligent consumer 
(b) be inte::-disci~lir.ary in nature 
\de)) build towG.rd a ur.iver3al view of the environment 
( have a futu::-e-orientation--today ' s decisions detennille 
ft.;:tt;re consequences 
55. Which philosophy would be effective in teaching man ' s interrela tion -
ships with his surroundings? 
(a) emphasize the facts of ecology 
* (b) ir.unerse students in the "real" world which they can see , 
touch , and smell 
(c) use a science oriented curriculum 
(d) emphasize that nat~e should be left in its natural sta te 
56. All of the following are philosophies that would be effective in 
t~aching students that they have an inseparable relationship 
....-i t.!-1 their environment except for 
(a) having expe:-iences which draw simultaneousl y from different 
subject areas . 
* (b) be e!!.vircnmentalist criented--leave natur e as it is . 
(c) encourage student participation by allowing students to 
help . 
(d) promote the affective dimension of e:1vironmental education . 
57. To develop attitudes which will foster positive action to the 
cr..vi:::-onmE:n t , r:hich philosophical app::-oach would be effective? 
~ a) be science oriented b) be based on the basic concepts of ecology c) emphc.size interdisciplinary approacho;s to . the curriculum 
(d) stress the exploitation of natural resources 
_58 . Wh ic!l. philoso;:hical approach would be effective in developing an 
U.'1derst211ding of ma.Tt ' s enyi..::oni:':ental problems and the decision-
making skills to solve them? 
(a ) t he emphasis on utilization of natural resources for pr ofi t 
(b) the importance of no t disturbing nature 
* (c) the i ntegration of all disciplines in the curriculum 
(d) emphasizL'lg the science aspect of the probl em 
* Correct Answers 
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FOR EACH ACTIVITY 3ELOW , EXM~INE THEX CAREFULLY Tn:Eii J.JiS1,.SR THE QUESTI ONS 
FOLLO'•I:;~ LAC~ ACTIVITY. {hems 59- 68) 
J..ctivity 
Have stt.:dents become jurors and the teacher be t he judge. Each studen t is 
to have p::-epared the defense of ar. animal threaL.ened nith extinction . 
(Exa:nple- - F'irst defcndent called. . "Hill Frani::. L., the platypus , pleas e 
cone to the wi tness 3tani?" ::;ays the judge . The pl a typ us presen t s hi s 
defen:::.e . l·l embers of the jury c::-oss exar:Jine h irn . P ossible questi ons--
" You ' re not impor t ant for food or fur , why should we save your l ife?" 
'The ve::-d!ct e i the:: extir.ction or survival reauires a judgment abou t wha t 
rr.aY.es a.<>"J anim~l valuable? Is it food or fur ; or ~omething more? 
59 . 
60 . 
What 
(a) 
• (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
lihat 
* (a) 
('o) 
(c) 
(d) 
content area is the above activity emphasizing? 
species diversity 
ecosystems 
ecolobical success ion 
b i ogeochemistry 
ph i losophical method is the a ctiv ity using? 
a mul ti -C.isciplinary approac h 
an er::.pha.sis on exploi ta ~ion 
a science orientation 
none of the above 
P.ctivitv 
Fiction deal ing wi :h our en vironment can strengthen and broaden t he real-
life ~xperience s of a child . Use the books as a.YJ extension of a study on 
ecology . ~ach child is to read. at least one book. Spend an hour or s o 
fo= a boo!: blab- - a book discussion where rr.a.'ly books are shared and 
co~pa:-ed . No time is spent on plot or story line-- t he children are 
specialists :.nterested in environmental implications only , 
61. What phi losophical approach does the above activi t y illus t rate? 
(a) an enphasis on e>:;>loitation 
(b) t he importance of intelligent consump tion 
* (c) an i.l"Jte&ration of CU-TTiculum areas 
(d) a s c i ence oriented approach 
Activ itv 
~ot: tdoo::- ac tivity called the " All Day Field Day". During th is 
activity the student takes a compass hike , cooks his o r-'!1 lunch out-of-
doors , end doe s a field study . Divide the class i11to sr.;al.l groups 211d 
have them choose a t opic that the y would l ike to pursue for their f ie ld 
study . Quest ions are prepared f or eac h t opic thai: t he g=-oup has sel ecte d . 
This is their assie,-:1ment a.ild must be cowpleted befor e t hey r eturn to the 
school ir. the after::oon . (Zxar.:ple -- topic .i.s on rocks and n:inerals . 
Q;,;estions -- (a) Ca n you fi:-Jd a sa:n:ple of three kinds of r ocks : igneous , 
rnctarnor:;>hic , and sedimentar:-·? (b) :!io w wa!'ly differen t colors are there 
in the sa...:e rock? (c) What rock do you find tOO most of t ~oughout t he 
a:ea? Activity- - Ma ke a collection for dis pl ay. 
* Correct Ans r.-ers 
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/_ 
62. 
6J . 
The above activity is emphasi:ing 
areas? 
which of the following content 
(a) 
* (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Which 
(a) 
* (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
=-esc~ rce rr.anagemen t 
the st:.~dent's environment 
ecolo~ical niches 
conservation 
ph i loscphical approach does the activity employ'? 
scie:1ce o:::-icntation 
a multi-disciplinary approach 
e;npi":asis on facts of ecology 
all of the above 
Activi tv 
Septe;-.cer--P.ave stude:-~ts :'ind their own tree . Have them draw it and the 
e!lv:..ronment a.:-ot.:!:d. i t as it loo;o:s today . !'lake a record- - keepL'1g 
:olde:::- :or the j·ear ' s s-r;udy . 
October--!)raw t:-te t:::-ee ae:ain ...-:. th detaileci illustations of !"ruit and 
11!?-VCS , 
N over. b€!"- - Tree with co:.o!"ed leaves . Press be b;een haxed pape!." with iron . 
Dece;;:~~= --Tree bare .. , can be pai."'ltcd with soap suds on charcoal drawing 
j anua:-y--Ba:d-: :::-ubbi:",gs 
Fe 'c:::-l~ary--'I'ree Ll"J sr:ow--c?.n be pain";ed with soap suds 
Harch--Signs of sp:::-:...."l e; --dra w a sec~ion of the tree a..td show buds just 
CeginnL~,g to :~arm 
April --?lowers or f::-::i"t.s or both . Detailed drawing of twig in full bloom , 
etc . 
!·lay--'I'r~e with leav-=s-- s:-u:.pe --d.raw a person next to it for scale 
June--~lot!!lt a green lea:~--identify t::-ees no w. 
64. The 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
The 
* (a) 
(b) 
~~l 
Ac tivity 
major philosophy oi this activity is 
sci-=::1ce orie:-:.ted 
er.1phas:s on the facts of ecology 
ir:vestiga .~..ion approach 
in-.;egration of curriculum areas 
content emphasis of the above activity is 
change 
energy 
alternatives 
equilibrium 
Give children some seeds , soil , and a tray . Ask ther.: to plant these 
seeds and place the!:", a."l.ywhere in the room . Then con:pare t he growth 
::-esul :s . Reco:!'d data o:-: :ime of germ ina +.ion , percentage of germinat ion , 
ar.d rate of G=o-..."th . Have the ct-.ildren devise ways of illustrating the 
d;. t a . Hake co:~ra ::- iso!"ls bet weer. p:a..-,:s in dif:eren t locations and try 
:o C.e"t.ernine why so:-:e plant grO\o.' lare;er and/or faster . 
* Cor::-ect Answers 
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66. In exami.ni:1g the above activity , ,.:hat does it emphasize? 
(a ) science process skills 
(b) art 
(c) co:'U:l:.~r. ica tlon skills 
• (d) all of the above 
Activity 
E.3.ve the students create a puppet show in '..'hich plants and animals 
portray their activities , im~::-~ssions , and. emotions du=ing a fores t 
fire . 
67 . 
63 . 
The 
(a ) 
(b) 
(c) 
* (d) 
\~her 
(a) 
* (b) 
(c) 
(d ) 
above actiYity is er;phc.sizing 
te:::-restial ecology 
diverge!!t thinking 
a...-: integ=ation oi curriculum 
all of the above 
selecting cu=::-iculur:~ ac ti vi ties to be used in the classroom 
they shoul::l con-l;:::-ad ict. pe:::-sonal philosophy thus forcing 
the recept.ior. o:~ new ideas 
they should agree with pe::-sonal philosophy 
pe:::-sonal philosop~y is c:'..."l un;.ecessar:,.• cri te::- ::..a in sel ection 
none of the above 
READ TI~ :'OLLOt'l'!iiG FOUR :E?..30~rAL Fh:!LOSOPHIES OF' E::VIROi:t-;Rt:TAL EDUCATION 
A!:D SEL~~T THS 012: 1-.'i-:!Ci-i BE:S':' DSS'.:P.I325 :'OUP. 0t~1: ?~SOI1AL PHILOSOPHY . 
BASSD o;: T:!E PEILOSO?:iY YOU S;;LECT , ANS\iE:R Q~£STIONS 69 Trl:lOUGH 74. 
I. Environr,,~r..tal education shculd be interdisciplinary , involve an 
exp<3rier.ce cc:-.ta:!..ni:1g elene:1ts drawr. from t\.."o or no:::-e disciplines. 
The acti vi "ties should be ac"ti vi ty- cen"te:::-ed a"!d proces:;;-oriented. 
It should :::-eauire the lea:::-ner to study various environnents first-
ha."'ld. and pro;.cte the p:::-actice and appiication of the science 
process s}:ills . It should pronate the acquis i tion of knowl edge 
of basic ecclo.§;ical conce,J:ts and provoke value judgments concer ning 
ma."l. 's i."'lter=-ela t io!'!ships with his environment . 
II. Environrne!'ltal educa:ion should be science oriented . It should 
90 
re:nain a sepa:::-a:e C..:..sc:.;;lLTJ.e to be added to the existi:"Jg cu.=r!culum. 
Basic facts o: ecology s!lould be enpha.sized . The l earnin; experiences 
should '::>e teac:-:er oriented . The affective domain should be avoided 
because the school ' s :::-esponsi"oili ty is for the intellec tual gro-..rth 
of 5h:dents , 
III. Environr.:ental education activities shot:.ld take place outdoors, 
because :.lut ' s what environnental education is all about-- the ou t-
doo!'"s . !he activ::ies sZ'lot.:ld be stude~.L. -ccr.tered, the studen t s 
should be allowed. to select those concepts they t.a.nt to lea-T!l , 
As5igr.rne:-.ts are -...:::necessa.:-y as ~he experience is the important 
pa=t of l~arnin6 . Er.:pi".asis needs to be placed on leaving nature 
as it is . 
,. Correct Answe r s 
IV. D.'lvironMe:!tal edi..l:ation should e::mhas ize that the ;.;orld has 
arrle :-:ine:::~l ...,.ea.l th anc! ti"::.1. ;.;c ~~ed o:-:ly ne~; tech .. "lolocies to 
exPloit this wealth . The time a:-:d wcney be~g speni. on cor:ser-vation 
a:;f. ;;.he bnviror.:::ental ?rotectic:'l Act are o:-.ly W<tsting val uable 
resou=c~3 tha:. co~,;.ld be ch<1nnele:i to technology . 
69 . ~: hich of the above p hilosoJ,-!'iies best desc::Tbes your own personal 
ph:.losophy? 
(a) I 
(b) II 
(c) III 
(d) IV 
70 . To t.eac h the concept of pollt:tion , based on your ~r::;.onal philosophy , 
t-ti":.i':h a_;~p::-oa.ch ·,.;o:1ld you use? 
(a) l'~is topic is no t as L~po:::ta."'lt to teach tha.11 it is to 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
e:;".!'has .:..ze the liroorta"YJ.ce of wise utilization of resources . 
Take a · ... -alk and have the students note the easily observed 
ha=:nful ef:'ects a: ted'-"1 Clogy that are L11 their local 
cof"l .. muni ty . 
Ha:-k a uiece of wax uauer into cen";:.r.eter sauares . Smear 
:r.s ?ape:c with pe-troie~-, jelly . At t ach it to a board. Put 
outside fo!: one week . nave students exarr.ine materials the 
collect O!'l t!"l.e pe trole:.u:1 jelly i.'i th magnifying glasses . 
nave them n:J.ke seve::-al i:T.:er ences based on their observations . 
De:'ine pol:..ution and its effects on man and o ther species 
L'1 scientific terws . .. 
71. In teaching about trees in the e:'!Vironme'!'lt 1 which approach would 
you use based on ycur personal philosophy? 
(a) Hake s:.rre s~:.~dents bo·,... t~e p!:ocess of photosyn.thesis. 
(b) Sr.:phas!.ze the aes<.hetic beau-:y and val'...le of forests th=ough 
a sensitivi ty hike . 
(c) Co::.st r uc t ei :her a fares ter ' s tape 1 diar:!eter tape , or rnerri tt 
hy:pso:-.e:er . Take the various :forest::-y tools and use it in 
:i.'>'ldir.g appr orria"!.e trees that could 'be used in lumbering . 
(d) Err:.phasize that t::-ees are a replenis h2."ole source of energy . 
It is , t herefore , a cheap so"J.=ce of energy . 
72 . To help the students better l..Liders tand the ;.,-ay energy a."l.d material s 
i.'1 his envir onment inflt:ence him and are influenced by him 1 which 
app::-oach ·..:auld you use . 
(a ) Su_:::-vey the to:.al e nvi.ronr:e:lt a...."l.d dete:::-::;ine those things 
af:cc'tL'1g them Hhich mibht be classified as energy. Examine 
t!1e l is ~ an:! dete::-!"!ine those which arc essential for survival . 
Have students select an activ.!. t:,· whic h is cha.:::acterist ic of 
their li:~c s tyle but not necessary fer s urvival and try to 
O!'ilit !.t f ro-, the ir daily activity for a week . (Exa.mple--walk 
to school i::stead of r i di:-: g; a bus) . Record ho w owission 
af:ect ed t i':em . 
(b) T!1e st':.lC.e!".t will const::-uc: a simple generating de\·ice and 
rnea:::;ure the voltage output . 
(c) 
(d) 
Let students go outside to observe the world ' s natural 
ene=gies a~ work . Point out the wind, streams , solar 
ene~gy . lightening, etc . 
Emphasize t he r esource s available to the world to supply 
energy. Even though r esources may be limited , w~th the 
gro~g t2chnol ogy of the worlc , new energy discoveries 
will be found before present energy so~ces ~e depleted, 
?3. To introduce the students w-ith the term "geosphere" which includes 
all nonliving components of the eart~ . whi ch approach would you 
use? 
(a) Emphasize that soil is a basic r esource comprised of a 
v~iet:r of ::nine~als . Teach the major groups of rocks--
i gneous , sed!oent~y . and met~orphic , All activities 
~= centered around the defL~i~ions of geological terms . 
(b) Ha·.re students si~ ou:.side a."ld observe all the nonlivtng 
cooponen-cs of their envi=onment . Have them react verbally 
as to i: t he compone;.t is in its natural state or it if 
has been al t ered by ;;;an. Stess the beauty of the 
sL~plic~ ty of the natural geol ogical setting. 
(c) Stress all the mine~als available :.o prod~ce energy and 
promote t he adv~cement of t~e techni cal growth of man . 
(d) Take the students outdoors a.~d have the children identify 
all r.onl i vi:Jg objects ir. their em'ironmen t . From this list 
have children ident~y sir.ilarities and develop characteristics 
unique t o each group . Ea•·e the stude:-~ts gro:1p different 
sets of :-~o:-~l:vi:1g objects . Have theo collect those objects 
that they are a~le to a."ld ma.~e a collage . 
?4. To help student s examine the nature of sound, which activity best 
fi :.s you= personal prJJ.osophy? 
(a) Choose a simple game , such as dodgeball, for the .class to play. 
(b) 
(c ) 
(d) 
Have the:n play silently (i. e . ·,.;ith s<:t:dents making no 
verbal s ounds) . Afte r axamL;:ng the students reactions 
to t he silent g~~e , de termine the functions that sound 
:::o~:nally has in the ga.'l!e . 
Take st~den ts near a busy freeway or another noisy place 
near your s chool . Read t~e class poetry. After you have 
ret~ed back to t he classrooE, discuss the problems of noise 
pollution caused by eAcessive traffic or industry , 
Explain t hat so~~d i s p~oduced by vitrations ; use a tuning 
fork to show that scund occurs from vibrations . Explain that 
sou:-~d is rr.easured by the unit decibel . 
Althoug~ an extreme amou~t of noise is disturbing, enphasize 
to st~den~s that there are some consequences to t he growth 
and productivity of a ' nation. 
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FOR EACH ENVIRONJilENTAL EDUCATION ACTIVITY GIVEN , MATCH THE CORRECT 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CONCEPT AND THE SEPARATE DISCIPLINES THAT HAVE 
BEEN INTEGRATED INTO IT , EACH ALTERNATIVE MAY BE USED ONLY ONCE , 
75 . ! Activity 
1. Assign students to use the 
map to calculate the total 
land area within their 
community boundaries . 
2 . Take students outdoors after 
a rain and have them carefully 
press a leaf , vein side down 
into firm mud . They should 
leave the leaf in place until 
the mud has partially dried, 
Remove the leaf and observe 
the remains , Have the student' 
discuss what has happened , 
When back in to the classroom , 
have the students record the 
process and the results. 
J, Use a flannelboard , cut shapes 
to introduce the basic 
triangle , square , and circle , 
Then take the students on a 
short walk in or near the 
schoolyard and ask them to 
identify the shapes of the 
various trees and bushes , 
Back in the classroom, 
students can sketch trees that 
match the shapes , 
4 , Have students determine the 
year's cost and the percentage 
of the total family income 
of financing various 
energy-related activities , 
Environmental Education Concepts 
~a) Fossils b) Energy 
(c) Vegetation Analysis 
(d) Communi ties 
nv, Ed , Con , Integrated Disc . 
I 
I 
I i 
l 
I ntegrated Disciplines 
(aa) Math and Social Studies 
(bb) Mat h 
(cc) Art and Communication 
Skills 
(dd) Hath and Art 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
76 . 
1. 
2 . 
Activii;y_ 
Help students to personify 
by demonstrating with large 
muscle activity the emotions 
felt by a tree when there is : 
a gentle ureeze 
a violent rain storm 
a forest fire 
a squirrel running up the 
trunk 
a person planting a tree 
Help students make a large 
color wheel including browns , 
tans , and grays . Take the 
class on a short hike and ask 
students to t r y to match 
objects they see with sections 
of the color wheel . Have 
them respond to their matches . 
J . On a visit to a park during 
the fall gi ve students these 
directions . 
take three steps forward , 
take 5 steps to the left 
pick up 6 leaves . A=ange 
them in different sets . 
arrange seven leaves in 
order of size , the big 
one first and the small 
one last 
find t hree leaves and 
arrange them so that the 
middle leaf is greater 
than the one on its right 
and less than the one on 
its left 
return the objects used 
to where they were 
found . 
Discuss the importance of 
doing this . Have them look 
for partially decayed leaves . 
4 . Compose a letter to an offic-
ial of the community water 
department inviting him to 
visit the class and/or to 
answer questions concerning 
the origins of water entering 
their homes from the Hater 
distribution system. 
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Env , Ed . Con . Inte~ated Disc . 
Environmental Education Concept 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Environmental aesthetic 
Awareness 
Water Quality 
Decomposition 
Effects of Environmental 
Factors 
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Integrated Disciplines 
(aa) 
(bb) 
(cc) 
(dd) 
P.E . and Language 
Arts 
Math and P .E, 
Language Arts 
Language Arts and Art 
Appendix D 
Preliminary Test Form i\ns'tver Keys, 
Informed Consent Agreement 
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Environmental Education Competency Test 
Carefully read each of the following questions below and determine the 
correct answer . Mark the correct answer on the answer sheet with an "X" . 
**All answers are to be marked on the answer sheet . Please do not make 
any marks on the test . 
1. '/hen selecting curriculum activities to be used in the classroom , 
2 . 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
they should contradict personal philosophy thus forcing 
the reception of new ideas , 
they should agree with personal philosophy. 
personal philosophy is an unnecessary criteria in selection 
none of the above . 
The above is an illustration of a/an 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
organism 
ecosystem 
food chain 
community 
J, All of the following are ways students can influence better 
environmental decision -making , except for 
(a) 
Co) 
(c) 
(d) 
learning more about environmental interactions themselves . 
helping inform their parents , other students , and members 
of the community . 
supporting , through their parents , legislation designed to 
protect the environment . 
modifying their behavior to lead to a comfortable life 
style , 
4 . Environmental education activities that use the science process 
skills would 
use an emphasis on vocabulary terms to aid communication 
skills . 
involve experiences containing elements primarily from 
science . 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
use test results to insure correct placement of students in 
individualized programs . 
be activity centered . 
5. lihy should the affective domain be emphasized in environmental 
education? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
I t is often neglected in teaching . 
Cognitive concepts are irrelevant to environmental education , 
It develops a system of value analysis that will gu i de 
positive action to the environment . 
All of the above 
6 . To develop attitudes which will foster posit i ve action to the 
environment , which philosophical approach would be effective? 
(a) be science oriented 
(b) be based on the basic concepts of ecology 
(c) emphasize the interdisciplinary approach to the curriculum 
(d) stress the exploitation of natural resources 
?. The process that promotes among citizens the awareness and under -
standing of their surroundings , their relationship to it , and 
the concern and responsibility necessary to insure their survival 
and to improve the quality of life , 
The above is a definition of 
(a) ecol ogy. 
(b) outdoor resource management . 
(c) environmental education . 
(d) man ' s impact on his environment . 
8 . lihat is a logical science process operation to follow inferring? 
(a) 
(b) 
~~~ 
commun i cating results 
generalyzing 
identifying 
stating hypothesis 
9. An unfavorable alter ation of our surrounding , wholly or largely as 
a by-product of man ' s actions is called 
(a) expenditures . 
(b ) pollution , 
(c) consumption . 
(d) aesthet i c valuing . 
10 . Observing , describing , categorizing , identifying , inferring , 
stating hypothesis , testing hypothesis, generalyzing , and 
communicating results are all separate operations collectively 
called the 
(a) convergent thinking process . 
(b) environmental education investigation. 
(c) rational technique . 
(d) science process skills . 
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11 . Which philosophical approach would be effective in developing an 
~~derstanding of man ' s environmental problems and the decision-
making skills to solve them? 
(a) the emphasis on utilization of natural resources for profit 
(b) the importance of not disturbing nature 
(c) the integration of all disciplines in the curriculum 
(d) emphasizing the science aspect of the problem 
12 . The act of directly seeing , hearing, tasting , smelling , or 
f eeling is called 
(a) abstracting . 
~ b) observing . c) classifying . d) test ing , 
13 . The f ollowing are all components of an ecosystem, except for 
(a) decomposers . 
(b) energy source . 
(c) ecotones , 
(d) consumers . 
14. The process where living organisms modify their environment , 
making it less favorable for themselves but more favorable for 
another community is called 
(a) energy flow. 
~ b) abiotic s~·atification . c) au t otrophic continuum . d) ecological succession . 
15. Complete the following food chain . 
GRASS ~ CRICKET ---~ 
(a) deer 
(b) bird 
(c) squirrel 
(d) earthworm 
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16. An environmentally aware citizen will kno w that 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
resources and energy are limited so new attitudes must be 
developed . 
there are no right or wrong answers in conservation-- only 
intelligent choices . 
environmental decisions re~uire skills ~~d knowledge in a 
great many areas . 
all of the above . 
17. An inference i s 
(a) a complex relationship between two variables . 
(b) an occurrence in the investigation . 
(c) a guess about an observation that may or may not be true . 
(d) a determining factor in the analysis of experiments . 
18 . The branch of life science that studies the relationships among 
living organisms and between organisms and their environment is 
called 
(a) man ' s impact on his environment . 
(b) ecology . 
(c) conservation. 
(d) resource management . 
Questions 19 through 26 are based on various activities that can be done 
in the elementary school . Carefully examine each activity before answering 
the ~uestions following it . 
Activity 
Have the students visit a local sewage treatment plant to determine : 
the procedure used in treating sewage 
the nature and destiny of the solid product (sludge) of the 
treatment process 
the ~uality and destiny of the water treated by the plant 
19. The above activity is emphasizing what content area? 
(a) 
(b) 
~~~ 
decomposition 
biomass 
euthrophication 
man ' s impact on his environment 
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Activity 
Have each student select a type of environment and complete a food chain 
that is indicative of that environment . Have students draw and label 
the food chain . 
20 . What content area is the above activity emphasizing? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Activity 
science process skills 
ecotones 
ecological niches 
ecological succession 
Try to find some litter in the schoolyard , collect it . Empty the 
collection and classify it into several piles , placing similar objects 
in the same pile . Count the objects in each pile . Make a bar graph 
of the data , plotting the number of pieces of litter versus the type of 
litter collected . What inferences can be made from the graph? What can 
be predicted about the type of litter that would be obtained if someone 
else went to visit the area? Make a prediction and then try it . 
21. \-/hat content area i s the above activity emphasizing? 
(a) 
~~l (d) 
Activity 
conservation 
data- collecting 
spec i es diversity 
science process skills 
Have the students become jurors and the teacher be the judge . Each 
student is to have prepared the defense of an animal threatened with 
ext inc tion , (Example--First defendent called. "Will Francis L. , the 
pla typt:s please come to the witness stand?" says the judge . The platypus 
presents his defense , l1embers of the jury cross examine him . Possible 
q_uestions--" You ' re not important for food or fur , why should we save 
your li::'e?" The verdict- - either extinction or survival - -requir es a judgment 
about what makes an animal valuable , I s i t food , f ur , or something more? 
22 . ilhat philosophical method is the above activity using? 
(a) a multi-disciplinary approach 
(b) an emphasis on expl oi tation 
(c) a science orientat ion 
(d) none of the above 
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Activity 
Fiction dealing with our environment can strengthen and broaden the real-
life experiences of a child . Use the books as an extension of a study 
on ecology. Each child is to read at least one book . Spend an hour or 
so for a "Book Blab"--a book discussion Hhere many books are shared and 
compared . No time is spent on plot or story line- - the children are 
specialists interested in environmental implications only . 
2J . Hhat philosophical approach does the above activity illustrate? 
(a) an emphasis on exploitation 
(b) the importance of intelligent consumption 
(c) an integration of curriculum areas 
(d) a science oriented approach 
Activity 
Have an outdoor activity called the "All Day Field Day' '. During this 
activity , the student takes a compass hike , cooks his own lunch out- of-
doors , and does a field study. Divide the class into small groups prior 
to the field day and have them choose a topic that they Hould like to 
pursue for their field study, For each topic that they would like to 
study , prepare questions that the group must ans•~r . This is their 
assignment and must be completed before they return to the scool in the 
afternoon . (Example--topic is on rocks and minerals . Questions : (1) Can 
you find a sample of three different kinds of rocks : igneous , sedimentary , 
and metamorphic? (2) HoH many different colors are there in the same 
rock? (J) What rocks do you find most of throughout the area? Activity--
Hake a collection for display. 
24 . Which philosophy does the above activity employ? 
(a) science orientation 
(b) a student-centered activity 
(c) emphasis on facts of ecology 
(d) none of the above 
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Activity 
.A pupil sets up four identical pieces of appa:::-a"t.us as follo\o.-s: 
\- _ ____ )Dish 'c_-.,-,~ \._, ___ __ ) \..------~ 
:/d ~ . wa"te::.- ~c. ·.;a;.er 1{16 c . ;..;a ter 1/2 c . water 
E1•..:al volu.":!es of t":ee diffe:::-en"t soils a::-e p aced in each of the cUps , 
A, 3 , ar.d C. Cup D is left e:;pty . Or:e half cup of r;a.ter is poured ir.to 
each and percolates t b..rough into the dish . The follo...,inb statements 
are reco::.-dcd . 
(A) f'Jost wa ter comes through A . 
(B) Least \{ater comes through C. 
(C) Water c or.:es tb.roug h B first . 
(D) C continues -to d.::"ip for the longest period . 
(E ) Soi:i. A c.":)sorbs ar.d holds the most r:ater . 
(F) There is no:-~ soil :n C tha;, in A. 
{G } Soil of type :a has the g=-eatest a·~sorbent quality. 
(P.) Da=}: soi~s hav~ i.he g:-eatest absorbency . 
(I) Soils \·ary in 1.l':~ir ;.;ater holding capacity. 
25 . \o.1hic h sta"tenents o?.re accura te observations? 
(a) 3, D, G 
(b) C, G, I 
(c) B , C, D 
(d) B, E 
26 . '"'hich s:atenent· is the nost reasonable inference based on the 
observations? 
~ ~l (d E D H I 
Read carefully the foe- philo::;ophies of envi::-onmental education bela ·"· 
a.r.d dc;tcr:.ir:e -,...J--.ich be~: exe!:'!olifies :;our o;..n per~o:1al philosophy . Ques -
tions 27 tt-:o~..:~h JO .,_ill be b~::.ed upon the philosophy you have chose n. 
PHILOSOPh'IES 
I. Envi..ro:me:-~tal education should be intcrdisciplir1ary , involvi ng 
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a..11 ex-perience containing e l e:r!ents d.ra .. :r. fro;:"~ t 'l'o or more disciplines . 
The acti·,ities shol..!ld be activi:y-ce:1tered and process-oriented. 
It sho:.:::d yequire the lear.:er to study v-arious en·,ir onments 
fi=zt-h::.nd a.-1"d proMote the p::-actice ar.d applica:ion of the science 
p::-ocess st:ill5 . It s!lould ;;::."o;:.ote the ac<;_uisition o: knowledge 
of basic ecological concepts a!':C. provoke value judgnents concerning 
ma'l • s :.::.te:-rela tionships wi :h h!.s environmen t . 
II. Env...ro:1mental education s~ould be science o:::-ie:;.t~d . It should 
re:;,ain a sep.:1.:-ate discipline to be aCded to the al:=eady existing 
ct.::::":"icul<.::: . Basic :facts of ecology snould be er.!phasized. The 
lca:::-:;.ing expe=-ien.:es shm.la be ~eacher ce!'ltered . The affec tive 
donain of envi=c!':r:e!'lt.al ed'.;c<ltio~ should be c:.voided because the 
sc~ool 's responsi~ility is for t:1e i:~tellectual g=-owth of students . 
:II. Envi.:::'on:::e:1tal ed'.lca-:ion acti vi t5.es should take place outdoors,· 
because tha t ' s \-::W.t environm-=ntal edu~ation is all· about--the 
o·.d.doors . The activities should be student- cen-:e:::-ed , the students 
sh01.1ld be al lowed -to select tho~e conceots t hey ;..'a!lt to learn. 
Ass ignr.~e:!"lts are t.:.--:necessary as the expe~ience s i s the important 
part of learnL"lg. Emphasis needs to be on leaving nature as i t is . 
IV . Enviro!'lnental education should e:.-:J:hasize that the world has a.mple 
mine:-c.l ;.:eal th a~d that we need only new tech.11olo;ies to exploit 
t!1is wec.l th . The tin1e and :to:'!ey spent on conservatio:J and the 
E;.vi=on:-!ental Protec"!:ion Act are only 1-:asti::1g valuable r esources 
that could be channeled to technology . 
27 . Which of the above philosophies best descr ibes your or.n personaJ. 
philosophy? 
(a) 
w 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
rlow based 0:1 the pe:-sonal philosophy you r.a ve selected in question 27 , 
an::;1-:er the follo ...-ir.G questions . 
22 . In teach L"1g about trees L"l the er.·t.:..:-onnent , 1-o'hich approach would 
you use? 
(a) r-:ake s·u::-e ~~uCcnts }'_r10w a':lou t the process cf photosyn'!.hesis . 
( b) £:-.pb:.s:.::e the ae::.thetic beauty and value of fo::-ests through 
a se:-:sitivi"..y hU:e . 
(c) Co:-:::nruct either a fores.o;.e:- ' s tape , dic....rneter tape , or :ne ::-ri t 
hy;:sor.o:ter . '!ake t~.e various forestry tools and use it in 
:i::d:'...":..<: a.:r::::-c~:-iate trees that could be use:. :or h: .. '1be ::::' L'1g . 
(c.) Er:.phasize·:~.a~ t:::-ees .J.::-e replenishable as a source of 
ene:-£r . It is , therefore , a cheap so:.:=ce o: energy . 
29. ~o help stuc:!e:1::s ·oet:e::- unde::-stc.r.d the r:ay e~e"!"gy c::-::i materials 
in !'-.is E:1vi:-o:-::1er.: L"l:"luence hin and. are L"'l!'::!..:.J.e:tce.:. by hirl , 
...... ~:..ch app:::-oach ...-ccld you use? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
( d) 
Studen :s s-.zvey their total environr.ent to determ ir.e those 
t hi.11gs affect :..ng them w~ich migh t be cla ssi:- i ed as ene:-g-J . 
Exa:::i.'1e the list and determine those -...~ich .::..:-e essential 
for s:J::-vival . Ha·,re students !"'elect c...: activity which is 
ct-..ara c ~e:::-!stic of their life style , b·...:t not :1ecessar y 
fo:::- sarvival and t r y to onit i t fro~ their C.aily ac:.i·.rities 
for a ;.;eek. (i.e . 1-."alk to school Lf"ls.ol;ead c: riding a bus) . 
Record ho....- or..ission affected them. 
The stude:1t ;.;ill const.ruct a si.Jrple ge:1erating device a."ld 
measure ti".e vol-tage ot:.tput. 
L.;!~ s:u<ier:ts go outside to observe the world ' s natural 
eneq;ies at lo>o::-k . Point out the wind , strec>...ms , solar 
er.e::::-e;y , li~!":teni..f"lg , etc . 
E:-.:;>~asize the r esources available :.o :he hc :::-ld to s"..:.pfl:r 
ener~:t . =:ve:1 though reso'.l!:"ces may be limited , with the 
~o,..·i.:: g: ':: e::-:r.oloes of the wo=ld , ne;.: ener g:es will be 
!'o:21d Ce:ure preser.t energy sources are depleted . 
JO. To :..~'traduce the s::..:den ts ;.:!. th the tern " geosphere" ( · ... n:ch includes 
all no:;liviJl§; cor:-.ponents of the earth) , which approach woilld you 
use? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d ) 
Emphasize that soil is a basic resource cor.prised of a 
·12.ri~-.:,' of :-tinerals . 'Teach the majc= groups or roclr.s --
if!leous , se:iimentayy , and. netanorphic , All activities 
are cer.tered around the de:L"li tions of geological terms . 
rtav; ztude r.:.s sit outside a."ld observe all the nonliving 
co:1ponents of their envir onment . P.ave therr. r eact vertclly 
as to if t!-.e comoonent is in its na:.u=al state or if it 
has been altereci.l'y man . Stress the bea~;ty of the sL~.plicity 
of the natural geoloe;ical settL"1g , 
St!'ess all the mL'1erals available to :produce energy and :rr cnote 
tne· adva~cer.ent of the technical gro;.-:h of !ian . 
Tai'.e the students ou1:doors and have the chLd=en ident if:; all 
~or:living ot-jects in their e::v!ror.:-.e:1t. Frc:-: :n:s list !-.ave 
ci":ildre:i ide;:ti:y si;r:ilarities and develop characte=istics 
unique to each group . Eave students ~oup d ifferent sets of 
nor:living objects . Then have them collect ti':ose ob~~ects that 
they are a ble to and make a collage . 
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For each of t he :!:'0:.!::' environmen-tal education act ivities 't::t::low, match the 
corr ect envi.xo:1:-:en'-al ~duca:ti.on concert anc! the sepc:.rate disci-rli.'les that 
have beer. inte~ated i.it.o it . 2ach <liter:Jative na;, be used or.iy once . 
En vi .,...on:-:~n:al :;auca tion Co:1cept In tez:-a ted Disci ol i.nes 
i~l 
(c ) 
vee;eta tio:1 analys i s 
energy 
effec ts of e nvironmental 
factors 
(d) eOJ. vi.ron::ental aesthetic 
awareness 
(a2.) 
('b) (~c) 
(dd) 
Activity E:1v, Ed . 
Concept 
I. Use a fla.;,:-:el board a nd cut shaoes 1 31. 
to ini:r od:.Ice the basic triangle·, I 
·square , a.1.d :::: i=cle . Then take the 
students on a short walk in or near 
the schoolya::-d and ask them to 
ident .:fy i:~e shapes of the various 1 
trees and bushes , Back in the ! 
classroon, students sketch trees I 
that match the shapes . , 
l 
II. Have students perso:-1 ify by demon - ! 
stratin.g -..:ith la:-ge muscle activity 
t he enot i t:-ns f~l t by a tree when 
there is : 
a ger. -tle ·oreeze 
a violent rain stor m 
a forest fire 
a s quirrel running up 
the trur.k 
a person planting a tree 
III. Have students make a large color 
wheel inc:!.uding broW1s , tans , and 
grays . Take the class on a short 
hike and ask students to t r y to 
rna tc h objects they see with sec -
tions of th.e color wheel . Have 
them record the ir matc hes . 
IV. have students de tern Lrte t he year ' s 
cost and the percentae;e of the tota 
family inco:ne of financing var ious 
eneq;y-rela ted activities . 
.}2 . 
.}.} . 
.}4 . 
Art c.nd La.~gua.ge Ar t s 
r·!a th and Ar t 
Hath 
Language Arts a.~d P. E. 
I 
! 
lr. tep:'a ted 
Disc iplines 
)5. 
.}6 • 
.37. 
.}8 . 
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The follo wing are fou r answer keys for the preliminary tes t form . 
Based on the answer given on item 27 , different keys are needed . There is 
no right or wrong anwer on item 27 , but based on the answer given to 
this question , the answers to items 28 , 29 , and 30 are determined . 
The answers given in items 28 , 29 , and 30 must be consistent 
with the philosophy chosen in item 27 . 
Key I -- Use when item 27 is answered A. 
Key II -- Use when item 27 is answered B. 
Key III -- Used when item 27 i s answered C. 
Key IV- - Used when item 27 is ans>~ered D. 
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KEY I 
LLSHEU7;._qy EDUCATION 
Sr:·:iro:1r.ental Educa:.ion Competency Test 
Answer Shee t 
1. (a) (Xi) (c) (d) 20. (a) (b) (J: ) (d) 
2 . (a) (:!> ) (c) (d) 21. (a) (b) (c) (:t ) 
). (a) (b) (c) (ll) 22. (:a) (b) (c) (d) 
4 . (a) (b) (c) (ll) 2) . (a) (b) (~) (d) 
5. (a) (b) (J:) (d) 24 . (a) (.b) (c) (d) 
6 . (a) (b) (J:) (d) 25. (a) (b) (:c ) (d) 
7 . (a) (b) (J: ) (d) 26. (a) (b) (c) (;: ) 
8 . (a) (b) (c) (Ji ) * 27 . (:a) (b) (c) (d) 
9. (a) (:!>) (c) (d) 28 . (a) (b) (~) (d) 
10 . (a) (b) (c) (ll) 29 . (l!.) (b) (c) (d) 
11. (a) (b) (J:) (d) )0 . (a) (b) (c) (l ) 
12. (a) (:t ) (c) (d) 31. (l!. ) (b) (c) (d) 
1). (a) (b) (:c) (d) . )2 . (a) (b) (:c) (d) 
14. (a) (b) (c) (ll) )) . (a) (b) (c) (l! ) 
15. (a) (:!>) (c) (d) )4 . (a) (ll) (c) (d) 
16 . (a) (b) (c) (ll) )5. (aa) (:tll) (cc) (dd) 
17 . (a) (b) (:t) (d) )6. (aa) (bb) (cc) (i!J! ) 
18 . (a) (l>) (c) (d) )7. (l!.l!.) (bb) (cc) (dd) 
19. (a) (b) (c) (ll) )8 . (aa) ("ob) (u) (dd) 
"* Ite::t deterni::ing which Y.ey should be used. 
Y. Correct Ans..-ers 
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KEY II 
ELEl·Z;TAP.Y EDUCATION 
Environmental Education Competency Test 
Ans.,.er Shee t 
1. (a) (XJ) (c) (d ) 20 . (a) (b) (r.) (d) 
2 . (a) (XJ) (c) (d) 21. (a) (b) (c) (ll) 
J. (a) (b) (c) (JI) 22 . (r..) (b) (c) (d) 
4. (a) (b) (c) (J!) 23 . (a) (b) (J:) (d) 
5. (a) (b) ( ~ ) (d) 24 . (a) (b) (c) (d) 
6. (a) (b) (J;) (d) 25. (a) (b) (J: ) (d) 
? . (a) (b) (J;) (d) 26. (a) (b) (c) (;: ) 
8 . (a) (b) (c) (~) * 27 . (a) (b ) (c) (d) 
9 . (a) (XJ) (c) (d) 28. (Ji.) (b) (c) (d) 
10. (a) (b) (c) (~) 29. (a) (b ) (c) (d) 
11. (a) (b) (;::) (d) 30 . (JI. ) (b) (c) (d) 
12. (a) (l'l) (c) (d) 31. (l!) (b) (c) (d) 
!J . (a) (b) (;::) (d) 32 . (a) (b) (~) (d) 
14 . (a) (b) (c) (~) 33. (a) (b) (c) (« ) 
15. (a) (l'l) (c) (d) J4 . (a) (b) (c) (d) 
16 . (a) (b) (c) (It) 35. (aa) ()Q))) (cc) (dd) 
17. (a) (b) (~.) (d) 36 . (aa) (bb) (cc) (U ) 
18 . (a) ();) (c) (d) 37. (;o;) (bb) (cc) (dd) 
19. (a) (b) (c) (it) 38 . (aa) (b'o) (c) (dd) 
* Iter. deter:-.ining whic:-t key should be used . 
X Correct Answers 
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KEY I II 
E:..D:3!:TA.RY EDUCATION 
Envi!"onnen"tal Education Competency Tes t 
A.!'lswer Sheet 
1. (a) (X> ) (c) (d) 20 . (a ) (b) (~ ) (d) 
2 . (a) (X> ) (c) (c.) 21. (a) (b) (c) (II ) 
) . (a) (b) (c) (!!) 22 . (x ) (b) (c) (d) 
4 . (a) (b) (c) (!!) 2) . (a) (b) (:t) (d ) 
5 . (a) (b) (J: ) (d) ~4. ( a ) (l>) (c) (d) 
6 . (a) (b) (r. ) (d) 25 . (a ) (b) (J: ) (d) 
7 . (a) (b) (r. ) (d) 26 . (a) (b) (c) (it) 
8. (a) (b) (c) (d$ * 27 . (a) (b) (:c ) (d ) 
9. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 28 . (a) (ll) ( c ) (d) 
10 . (a) (b) (c) (II.) 29 . (a ) (b) (r. ) (d) 
11 . (a) (b) (r. ) (d) JO . (a) (ll) (c) (d) 
12 . (a) (X> ) (c) (d) ) 1. (x) (b) (c) (d) 
1). (a) (b) (r. ) (d) )2 . (a ) (b) (r. ) (d) 
! 4. (a) (b) (c ) (II.) JJ . (a ) (b) ( c) ( i!.) 
15. (a) (ll) (c ) (d) J4. (a) (l'>) (c) (d) 
16 . (a) (b) (c) (II.) )5. (aa) (M>) (cc) (dd) 
17 . (a) (b) (~) (d) J6 , (aa) (bb) (cc) (ll ) 
18 . (a) (X> ) (c) (d) J7 . (:a) (bb) ( cc ) (dd) 
19 . (a ) (b) (c) (II.) )8 . (aa ) (bb) (u ) (dd) 
. _. Itei, deterrr.inL'1g nhich key should be us ed . 
* Cor:::ect Ans...,ers 
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K!i:Y IV 
ELEl'.E!;TARY EDUCATION 
Er:vL-onmental Education Competency Test 
Answer Sheet 
1. (a) (ll) (c) (d) 20 . (a) (b) (l) (d) 
2 . {a) (ll) (c) (d) 21. (a) (b) (c) (ll ) 
J . (a) (b) (c) (l!.) 22. (ll ) (b) (c) (d) 
4 . (a) (b) (c) (it) 2J . (a) (b) (l) (d) 
5. (a) (b) (~) (d) 24 . {a) (J.\) (c) (d) 
6. (a) (b) (~} (d) 25. (a) (b) ( l ) (d) 
7. (a) (b) (~) (d) 26 . (a) (b) (c) (ll) 
8 . (a) (b) (c) (a) * 27. (a) (b) (c) (il. ) 
9. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 28 . (a) (b) (c) (il ) 
10 . (a) (b) (c) (N.) 29 . (a) (b) {c) (ll) 
11 . (a) (b) (~) (d) JO . (a) (b) ( ~ ) (d) 
12 . (a) ( I>) (c) (d) Jl. (ll) (b) (c) (d) 
1J . (a) (b) (:f) (d) J2. (a) (b) (~ ) (d) 
14. (a) (b) (c) (l!.) JJ . (a) (b) (c) (il) 
15. (a) (~ ) (c) (d) J4. (a) (!i) (c) (d) 
16. (a) (b) (c) (!) J5 . (aa) (Dl) (cc) (dd) 
17 . (a) (b) (l) (d) J6 . (aa) (bb) (cc) (U) 
18 . (a) (11) (c) (d) J7 . (llX) (bb) (cc) (dd) 
19. (a) (b) (c) (!) J6 . (aa) (bb) (U ) (dd) 
* ! ten deter:"".ining which key should be used . 
X Correc t Answer 
llWOREED CQ:;s;;::-iT AGREEJ>!E!IT 
UTAH STATE tniiVERSITY 
Th'=! Development of an Assessment In st=ument to Measure 
Env.:.ron:::ental Education Conpe tencies 
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F'or Level III of the Elenen"tary Teacher Tra ining Pr ogram at U!.a !"l State L"nive rsity 
I hereby g ive ny consent to participate 1n the project involving 
ht.:.man subjec:s , The Development of an Assessment Instrument to Measure 
E:1vi.ronr:enta: !:ducatior. Conpete:1cie s fo:::- Level III of the Eler-.en:arl Teache::= 
Training P=of=a.T. a t Uta.!"l State Un ive::-sity . unde rstand the procedures 
to "be :!:"olloh"9d in the study and am aware that the data collected ...,.ill be 
kept conf i de:: "";ial . w:J.l receive a.'r'ls• .. ;e::-s to any ir.quiries r egardL"lg the 
project a."ld a.""l free to wit~c!=a w my consent a."ld discontinue partic iJ:atior. 
ir. the project at a.'1y ti.r.le. 
Signed Date 
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Appendix E 
Prelimina ry Tes t Form Item Anal ysis Data 
PRELJ:;.!Il:ARY TEST FORM 
I TEH AlfAL YS IS 
1 . ",.'hen fa) selecti.::: cur:iculum activities to be used in the classroom they sho\1ld contradict perzonal philosophy 
the y shoilld agree with personal philosophy (~l 
(d) 
persor:al philosophy is an unnecessary criteria in selection 
none of the above 
Al terna ti ves ~ ~* 
Upper 12 0 4 
Lower 12 2 7 
Difficulty = . 48 
;/71A~~ iT"~-~s -- PLtTSl 
J..., I 
HAN ANIHALS 
2 . 
The 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
al:ove is a."l ill~stration of a/an 
organ. ism 
food c hain 
ecosy<5tem 
comrntL>'li ty 
Alternatives 
Upper 12 
Lo\oer 12 
Difficulty ~ . 79 
~ 
0 
0 
:!!* 
9 
7 
Q 
2 
1 
f_ 
1 
J 
!2 
5 
2 
!2 
0 
0 
01\ITS 
1 
0 
DIHTS 
0 
0 
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J . All of t he follo.,..~g are ;.."a.ys s tuden ts can influence better e:~.vi..ronnental 
decisio:-:-;.;aking except for 
(a) lea:::nL'lg :1ore about envi.ro!"! nental interaction s themselves , 
(b) helpir.g i :'lfori:i their pare:1ts , o-:.her students , a.'1d members of 
the comJnuni ty, 
(c) supporii."l~ through their paren ts, legislation designed t o 
p:-otect the en viror.:1er:"t. , 
(d) r-.oa:...::::ng t heir behavior to lead to a co;,:fortable life style. 
J.. l te!'na ti ves ~ :!! Q ~* maTS 
Upper 12 0 0 1 11 0 
Lor."er 12 0 0 2 10 0 
D iff icul ty = . 38 
* Correct Answers 
4. Enviro~:mental education activities that use the science p::ocess 
skills would 
fa) use an emch.:..si::. on vocn.bula:-y terms :o aid cor.r.:u."'l!.ca tlor. 
(b) involve e~e:: iences conta:.r..ing elerr.ents prina=ily !ror.-; 
science 
(c) use test result.s to insure correct placement of student s in 
indi ·1idualized progra:ns 
(d) be activi ty- ..:entered 
Al terna.tives /;_ ~ £ !!' o;nTS 
Upper 12 0 4 7 
Lower 12 5 5 
Di::'icul ty = . 50 
5. ~rhy shc·.1ld the ai':ective di.rlension be emphasized L'1 envi.ront'.ental 
educatio:1? 
(a) It is a:".:en neglected in teaching . 
0 
0 
(b) Cognitive concepts are irrelevant to environmental educa:ion . 
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(c) It d:;velops a syste:n of value analysis that will §;~..:ide ;::ositive 
action to :he environr.1ent . 
(d) Hl of the above 
Al ten a :1 ves /;_ ~ C* .!2 n:rTS 
Upper 12 0 0 8 4 0 
Lower 12 0 0 8 4 0 
Difficulty = . 67 
6. ':"o dev~lop at:::..t:.:des which ..,. ill foster posit ive ac-tion to the e~v:...r­
onmer.:, ;.;nic:-t philosophical approach would be effective? 
(a) be s ;ie~ce oriented 
(b) be "':.ased on the basic concepts of ecology 
(c) e;:;pf'.asize the inte:::-disciplinary approach to the curriculum 
(d) s~ress the exploitation of natural resources 
Alternatives ':! ~ £* .!2 OMITS 
Upper 12 0 J 9 0 0 
Lo ... -er 12 0 4 4 4 0 
Di:ficul ty = .'}+ 
7 . The p-:-ocess U:a t p~omotes among ci tlzens the awareness ar.d :..mderstand-
i:-:.e o~ thei::- sz:-our.dings , their ::-elations~ip to it , and the concern 
a.'1d respor.sil">ility necessary to insure their survival and to i.r:prove 
the quality-of life. 
The 
(a) 
~~l (d) 
above is a de:intion of 
ecology 
outdoo:::- resource management 
envi= o:-:r.ental education 
man's impact on his environment 
* Co!:'rect Ans.,.:ers 
Al te::'!'la tives 
Upper 12 
Loh-er 12 
Difficulty ~ . 75 
A !! 
0 0 
0 
£* 12 anTS 
12 6 0 
6 5 0 
8 . What 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
is a logical science p-:-ocess operation to follow in:'errir.g? 
cor:t7.'..111 ica ting r e sults 
generalyzing 
iden tify:...11g 
stating hypothesis 
Al terr.a t i ves A £ £ 12' o:-:rTS 
Upper 12 2 0 10 0 
Lower 12 0 4 0 8 0 
Di..fficul ty = . 75 
9. An un:avora':>le alteration of our surroundLTJg, wholly or largely as a 
by-p::-odt~ct o: ::1a:t's action s is called 
(a) expenditures . 
(b) pollution . 
(c) consur..otion . 
(d) aesthetic valuing . 
Al ter:1a ti ves A !!* £ 12 OMITS 
Upper 12 12 0 0 0 
Lower 12 10 0 1 0 
Di::-icul t:r = . 92 
10 . Observi."'lg , oescribing , catego~iz! .. ng , identifyL;g , in:e:::-rL"'lg , stating 
hypothesis, testing hypothesis , ge:'!eralyzing , and co::-..I:!.unicating 
resul :s are all sa para te ope::-a tions collectively called the 
(a) c o:-~ve::-ger: t thinkine; process . 
(b) env:...ronme:ttal education :investigation . 
(c) rational tecb.nioue . 
(d) science p::-ocess ·skills . 
Alternatives 
Uppe::- !2 
Lo"'-er 12 
Di!"ficul ty ~ . 96 
* Cor::-ect Answers 
A 
0 
1 
!! 
0 
0 
£ 
0 
0 
12* 
12 
11 
OMITS 
0 
0 
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t 1 . Which t~ilosophicc_l approach would be effec:ive L: develc:;-!..r.g ar. 
t.i:-lde:::-::::c:.C.!..nc; a.: ::;an ' s env~or.rr.e r.tal problens and :he C.ec:..S ion -
:.ak:..~..: s~:!.lls to solve ther.;? 
{a) !he e::onasis on ut ili:;aL.ion of natural reso'.l!"ces fc:- J:rofit 
(!:) The :..c;o~:"-!:ce o: "ot dis<uo-bing nature 
(de) Ti':~ ::.teg<li.io:'l. of all d2.s::inlines i.r. the ct:.-.-ricul..::J 
( ) :::r::~~G.sizi:1s: the scien ce aspe~t of the probl e m 
Alternatives l:. !l. C* £ O~!'IS 
Upper 12 9 2 0 
Lo-..."9r 12 5 4 1 
Dif: icul ty = . 58 
12 . T!':e ac:. c: dir ectly seeing , heari.!"lg , tasting , silel :.. i:'.g , or :~eelir.g 
is called 
(~) a?stracting . 
( u) oaserving . 
(c) classifying. 
(d) testL~g . 
Alte:::-nat:.ves l:. !l.* f. Q c:nTS 
Upper 12 0 8 0 4 0 
Lol.·er 12 3 4 4 0 
Dif!'icul ty = . 38 
1) . The foJ..low:::g az-e c.l l co:npo:1ents of an ecosys tem , except fo:-
(a) <ieco;,posers . 
(b) ene:-gy so~ce . 
(c) ecotones . 
(c) cor.sw·.ers . 
Alternatives 1::. 1! C* Q O~ITS 
Uppe~ 12 0 0 9 3 0 
Lo -..:e :=- 12 1 2 8 0 
Dif!'icul ty = . 67 
14 . '!'he p:-cce:ss whc::-e livi r.:r, organisms modify their e:1v.!.=onmen : jr;,aking 
it less :avo:::.-able for ther.sel ves but nore favor a'":Jle :or ano~her 
cor.::lur.:. :y i s called 
(il) energy floH. 
(b) abiotic s:Xa":.ification . 
(c) autrorhic continuum 
(d) e cological succe::>sion . 
Al terna ti ves l:. ~ £ !!" Gr. I":$ 
Upper 12 0 0 2 10 0 
Lo ~er 12 0 2 4 6 0 
Dif: icul ty = . 67 
* Cor::-ect Ans;..-ers 
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!5. Cor.ple:e the :'ollo.,•ing food chain 
G?.J.SS CRICKET 
(a) deer ib) bird 
c) squLrrel 
(d) ear"thworm 
Alternati ves !,. l!* £ !l_ or. rrs 
Upper 12 0 11 0 
Lo·.-~er 12 0 11 0 
Difficul-:y = . 92 
16. Ail e:. -;-i.=onr.e:--.tally a .,.-a!"e citizen -.,.ill J.:now tt>.at 
(a) r eso1.:.rces a=e lii:!ited so ne· ... · att.itudes ::~us t be developed . 
(b) U:e!"e are no right or tl!"O!'! g answers i.~ conservat i on--only 
i:: telligent choices . 
(c) 
(d) 
env~c!iwer. tal decis:ons !"equire skills c...TJ.d k:r,owle~e in a 
g:-e at many areas . 
all of t~e above 
0 
0 
Alternatives !,. .2 £ !l_* OMITS 
Upper !2 0 0 0 12 0 
Lo"~<~a r 12 0 0 2 10 0 
Diff iccl ty = . 92 
17. An in:~eren ce is 
(a) a c o:!".Plex relationshin between two variables . 
(b) ar. oc~urrence in the L.,vestigation . 
(c) a §:'....iess about an observa:io:l that may or ttay not be ~..! e . 
(d) a det.er:nin ing factor in the analysis of expe:-i.r.!ents . 
Al te:::·na ~i ves !,. l! £* .!l.... Of:ITS 
Upper 12 0 0 12 0 0 
Lower 12 0 0 12 0 0 
Dif:ficul ty = 1.00 
13 . The b:-a.""!.ch of l!fe science t hat studies t he r elatio:1ship among living 
o:-ga.-:isr.s and betwee:1 oreanisi'ls a..1d their envi=o:u;"Je::t is called 
ia) f.lai!' s impact on his en vironment b) eco:!._ogy c) conservation (d ) resoll!."ce I:lanagemen t 
Al ternatives !,. !?.* £ _!l__ O:~ ITS 
Uppeo: 12 10 0 1 0 
Lower 12 9 2 0 0 
Difficulty ~ . 79 
.j(.. Co~rcct Ar:s -..-ers 
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19. Activ :. :v 
Se-..a&e T-rea.tr:~.ent Plant 
(a) 
i~l 
decon:posi tion 
biomass 
e u!.hrophica tion 
(d) ma'1 ' s iwpact on his environmen t 
Alternatives A 
Upper 12 2 
Lower 12 6 
Difficulty = .)8 
20 . Activity 
~in 
{a) science process skills 
(b) ecotones 
(c) e colog:..cal niches 
(d) ecological succession 
1..1 tern a ti ve s A 
Upper 12 3 
Lower 12 J 
Difficulty = . 26 
21. Activi tv ~n School}ard 
i~l 
(o) 
(d) 
Alternatives 
Upper 
Lower 
Difficulty ~ 
conse!."va tion 
data- collecting 
sFeci _s diversity 
science p::-ocess ski lls 
A 
12 0 
12 0 
·50 
22 . .t.ctivity 
Jurors & J ude;e 
~ 
1 
J 
~ 
0 
0 
~ 
5 
7 
(a) a multi-disciplinary approach 
(b) a.11 e:nphaz:s on exploitation 
(c) a scier:ce orientation 
(d) none of the above 
AlternativeS 
Upper 
Lower 
Difficulty ~ 
12 
12 
. 67 
* Co:-rccl Anso:ers 
A* 
8 
8 
~ 
2 
2 
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£ !!" OMITS 
8 0 
1 1 
C* 
.Q O~!TS 
J 6 0 
J 5 1 
£ !!" OMITS 
0 8 0 
0 5 0 
£ .Q O~!TS 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
2J . ~ 
F'i.:: t!..on Read.ine: 
(a) an empb..::.sis on exnloitJ.tion 
(b) the importance of- intelli;er.t cor.s :.:..:::pticn 
(c) an integration of cu.:.-riculllf.l cu-eas 
(d) a science oriented approach 
Al te:-na :i ves !::. !! 
Upper 12 1 
Lo-..-er 12 2 
n:.:f.:.cul ty = . 67 
24 . Ar:ti vi ty 
All Day Field Day 
(a) science orienta'ticr. 
(b) a student-centered activity 
(c) empf.asis on facts of ecology 
(d) none of the above 
Al te::-na "ti ves 
Upper 12 
Loner 12 
Difficulty - • 71 
25. Activity 
ioia ter Experi..me:1t 
(a) B, D, G 
(b) c , G, I 
(cl B, c, D (d B, E 
Alternati ves 
Upper 12 
Lol.-er 12 
Di:ficul ty = . 50 
26. Acti vi t v 
ioia tcr Experiment 
(a) E 
(b) D 
~~l H I 
Al terna :i ves 
UpJ:.er 12 
Lower 12 
Difficulty - .75 
* Correct Ans;.~rs 
!::. 
2 
i 
(Observations) 
!::. 
0 
1 
(Inferences) 
!::. 
0 
2 
!!* 
10 
7 
!! 
1 
4 
~ 
1 
0 
C* 
11 
5 
£* 
9 
J 
£ 
1 
2 
Q 
0 
4 
Q 
0 
J 
Q 
2 
4 
R" 
10 
8 
011ITS 
0 
0 
0~1ITS 
0 
0 
OHITS 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
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27 . ?hilosop hy 
1~l I II III d) IV 
r:o I~ t.IIALYSIS 
28 . (i-.'hlch p~lcsophical approach) 
Upper 12 
Lo .... -e r 12 
Difoiculty = • 33 
W::-ong 
6 
10 
29". ( ;;mch ph~losophical approach) 
Upper 12 
Lower 12 
Dif:~icul ty = .88 
Hrong 
1 
2 
30 . (which philosophical approach) 
~ppe~ 12 
Loh-e= 12 
Dif:-ic"l :y - . 67 
Wro:1g 
3 
5 
Jl . Select ing content area (Shapes of trees , bushes , etc ,) 
(a) vegetation a."lalysis 
energy i~l (d) effec:s of environnental factors envU:-onmen:al aesthetio: awareness 
Al te=na tives 
Upper 12 
Loner 12 
Dif::culty = .13 
~* 
2 
1 
!! 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
1 
Q 
10 
10 
o~rrs 
0 
0 
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J2. Sel ecting con.tent area (Acting out effects of wL"ld , forest f i=e, etc . ) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
vegetation analys is 
energy 
effects of environr.~ental f actors 
e:1vir onr.1en tal aesthetic awareness 
" Correct Ans r-:ers 
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Alternat ives !;_ 1! c• Q OMITS 
Upper 12 0 0 10 2 0 
Low.=!r 12 0 1 9 2 0 
Di:'ficul ty = . 79 
JJ . Selecting content area (Color r:heel and nature hike) 
(a) vegetation analysis 
{b) energy 
(c) ef.fects of e:1vironr.;e::.tal factors 
(d) envi=onn:en-::al aesthetic awareness 
Alternatives !;_ ~ Q Q* O~liTS 
Upper 12 9 1 0 2 0 
Lower 12 7 0 2 3 0 
Difficulty = . 21 
)4 . Selecti.J'lg ccnte::1t area (Calculati.rlg percentage of income ene!"gy 
·expense uses) 
(a) vegetation analysis 
{o) energy 
(c) ef:ects of e:Ivi!"onmental factors 
(d) envi:!"onmental aesthetic a~arene ss 
Al ternatives fc_ ~· _g_ Q OMITS 
Upper 12 0 10 2 0 0 
Lower 12 1 11 0 0 0 
Dif:'icul ty = . 88 
35· Select in g integrated disciplines (Shapes of trees , bushes , etc ,) 
1
aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
(dd) 
/o.l ternatives 
Upper 
Lower 
Dif:icul ty = 
Ar t and Language Arts 
Na t h and Art 
Math 
La.""lguage Ar ts and P . E, 
fc_ 
12 2 
12 5 
. 63 
]!* Q Q ONI'TS 
10 0 0 0 
5 0 2 0 
J6. Selecting integrated disciplines (Acting out effects of wind, fores t 
fire , e:.c . ) 
{aa) Art and La_"guage Arts 
(bb) Hath a.od Art 
{cc) Math 
{dd) Language Arts and P. E. 
* Co~rcct Ans.,.,-ers 
Alternatives 
Upper 12 
Lo,.;er 12 
Difficulty ~ 1. 00 
!:_ 
0 
0 
!! 
0 
0 
9. 
0 
0 
Q* 
12 
12 
37 . S":!lec-:i.'lg integra. ted disc i plines {Color wheel and nature hiY:e ) 
{aa) Art and La..."lguage Arts 
(bb) i1ath and Art 
(cc) !1ath 
(dd) Language Arts and? . E . 
Al te~na ti ves !:_* !! 9. .Q 
Upper 12 10 2 0 0 
Lo...er 12 4 6 0 2 
Di:'ficul ty = .58 
OMITS 
0 
0 
O~ !TS 
0 
0 
J8. SelectLTJg ir:teg::-ated disciplines (Calculating percentage of i.11cor:e 
energy expense uses) 
(aa) A~t 211d La.r:guage Arts 
(bb) 11ath and Art 
(cc) Math 
(dd) Language Arts and P . E. 
Alternati ves !:_ !l C* .Q O~!ITS 
Upper 12 0 0 12 0 0 
Later 12 0 0 12 0 0 
Di:ficul ty = 1.00 
* Correct Answers 
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Appendix F 
Final Form of the Environmental Education 
Competency Test and Answer Keys 
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Environmental Education Competency Test 
Read each of the following ~uestions carefully and determine the correct 
answer . Mark the corr ect answer on the answer sheet with an "X" . Please 
do not make any marks on the test . 
1 . 1-lhy should the affective dimension be emphasized in environmental 
education? 
(a) It is often neglected in teaching . 
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(b) Cognitive concepts are irrelevant to environmental education . 
(c) It develops a system of value analysis that will guide positive 
action to the environment . 
(d) All of the above 
2 . Hhat is a logical science process operation that follows the " inference" 
step? 
(a) communicating results 
(b) generalyzing 
(c) identifying 
(d) stating hypothesis 
J . The branch of life science that studies the relationships among and 
between living organisms and their environment is called 
(a) man ' s impact on his envi ronment . 
(b) ecology. 
(c) conservation . 
(d) resource management . 
4. 
The above is an illustration of a/an 
(a) life cycle , 
(b) ecosystem. 
(c) food chain . 
(d) community . 
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5. To develop attitudes which will foster positive action to the environ-
ment , which philosophical approach would be effective? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
be science oriented 
be based on the basic concepts of ecology 
emphasize the interdisciplinary approach to the curriculum 
stress the exploitation of natural resources 
6 . Complete the following food chain so that it would be typical of a 
desert environment . 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
cat 
snake 
bear 
PLANT ROOT ---;:>MOUSE -----7. _ _ ___ _ 
horned toad 
7, When selecting environmental education curriculum activities to be 
used in the classroom , 
(a) they should contradict personal philosophy thus forcing the 
reception of new ideas . 
(b) they should agree with personal philosophy . 
(c) personal philosophy is an unnecessary criteria in selection . 
(d) none of the above 
8 . The process that promotes among citizens the awareness and understand-
ing of their surroundings , their relationship to it , and the concern 
and responsibility necessary to insure their survival and to improve 
the quality of life defines 
~~l 
(c) 
(d) 
ecology. 
outdoor education . 
environmental education . 
man ' s impact on his environment . 
9, An environmentally aware citizen will know that 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
resources and energy are limited so new attitudes must be 
developed , 
there are no right or wrong answers in conservation--only 
intelligent choices . 
environmental decisions require skills and knowledge in a 
great many areas . 
all of the above 
10. The following are all components of an ecosystem , except for 
(a) decomposers . 
(b) energy source . 
(c) ecotones . 
(d) consumers . 
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11. Al l of the following are ways students can influence better environ -
mental decision - making except for 
(a) learning more about environmental interactions themselves . 
(b) helping inform their parents , other students , and members of 
the community . 
(c) supporting , through their parents , legislations designed to 
protect the environmen t . 
(d) modifying their behavior to lead to a comfortable life style . 
12 . The act of ~irectly seeing , hearing , tasting , smelling , or feeling 
is called 
(a) abstracting . 
(b) observing . 
(c) classifying . 
(d) testing . 
13 . Which curricular approach would be effective in developing an under-
standing of man ' s environmental problems and the decision - making 
skills to solve them? 
~ a) the emphasis on utilization of natural resources for profit b) the importance of not disturbing nature c) the integration of all disciplines 
(d) emphasizing the science aspect of the problem 
14. The process where living organ isms modify their environment , making 
it less favorable for themselves but more favorable for another 
community is called 
(a) energy flow . 
(b) abiotic stratification . 
(c) autotrophic continuum . 
(d) ecological succession . 
15. Environmental education activities that use the science process skills 
would 
~~\ 
(c) 
(d) 
use an emphasis on vocabulary terms to a id communication skills . 
involve experiences containing elements primarily from science . 
use test results to insure correct placement of students in 
individualized programs . 
be a hands - on experience . 
16 . An inference is 
(a) a critical trial or evaluation . 
(b) an occurrence in the investigation . 
(c) a conclusion about an observation that may or may not be true . 
(d) a formulation of objects into classes . 
17. An unfavorable alteration of our surroundings , wholly or largely 
as a by-product of man ' s actions is called 
~~l 
(c) 
(d) 
expenditures . 
pollution. 
erosion . 
aesthetic valuing . 
Questions 18 through 24 are based on various activities that may be done 
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in the elementary school . Carefully examine each activity before answering 
the questions following it. 
Activity 
Find some litter in the schoolyard , collect it . Empty the collection and 
classify it into several piles , placing similar objects in the same pile . 
Count the objects in each pile, Make a bar graph of the data , plotting 
the number of pieces of litter versus the type of litter collected. What 
inferences can be made from the graph? What can be predicted about the 
area? ~lake a prediction and then try it out. 
18. What content area is the above activity emphasizing? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Activity 
conser vation 
data-collecting 
convergent thinking process 
science process skills 
Have an outdoor activity called the "All Day Field Day" . During this 
activity , the student takes a compass hike , cooks his own meal out-of-doors , 
and conducts a field study. Divide the class into small groups prior to 
the field day and have them choose a topic that they would like to pursue 
for their field study. For each topic have questions prepared that the 
group must answer . This is their assignment and must be completed before 
they return to the school in the afternoon . (Example--topic is on rocks 
and minerals. Questions : (1) Can you find a sample of three different 
kinds of rocks- - igneous, metamorphic , and sedimentary? (2) How many 
different colors are there in the same rock? (3) '/hat rock do you find 
most of throughout the area? Activity--Make a collection for display, 
19 . Which philosophy does the above activity employ? 
(a) science orientation 
(b) a student-centered activity 
(c) emphasis on facts of ecology 
(d) none of the above 
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of apparatus as follows : 
\... _.,) Dish 
1/8 c, water 
~- --- -) 
1/4 s . ;rater 
'\- - - - -, 
1/2 c . water 
Equal volumes of three different types of soils are placed in each of the 
cups , A, B, and C. Cup D is left empty . One half cup of ;rater is poured 
into each and percolates through in the dish . The following statements 
are recorded . 
(A) Most water comes through A. 
(B) Least water comes through C. 
(C) Water comes through B first . 
(D) C continues to drip for the longest period. 
(E) Soil A absorbs and holds the most water , 
(F) There is more soil in C than in A. 
(G) Soil of type B has the greatest absorbency . 
(H) Dark soils have the greatest absorbency. 
(I) Soils vary in their water holding capacity, 
20. Which statement is the most reasonable inference based on the 
observations? 
(a) E 
(b) D 
(c) H 
(d) I 
Activity 
With the students assuming the roles of jurors and the teacher that of 
the judge , selected students will prepare the defense of an animal 
threatened with extinction . Students may prepare any aides they desire 
to strengthen their defense . (Example--First defendent called . "Will 
Francis L., the platypus , please come to the witness stand?" says the 
judge . The platypus presents his defense . Members of the jury cross 
examine him . Possible questions--" You ' re not important for food or fur , 
why should we save your life?" The verdict either extinction or survival 
requires a judgment about what makes an animal valuable . I s it food , 
fur , or something more?) 
21. 11/hat philosophical method is the above activity using? 
(a) a multi - disciplinary approach 
(b) an emphasis on abiotic factors 
(c) a science orientation 
(d) none of the above 
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Activity 
Fiction dealing with our environment can strengthen and broaden the real-
life experiences of a child . Use the books as an extension of a study on 
ecology. Each child is to read at least one book . Spend an hour or so 
for a "Book Blab" --a book discussion 11here many books are shared and 
compared . No time is spent on plot or story line--the children are 
specialists interested in environmental implications only . 
22 . \lhat philosophical approach does the above activity illustrate? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Activity 
an emphasis on expl oitation 
the importance of intelligent consumption 
an integration of curriculum areas 
a science oriented approach 
On a visit to a park during fall give students these directions . 
Take three steps forward , take five steps to the left . 
Pick up six leaves . Arrange them in different sets . 
Arrange the l eaves in order of size , with the largest one first 
and the smallest one last . 
Find three leaves and arrange them so that the middle leaf is 
greater than the one on its right and less than the one on its 
left . 
Return the objects used to where they were found . 
Discuss with the class the importance of doing this. Have them look for 
par t ially decayed leaves . 
23 . \lhich philosophy does the above activity employ? 
~a) (~~ 
(d) 
Activity 
Students 
emphasis on exploitation 
multi-disciplinary approach 
science orientation 
none of the above 
visit a local sewage treatment plant to determine : 
the procedure used in treating sewage , 
the nature and destiny of the solid product (sludge) of the treat-
ment process . 
the quality and destiny of the water needed by the plant . 
24 . The above activity is emphasizing what content area? 
(a) biomass 
(b) euthrophication 
(c) decomposition 
(d) man ' s impact on his environment 
Read ca:e:·...:.lly '::-e .:-ct.X philosophies of 2nvirOJ"1..:"1e:1t.a1 education below, and 
de~-2r::-.ine ·..:hi en ·o;!Sl. exc~plifies yoc= o wn per::;onal philosophy. Questi ons 
25 ti"=oue;h 28 wi:l be based upon the philosophy you have chosen . 
P;ULOSOPHILS 
I. 8nvi=onmer. -tal education should be L'1 terdisciplinar~r , invol vi_"lg 
an e:-:pe::.·ience con-:ai..ning: eler.::ents dra:.a1 from t -.<o or mo::-e d:sc:plines . 
Th!:! a.:ti vi "".ies should re activity-centered and pr ocess - o:-iented. 
It sr.ould :-eg_u:.._-re the learner to study vario1..:s env.:..:-onnents first -
ha.r.d a.'1d J::"C=:1o:.e the pract.ice a..11d applicat.ior. of the science 
process skills . I t should pro:note the acquisition of knowledge of 
basi-: ecolo;:i:al cor:.cep:s to provoke value judgments concerning 
man ' s in te=rela t.ior.ships ;.:i th this environment . 
II. Envi.ronr.:.en:.al eriucation should be science oriented . I t should remain 
a sefa::-c.. te disciplL'1c to be added to t he already existing curriculur.: . 
Basic :ac:s of ecology should be enphasized . The lea._T'11LT"lg eXJ:eriences 
should be :eache:=--centered . The af:!"ective do!:!air: shculd be avoided 
beca:.:se the schcol ' s respor:sibili ty is for the ir1tellectual gro ;..-th 
of s.:ude:1ts . 
III. Envi=or.ne:1 :al eiuca tion activities should take nlace ou tdoo!'s , !::ecause 
that ' s •!r..a: environmenul education is all abou~-- the outdcors . The 
ac"ti \"i -:iHs sho..:!d be stude:1 t - een tered- - the stude:;_ ts should be allowed 
to select :nose co:-~ceots they HaJ'lt to l earn . Assi.orrunents are 
unne::ess~::-:; as -.:he exPerience is the important par"t of learning . 
E:mpl-.as~s needs to be on lea·:ir..g nature as it is . 
IV. 2n·;ironnen::.l eC.ucation should emnhasize that the world has anule 
r:d.r.e::-al ;.."Eal th e....o;d t.ha t we need o~ly new tec!"~ologies to exploit 
this Hcc.lt~ . The time and money spent on conservation and the 
Enviro!'lr.e:;-:al F::-otection Act are only wasting valuable reso'..L!."'ces 
that could Oe channeled to tectmology . 
25 . Hhich o: the above philosophies best describes your o..n personal 
philosophy? 
(a) I 
~~l ~~I 
(d) IV 
::ow based o:-: the pe::::-sonal philosophy you have selected in 25 , answer 
que~tions 25 through 23 . 
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26 . To i::trodl!ce th~ ::;tudents with the tern " geosphere" (which includes 
all r:onliving co:-~ponents of the earth) , \>hich approach would you 
usa? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Emc:,a.size that soil is a basic r esource com~rised of a varie"!..y 
of. :-:ir.era.ls . Teac:-l ~he major groups of rocks--igneous , 
sedi:~en ta=y , a.~C :-:e "!..amcrphic . Al l activities are centered 
arc:.:.r.d the defir. i -'::ion::; of geological terms. 
have stu1~nts sit o""Jtside a.."l.d ob3er ve all the nonliving 
co::ro:1ents of their ~nvironrnen t. have them react verbally 
c.s ~a if the co:-:t>or:e:-. t is in its na turG.l. sta >:e or if 1 t 
has been alte r ed- by r.;a.T'l . Stress the beauty of the sir.:plici ty 
o:~ 'the na :u=al f'eol ogical settLTlg . 
S'tress all 'the rr:iner als available to proC.uce e r: e r gy a::d pronate 
the advancemen: of the te::hnical gro ..,.th of nan . 
'Tak-e th-e students outdoor s a.'1C f-..:tve t he children ide:1.ti.:~y 
all !'!onl: ving objects in their enviro:'lr:-.ent. From this l ist 
have children identify similarities and develop character i stics 
uni::ue to each group . Have the s ~udents g:rcup d i:ferer.t 
setS of r.onlivLtg objects . Then have t hen collect t!"lose 
objects that they a~e able to and make a collage . 
27 . In teaching about trees in the envirO!L"'lent , which approach would 
you use? 
(a) l{ake sure s tudents know about t he process oi photosynthesis . 
(b) E:7!pha.size the aesthe-r ic beauty and value of fores'ts tP.roug:: 
a se:'!si ti vi ty hike . 
(c) Cons:.rt:ct either a forester ' s tape , dia.'!leter tape , or merr.: t 
hyy:sc:r:eter . '!'a?.e the variot:.s forest:"y tools an:i use it in 
:fi.r:d..:ne a;propriate trees that could be used for lum·:::erL'1g . 
(d) Z:r!p;...asize that t=ees are r eplenishable as a source a: 
ene:r~y. It is , the:::-e fore, a cheap source of energy. 
28 . To help st:.:der:ts 'better ur:derstand the ;:ay energy a.r.d materials 
in i1i3 envi=o:;.ment in.;.~lue:~ce him , and are influenced by him , 
r.'hich appr oach -..au l d you use? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Stu:ients survey thei!" total envi=onr.en t to determine t hose 
"thi:.;s a::ecting them which might be classified as er.ergy. 
Exa.;ine the list. and determine those which are essential 
fa~ surv.:val. Ea\"3 :dudents select an activity which is 
cf-2:::-acte:r:stic of their life style , but not necessary for 
survival and try to omi t it from their daily activity for 
a week . (i.e . ~_lk t o school in.stead of ridir'lg a bus) . 
Record how om i szion affected them , 
The stude:1t wil l construct a simple generating device and 
measure the vel tage output . 
Let s:uden-:s go outside t o obnervc the world's na:...:.ral 
ener~ies at work . Foir.t out t he wind , s : rea.rr.s, solar 
energy , l:ghten ing, etc . 
Er.:;p~..asize the resources available to the world to supply 
ener~y . ~vcn though resources may be limited , wi t h the 
g.o:-o}:ing technology of the worl d , ne w energies will be found 
Oe fo:.-e present ene=e;ies are depleted . 
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For ea.c:-:. of 'the f01..:r e::·ri:::-or.:nental education activities below, natch the 
correct environme:,tal educ.::;.-: :.c:-t concept a..l'ld the sepa::-ate d.:..sciplines that 
have been ir.tegrc.ted i.'l.to it. Each alt<E:rnati·.:e r.a'.' be '!..lsed o:1lY once . 
En\·i:-c-:!rr.er:.t:ol .Sdt:.cation Concept 
foliage observations 
energy 
Inte.crated Disciolir.es 
(aa) ar t a-TJ. d language ar t s 
(bb) math and art 
(cc) math 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
effect of er:vironmental factors 
spectru.In analysis (dd) language arts ar.d P . E. 
I 
I. 
Activity 
Have studer:ts pe:::-sonii'y by demonstrating 
with l::.r§;e nuscle activity the emotions 
felt ty a J,..ree w~en there is 1 
a gentle breeze 
a viole:1t rain storm 
a fares t fire 
a squir=-el runni.l"Jg up the trunk 
a :person pla.'1ting a tree 
II . Have stude:.:.s determine the year ' s cost 
and the pe::-centage of the total family 
incone o£" :~inancin g various energy-
related activities , 
III. Use a f'lan;_el boa::-d a."ld cut shapes to 
in :.rod"Jce the basic t-riangle , square , 
a."ld circle . The~ take the students 
O!l a short w-alk in or near the school-
yard and ask them to i dentify the 
shapes of the va::-ious trees and bushes . 
Back in tho; classroom , stude:-~ts can 
sketch trees that match the shapes . 
IV . Have stude:it.s make a large color 
Hheel includL'1g ·oro'hns , tans , and 
&rays . Take the class on a short 
hike and ask stt . .:.den ts to try to 
m<ltch objects they see with sections 
of U:e color wheel. Have them 
record their natches . 
I 
I 
Env, Ed . 
Co:1cept 
29 . 
)0 . 
31. 
)2. 
I 
Integrated 
Disciplines 
)) . 
}4 . 
)5 . 
)6 . 
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The following are four answer keys for the final test form , Based 
on the answer given on item 25 , different keys are needed . There is no 
right or wrong ans >Ter on item 25 , but the answers to items 28 , 29 , and 
JO must be consistent with the philosophy selected in item 25. 
Key I -Used when item 25 is answered A, 
Key II - Used when item 25 is answered B. 
Key III - Used when item 25 i s answered C. 
Key IV - Used >Then item 25 is answered D. 
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KEY I 
ELEI-!ENTARY EDUCATION 
Environmental Education Competency Test 
Ans;rer Sheet 
1. (a) (b) (:x:) (d) 19 . (a) (;t_} (c) (d) 
2. (a) (b) (c) (:d) 20 . (a) (b) (c) (:d) 
3. (a) (X:>) (c) (d) 21. (l!.) (b) (c) (d) 
4. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 22 . (a) (b) (:X:) (d) 
5. (a) (b) (~) (d) 23 . (a) (X>) (c) (d) 
6. (a) (X:>) (c) (d) 24 . (a) (b) (c) (:d) 
7. (a) (.t>) (c) (d) * 25. (l!.) (b) (c) (d) 
8 . (a) (b) (.~::) (d) 26 . (a) (b) (c) (:d) 
9. (a) (b) (c) (:d) 27 . (a) (b) (:x;) (d) 
10 . (a) (b) (~) (d) 28 . (l!.) (b) (c) (d) 
11. (a) (b) (c) (:d) 29 . (a) (b) (~) (d) 
12. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 30 . (a) (li) (c) (d) 
13 . (a) (b) (l!) (d) 31. (ll.) (b) (c) (d) 
14 . (a) (b) (c) (:d) 32 . (a) (b) (c) (ll) 
15. (a) (b) (c) (Jl.) 33 . (aa) (bb) (cc) (H) 
16 . (a) (b) (l!) (d) )4. (aa) (bb) (~) (dd) 
17 . (a) (Xi) (c) (d) 35. (aa) (I>I>) (cc) (dd) 
18 . (a) (b) (c) (:d) 36. (li.ll) (bb) (cc) (dd) 
* Item de~e~mining which key should be used. 
X Correct Answers 
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KEY II 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Environmental Education Competency Test 
Answer Sheet 
1. (a) (b) (ll) (d) 19. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 
2. (a) (b) (c) (H) 20 . (a) (b) (c) (l>l) 
3. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 21. (X) (b) (c) (d) 
4 . (a) (X>) (c) (d) 22 . (a) (b) (ll) (d) 
5. (a) (b) (~) (d) 23 . (a) (li) (c) (d) 
6. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 24 . (a) (b) (c) (l>l) 
7. (a) (X>) (c) (d) * 25. (a) (li) (c) (d) 
8. (a) (b) (li:) (d) 26 . (X) (b) (c) (d) 
9. (a) (b) (c) (l>l) 27 . (X) (b) (c) (d) 
10 . (a) (b) (I!) (d) 28 . (a) (li) (c) (d) 
11. (a) (b) (c) (l>l) 29. (a) (b) (ll) (d) 
12 . (a) (Xl) (c) (d) 30 . (a) (li) (c) (d) 
1) . (a) (b) (li:) (d) 31. (X) (b) (c) (d) 
14. (a) (b) (c) (l>l) 32 . (a) (b) (c) (l>l) 
15. (a) (b) (c) (l>l) 33 . (aa) (bb) (cc) (H) 
16 . (a) (b) (li:) (d) )4 . (aa) (bb) (ill!) (dd) 
17 . (a) (Xi ) (c) (d) 3.5 . (aa) (l?Xl) (cc) (dd) 
18. (a) (b) (c) (l!l) 36. (.XX) (bb) (cc) (dd) 
* I tem determining which key should be used , 
X Co=ect Answers 
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KEY III 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Environmental Education Competency Test 
Answer Sheet 
1. (a) (b) (~) (d) 19. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 
2. (a) (b) (c) (li) 20 . (a) (b) (c) (li) 
J. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 21. (;g_) (b) (c) (d) 
4. (a) (;b) (c) (d) 22 . (a) (b) (~) (d) 
5. (a) (b) (~) (d) 23 . (a) (ll) (c) (d) 
6. (a) (:.t>) (c) (d) 24 . (a) (b) (c) (li) 
7. (a) (X>) (c) (d) *25. (a) (b) (~) (d) 
8. (a) (b) (~) (d) 26. (a) (ll) (c) (d) 
9. (a) (b) (c) (il) 27 . (a) (ll) (c) (d) 
10 . (a) (b) (.Je) (d) 28 . (a) (b) (~) (d) 
11. (a) (b) (c) (ll.) 29. (a) (b) (~) (d) 
12 . (a) (X>) (c) (d) JO . (a) (ll) (c) (d) 
13. (a) (b) (:~:) (d) 31. (:ll.) (b) (c) (d) 
14 . (a) (b) (c) (R) 32 . (a) (b) (c) (li) 
15. (a) (b) (c ) (J!.) JJ . (aa) (bb) (cc) (D) 
16. (a) (b) (~) (d) )4 . (aa) (bb) (ll:ll: ) (dd) 
17 . (a) ( ~) (c) (d) 35. (aa) (~li) (cc) (dd) 
18 . (a) (b) (c) (Ji) 36 . (Ji.X) (bb) (cc) (dd) 
* Item determinin,g which key should be used. 
X Correct Answer 
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KEY IV 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Environmental Education Competency Test 
Answer Sheet 
1. (a) (b) (~) (d) 19. (a) (I>) (c) (d) 
2. (a) (b) (c) (11.) 20. (a) (b) (c) (li) 
3. (a) (I>) (c) (d) 21. (li) (b) (c) (d) 
4. (a) (I>) (c) (d) 22 . (a) (b) (~) (d) 
5. (a) (b) (~) (d) 23 . (a) (I>) (c) (d) 
6. (a) (I>) (c) (d) 24 . (a) (b) (c) (li) 
7. (a) (%>) (c) (d) * 25 . (a) (b) (c) (li) 
8 . (a) (b) (~) (d) 26 . (a) (b) (~) (d) 
9. (a) (b) (c) (ii) 27 . (a) (b) (c) (ll) 
10 . (a) (b) (X:) (d) 28 . (a) (b) (c) (li) 
11. (a) (b) (c) (ii) 29 . (a) (b) (1:) (d) 
12. (a) (X>) (c) (d) 30 . (a) (I>) (c) (d) 
13 . (a) (b) (X:) (d) 31. (a) (b) (c) (d) 
14 . (a) (b) (c) (ii) 32 . (a) (b) (c) (ii) 
15. (a) (b) (c) (ii) 33 . (aa) (bb) (cc) (H) 
16. (a) (b) (1:) (d) J4. (aa) (bb) (ll) (dd) 
17. (a) (b) (c) (d) 35. (aa) (Ill>) (cc) (dd) 
18. (a) (b) (c) (ii) 36. (Xll) (bb) (cc) (dd) 
* Item determining which key should be used. 
X Correct Answers 
Appendix G 
Final Test Form Item Analysis Data 
First Administration 
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FINAL FORM - FIRST ADMTIIIS'IRATION 
ITEM ANALYSIS 
1 . Hhy should the affective dimension be emphasized in environmental 
education? 
It is often neglected in teaching . (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Cognitive concepts are irrelevant to environmental education . 
I t develops a system of value analysis that will guide 
positive action to the environment . 
(d) All of the above 
Alternatives ~ ~ C* .!2 OMITS 
Upper 10 0 0 8 2 0 
Lower 10 0 1 7 2 0 
Difficulty = .85 
2. What is a logical science process operation that follows the "infer-
ence" step? 
(a) communicating results 
(b) generalyzing 
(c) identifying 
(d) stating hypothesis 
Alternatives ~ ~ Q D* OMITS 
Upper 10 1 5 0 4 0 
Lower 10 0 5 2 J 0 
Difficulty = .50 
J. The branch of life science that studies the relationships among and 
between living organisms and their environment is called 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
man's impact on his environment . 
ecol ogy. 
conservation . 
resource management . 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= . 90 
* Correct Answers 
~ 
0 
2 
B* 
10 
8 
Q 
0 
0 
.!2 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
4 . 
The above is an illustration of a/an 
(a) life cycle . 
(b) ecosystem. 
(c) food chain . 
(d) community. 
Al terna ti ves t:. £* f. Q OHITS 
Upper 10 0 9 0 0 
Lower 10 4 5 0 0 
Difficulty = • 70 
), To develop at-titudes which '.G..ll foster J:Osi ti·;e ac::. or: to the 
envL"''nment, which philcs:phical approach ;.;oulC. t:e '= :~fective? 
(a) be science oriented 
(b) be based on the basic concepts of ecology 
(c) er.~phasize the i.:"lterdi$t::iFlir..ary a:;:;roacn to the cu=:::-iculum 
(d) stress the eA'J'loltation of nab .. :rC..: re!:curces 
Al te=nati ves t:. .!! .£* Q ON ITS 
Upper 10 0 1 9 0 0 
Lower 10 0 5 4 1 0 
Dif!'icul ty = .65 
6 . Coz;tpl ete the f ollmiing food c~.ain so tha"t. it i.'ould be tnical of a 
desert environrnen t. 
PLANT --7 MOUSE -.c:>_· _____ _ 
1~l 
(c) 
(d) 
Alternatives 
Upper 
Lo;.,-er 
Di f ficulty = 
cat 
snake 
bear 
horned toad 
10 
10 
.95 
* Correct Answers 
t:. .!!* f. Q 
0 10 0 0 
1 9 0 0 
OHITS 
0 
0 
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7. When selecting environmental education curriculum activities to be 
used in the classroom, 
(a) 
Alternatives 
Upper 
Lower 
Difficulty = 
they should contradict personal philosophy thus forcing the 
reception of new ideas . 
they should agree >rith personal philosophy . 
personal philosophy is an unnecessary criteria in selection . 
none of the above . 
~ B* 
10 0 5 
10 1 1 
. )0 
Q 
2 
2 
~ 
3 
6 
OMITS 
0 
0 
8 . The process that promotes among citizens the awareness and under-
standing of their surroundings , their relationship to it , and the 
concern and responsibility necessary to insure their survival and 
to improve the quality of life defines 
(a) ecology 
(b) outdoor education 
(c) environmental education 
(d) man ' s impact on his environment 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= . 80 
~ 
1 
0 
~ 
0 
0 
C* 
8 
8 
9. An environmentally aware citizen will kno w that 
~ 
2 
1 
OM I TS 
0 
0 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
resources and energy are limited so new attitudes must be 
developed. 
Alternat i ves 
Upper 
Lower 
Difficul ty= 
there are no r i ght or wrong answers in conservation - -only 
intelligent choices . 
environmental education decisions require skills and knowledge 
i n a great many areas . 
all of the above 
~ ~ Q D* OMITS 
10 0 0 0 10 0 
10 1 1 4 4 0 
• 70 
* Correct Answers 
10 . The following are all components of an ecosystem , except for 
Alternatives 
Upper 
Lower 
Difficulty = 
decomposers 
energy source 
ecotones 
consumers 
10 
10 
.80 
!:. 
0 
1 
~ C* Q mnTS 
1 9 0 0 
0 7 2 0 
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11 . All of the followin g are ways students can i nfluence better environ-
mental decision -making , except for 
(a) 
(b) 
learning more about environmental interactions themselves . 
helping inform their parents , other students, and members of 
the community. 
(c) 
(d) 
supporting , through their parents , legislations designed to 
protect the environment . 
modifying their behavior to lead to a comfortable life style . 
Alternatives !:. ~ c Q<- OMITS 
Upper 10 0 0 0 10 0 
Lower 10 1 0 1 8 0 
Difficulty = . 90 
12 . The act of directly seeing , hearing, tasting , smelling , or feeling 
is called 
(a) abstracting. 
(b) observing . 
(c) classifying. 
(d) testing. 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= .50 
!:. 
0 
2 
B* 
5 
5 
Q 
1 
1 
Q 
4 
2 
OMITS 
0 
0 
13 . Which curricular approach would be effective in developing an 
understanding of man ' s environmental problems and the decision-
making skills to solve them? 
Alternatives !:. ~ C* Q OMI TS 
Upper 10 0 1 9 0 0 
Lower 10 1 0 7 2 0 
Difficulty = . 80 
* Correct Answers 
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14. The process where living organisms modify their environment , making 
it less favorable for themselves but more favorable for another 
community is called 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Alternatives 
Upper 
Lower 
Difficulty = 
energy flo w. 
abiotic stratification . 
autotrophic continuum 
ecological succession 
!:. 
10 0 
10 0 
. 60 
!!. Q Q" OMITS 
1 8 0 
5 4 0 
15. Environmental education activities that use the science process skills 
would 
(a) use an emphasis on vocabulary terms to aid communication skills . 
(b) involve experiences containing elements primarily from 
science . 
(c) 
(d) 
use test results to insure correct placement of students in 
individualized programs . 
be a hands-on experience . 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Low"r 10 
Difficulty= . 50 
16 . An inference is 
!:. 
1 
0 
!!. 
3 
6 
a critical trial or evalu~tion, 
an occurrence in the investigation . 
Q 
0 
0 
D* 
6 
4 
OMITS 
0 
0 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
a conclusion about an observation that may or may not be true. 
a formulation of objects into classes . 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= .75 
!:. 
2 
1 
C* 
7 
8 
Q 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
17. An unfavorable alteration of our surroundings , wholly or largely as 
a by-product of man ' s actions is called 
(a) expenditures , 
(b) pollution . 
(c) erosion . 
(d) aesthetic valuing . 
* Correct Answers 
Al terna ti ves !! 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = .85 
18 . Activity 
Litter in Schoolyard 
conservation 
data-collecting 
0 
0 
B* 
9 
8 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
convergent thinkin g process 
science process skills 
Alternatives !! !?. 
Upper 10 0 4 
Lower 10 2 4 
Difficulty = . 25 
19. Activity 
All Day Field Day 
(a) science crientation 
(b) a student- centered activity 
(c) emphasis on facts of ecology 
(d) none of the above 
Alternatives !! B* 
Upper 10 6 
Lower 10 4 
Difficulty = . 45 
20. Activity 
Water experiment (Inference) 
(a~ E (b D 
(c) H 
(d) I 
Al terna ti ves !! !?. 
Upper 10 0 1 
Lower 10 1 0 
Difficulty = . 90 
* Correct Answers 
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Q ~ OtHTS 
0 0 
1 0 
Q ~ OMITS 
J J 0 
2 2 0 
Q ~ mnTS 
0 J 0 
0 5 0 
Q D* OM ITS 
0 9 0 
0 9 0 
21. Adi vity 
J~ors and Judge 
(a) a mul ti-discipli.'1ary approach 
(b) a'1 empl:asis or: abiotic factors 
(c ) a science orientation 
(d) none of the above 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lo;..-er 10 
Difficulty = .45 
22 . Activity 
Fiction Reading 
A* 
5 
4 
~ 
1 
2 
(a) a:1 emphasis on exploitation 
.£ 
)~l 
(d) 
the iJnportance of i.TJtelligent consumption 
a.l integration of cu_rriculum areas 
a science oriented approach 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lo·..rer 10 
Difficulty = . 80 
23. Activity ~ivity 
A ~ 
0 
1 
(a) an emphasis on exploitation 
(b) multi-disciplinary approach 
(c ) science orientation 
(d) none of the above 
Alternatives A ~* 
Upper 10 5 
Lower 10 4 
Difficulty = .45 
24 . Activi tv 
Se·h~e Treatment PlaTit 
(a) biomass 
(b) euthrophication 
(c) decomposition 
(d) man ' s impact on his er.vironrnent 
Alternatives A ~ 
Upper 10 0 2 
Lo .... -er 10 1 0 
Diff1cul ty = . 55 
·*Correct Ans wers 
£* 
8 
8 
.£ 
2 
3 
.£ 
1 
5 
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~ O:HTS 
4 0 
3 0 
g o:·:ns 
1 0 
0 0 
g O~iiTS 
2 0 
3 0 
Q' O~I~ 
7 
4 
2; . Philosophy 
(a) I 
(b) II 
(c) III 
(d) IV 
NO ITEM ANALYSIS 
26 . (Which philosophical approach) 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = . 90 
\olrong 
27, (Hhich philosophical approach) 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Dif:iculty = .50 
Vlrong 
4 
6 
28 . (Which philosophical approach) 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= .80 
Wrong 
0 
4 
29 . Selecting Content Area (Acting 
(a) foliage observation 
~~j energy effects of environmental 
(d) spectrum analysis 
Al terna ti ves ~ 
Upper 10 0 
Lower 10 J 
Difficulty= .65 
* Correct Answers 
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out effects of wind , forest fire , etc .) 
factors 
~ C* }2 OMITS 
1 9 0 0 
J 4 0 0 
)0 . Selecting Content Area (Calculating percentage of energy expense 
uses) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Alternatives 
Upper 
Lower 
Difficulty = 
foliage observation 
energy 
effects of environmental factors 
spectrum analysis 
A ~* 
10 0 10 
10 0 7 
.85 
Q 
0 
1 
31. Selecting Content Area (Shapes of trees , bushes) 
(a~ foliage observation (b energy 
(c effects of environmental factors 
(d) spectrum analysis 
Alternatives A* ~ Q 
Upper 10 10 0 0 
Lower 10 6 0 2 
Difficulty = . 80 
)2. Selecting Content Area (Color wheel and nature hike) 
(a) foliage observation 
(b) energy 
(c) effects of environmental factors 
(d) spectrum analysis 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = • 8 5 
A 
0 
2 
~ 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
1 
.Q 
0 
2 
.Q 
0 
2 
.Q* 
10 
7 
OMITS 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
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)) . Selecting integrated content areas (Acting our effects of "~d , forest 
fire , etc . ) 
(aa) art and language arts 
(bb) math and art 
(cc) math 
(dd) language arts and P . E. 
Alternatives A 
Upper 10 2 
Lower 10 1 
Difficulty = .85 
* Correct Answers 
~ Q D* OMITS 
0 0 8 0 
0 0 9 0 
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34 . Selecting integra ted content area (Calculating percentage of income 
energy expense uses) 
(aa) art and language arts 
(bb) math and art 
(cc ) math 
(dd) language arts and P . E. 
Al t erna ti ves 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = 1 . 00 
!!:. 
0 
0 
!!_ 
0 
0 
C* 
10 
10 
.12 
0 
0 
35. Selecting integrated content area (Shapes of trees , bushes) 
(aa) art and language arts 
(bb) math and art 
(cc) math 
(dd) language arts and P . E. 
Alternatives !!:. B* Q. ~ 
Upper 10 2 7 0 1 
Lower 10 5 5 0 0 
Difficulty = . 60 
OMITS 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
36. Selecting integrated content area (Color wheel and nature hike) 
(aa) art and language arts 
(bb) math and art 
(cc ) math 
(dd) language arts and P . E. 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = • 50 
* Correct Answers 
!!:.* 
6 
4 
!!_ 
3 
5 
Q. 
0 
0 
.12 
1 
1 
OMITS 
0 
0 
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FINAL FORM - SECOND ADHINISTRATION 
I TE!-1 ANALYSIS 
1 . \.'hy should the affective dimension be emphasized in environmental 
education? 
It is often neglected in teaching. (a) 
(o) Cognitive concepts are irrelevant to environmental 
education . 
(c) 
(d) 
It develops a system of value analysis that will guide 
positive action to the environment . 
All of the above 
Alternatives 'l ~ C* Q OMITS 
Upper 10 0 0 9 1 0 
Lower 10 1 0 7 2 0 
Difficulty = . 80 
2 . \.'hat is a logical science process operation that follo ws the 
"inference" step? 
(a) communicating results 
(o) generalyzing 
(c ) identifying 
(d) stating hypothesis 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= . 50 
'l 
2 
1 
~ 
2 
5 
Q 
0 
0 
D* 
6 
4 
OMI TS 
0 
0 
J, The branch of life science that studies the r elati onships among and 
between living organ i sms and their environment i s called 
(a) man ' s impact on his environment 
(o) ecology 
(c) conservation 
(d) resource management 
Alternatives 
'l B* Q Q OM I TS 
Upper 10 0 10 0 0 0 
Lower 10 0 10 0 0 0 
Difficulty = :'. . 00 
* Co~ec~ Answers 
4. 
NAN 
The above is an illustration of 
(a) life cycle . 
(b) ecosystem . 
(c) food chain. 
(d) community. 
Alternatives ~ B* g_ Q ON ITS 
Upper 10 2 8 0 0 0 
Lower 10 1 7 2 0 0 
Difficulty = . 63 
5. To develop attitudes which will foster positive action to the 
environment , which philosophical approach would be effective? 
be science oriented 
be based on the basic concepts of ecology 
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emphasize the interdisciplinary approach to the curriculum 
stress the exploitation of natural resources 
Alternatives ~ ~ Q* Q Q}IITS 
Upper 10 0 3 7 0 0 
Lower 10 1 1 5 3 0 
Diff iculty = . 60 
6. Complete the following food chain so that it would be typical of a 
desert environment . 
PLANT ROOT -----? 
(a) cat 
(b) snake 
(c) bear 
(d) horned toad 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = 1 . 00 
* Correct Answers 
~ 
0 
0 
B* 
10 
10 
MOUSE ------7 ------
g_ 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
O~!ITS 
0 
0 
7. When selecting environmental education activities to be used in 
the classroom , 
they should contradict personal philosophy thus forcing 
the reception of new ideas . 
they should agree with personal philosophy . 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
personal philosophy is an unnecessary criteria in selection . 
none of the above 
Alternatives ~ 
Upper 10 0 
Lower 10 0 
Difficulty = . 40 
B* Q 
6 3 
2 2 
Q 
1 
6 
OMITS 
0 
1 
8 . The process that promotes among citizens the awareness and under-
standing of their surroundings , their relationship to it, and the 
concern and responsibility necessary to insure the ir survival and 
to improve the quality of life defines 
(a) ecology. 
(b) outdoor education . 
(c) environmental education . 
(d) man ' s impact on his environment . 
Al ternz. "ti ves !';,_ !!. C* Q OMITS 
Upper 10 0 0 9 1 0 
Lower 10 0 0 8 2 0 
Difficulty = .85 
9. An environmentally a>~are citizen will know that 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
resources and energy are limited so new attitudes must be 
developed . 
there are no right or wrong answers in conservation--only 
intelligent choices. 
environmental decisions require skills and knowledge in a 
great many areas . 
all of the above 
Alternatives 
upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = • 95 
!';,_ 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
1 
Q 
0 
0 
D* 
10 
9 
OHITS 
0 
0 
10 . The following are all components of an ecosystem , except for 
(a) decomposers . 
(b) energy source . 
(c) ecotones . 
(d) consumers . 
* Correc: Answers 
Al terna ti ves ~ !?. C* Q OMITS 
Upper 10 0 0 10 0 
Lower 10 0 0 10 0 
Difficulty = 1.00 
11. All of the follmting are ways students can influence better 
environmental decision-making, except for 
0 
0 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
learning more about environmental interactions themselves . 
helping inform their parents, other students , and members 
of the community. 
supporting , through their parents , legislation designed to 
protect the environment . 
modifying their behavior to lead to a comfortable life style . 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = • 95 
~ 
0 
1 
!?. 
0 
0 
g_ 
0 
0 
D* 
10 
9 
mnTS 
0 
0 
12 . The act of directly seeing, hearing , tasting, smelling , or feeling 
is called 
(a) abstracting 
(b) observing 
(c) classifying 
(d) testing 
Alternatives ~ B* g_ Q OMITS 
Upper 10 0 10 0 0 0 
Lower 10 1 7 0 2 0 
Difficulty = . 85 
1J . >lhich curricular approach would be effective in developing an 
understanding of man ' s environmental problems and the decision-
making skills to solve them? 
(a) the emphasis on utilization of natural resources for profit 
(b) the importance of not disturbing nature 
(c) the integration of all disciplines 
(d) emphasizing the science aspect of the problem 
Alternatives ~ !?. C* Q OMITS 
Upper 10 0 0 10 0 0 
Lower 10 1 0 6 J 0 
Difficulty = . 80 
* Correct Answers 
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14 . The process where living organisms modify their environment , making 
it less favorable for themselves but more favorable for another 
community is called 
(a) energy flow. 
(b) abiotic stratification . 
(c) autotrophic continuum. 
(d) ecological succession . 
Al terna ti ves ~ ~ Q .Q* OMITS 
Upper 10 0 0 0 10 0 
Lower 10 0 1 3 6 0 
Difficulty = . 80 
15. Environmental education activities that use the science process 
skills would 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
use an emphasis on vocabulary t erms to aid communication 
skills . 
involve experiences containing el ements primarily from 
science . 
use test results to insure correct placement of students in 
individualized programs . 
be a hands - on experience , 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= .85 
16. An inference is 
~ 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
3 
a critical trial or evaluation . 
Q 
0 
0 
an occurrence in the investigation . 
D* 
10 
7 
OMITS 
0 
0 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
a conclusion about an observation that may or may not be true . 
a formulation of objects into classes . 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = 1 , 00 
~ 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
0 
C* 
10 
10 
!2 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
17. An unfavorable alteration of our surroundings , wholly or largely as 
a by-product of man ' s actions is called 
(a) expenditures . 
(b) pollution . 
(c) erosion . 
(d) aesthetic valuing, 
* Correct Answers 
Alternatives !:. 
Upper 10 0 
Lower 10 3 
Difficulty= .85 
18 . Activity 
Litter in Schoolyard 
conservation 
data- collecting 
B* 
10 
7 
convergent thinking process 
science process skills 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = . 55 
19. Activity 
All Day Field Day 
!:. 
0 
0 
science orientation 
~ 
3 
4 
(a) 
)b) 
(~j 
a s t udent-centered activity 
emphasis on facts of ecology 
none of the above 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= , 75 
20 . Activity 
Water Experiment 
~~l E D 
(c) H 
(d) I 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = 1 . 00 
* Correct Answers 
!:. 
1 
3 
(Inference) 
!:. 
0 
0 
~* 
9 
6 
~ 
0 
0 
c 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
2 
Q 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
.Q 
0 
0 
D* 
7 
4 
.Q 
0 
1 
D* 
10 
10 
OHITS 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
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21. Activity 
Jurors and J udge 
(a) a multi-disciplinary approach 
(b~ an emphasis on abiotic factors 
(c a science orientation 
(d none of the above 
Al terna ti ves 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= .85 
22 . Activity 
Fiction Reading 
!:!:.* 
10 
7 
~ 
0 
1 
(a) an emphasis on exploitation 
Q 
0 
1 
(b) the importance of intelligent consumption 
(c) an integration of curriculum areas 
(d) a sci ence oriented approach 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = .65 
2J . Activity 
Park Activity 
!:!:. ~ 
0 1 
0 2 
(a) 
(b) 
i~l 
emphasis on exploitation 
multi - disciplinary approach 
science orientation 
none of the above 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= . 55 
24 . Activity 
!:!:. 
0 
2 
Se>~age Treatment Plant 
biomass 
euthrophication 
decomposition 
B* 
8 
J 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) man ' s impact on his environment 
* Correct Answers 
C* 
8 
5 
c 
2 
1 
!2 
0 
1 
!2 
1 
J 
!2 
0 
4 
OMITS 
0 
0 
mnTS 
0 
0 
O!UTS 
0 
0 
157 
Al terna ti ves ~ ~ 
Upper 10 0 0 
Lower 10 0 1 
Difficulty = . 60 
25 . Philosophy 
1a ) I b) II 
(c) III 
(d) IV 
NO ITEM ANALYSIS 
26 . (Which phLlosophical appr oach) 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = • 90 
Wrong 
0 
2 
27 . (Which philosophical approach) 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= .45 
Wrong 
4 
7 
28 . (Hhich philosophical approach) 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = 1 . 00 
Wrong 
0 
0 
!58 
_g_ D* OMITS 
1 9 0 
6 J 0 
29 . Selecting Content Area (Acting out effects of wind , forest fLre , etc . ) 
foliage observations 
energy 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
effects of envLronmental factors 
spectrum analysis 
Al ternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = . 90 
* Correct Answers 
~ 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
2 
Q* 
10 
8 
!l 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
)0 . Selecting Content Area (Calculating percentage of income 
expense uses) 
(a) foliage observations 
(b) energy 
(c) effects of environmental factors 
(d) spectrum analysis 
Alternatives ~ B* Q Q 
Upper 10 0 10 0 0 
Lower 10 0 8 2 0 
Difficulty = • 90 
31. Selecting Content Area (Shapes of trees , bushes) 
(a) foliage observations 
(b) energy 
(c~ effects of environmental factors (d spectrum analysis 
Alternatives A* !! Q Q 
Upper 10 9 0 0 1 
Lower 10 10 0 0 0 
Difficulty = . 95 
32. Selecting Content Area (Color wheel and nature hike) 
(a) foliage observations 
energy i~( 
(dl 
effects of environmental factors 
spectrum analysis 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = • 95 
~ 
1 
0 
!! 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
. D* 
9 
10 
energy 
OMITS 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
0!1ITS 
0 
0 
33 . Selecting integrated content area (Acting out effects of wind, 
forest fire , etc . ) 
(aa) art and language arts 
(bb) math and art 
(cc) math 
(dd) language arts and P.E. 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = 1. 00 
* Correct Answers 
~ 
0 
0 
!! 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
D* 
10 
10 
OMITS 
0 
0 
159 
160 
J4 , Selecting integrated content area (Calculating percentage of income 
energy expense uses ) 
(aa) art and language arts 
(bb) math and art 
(cc) math 
(dd) language arts and P . E. 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty= 1.00 
~ 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
0 
C* 
10 
10 
.!!. 
0 
0 
OMITS 
0 
0 
J5 . Selecting integrated content area (Shapes of trees , bashes) 
(aa) art and language arts 
(bb) math and art 
(cc) math 
(dd) language arts and P .E. 
Alternatives 
Upper 10 
Lower 10 
Difficulty = .75 
!! 
1 
4 
B* 
9 
6 
Q 
0 
0 
.!!. 
0 
0 
mnTS 
0 
0 
J6 . Selecting integrated content area (Color wheel and nature hike) 
(aa ) art and language arts 
(bb) math and art 
(cc) math 
(dd) language arts and P . E. 
Alternatives A* ~ Q .!!. OMITS 
Upper 10 9 1 0 0 0 
Lower 10 5 5 0 0 0 
Difficulty = . 70 
* Correct Answers 
